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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Due to their complex life cycle and metabolism Streptomyces are an interesting group of 

bacteria for research as well as for industrial utilisation. They are Gram positive 

filamentous microorganisms inhabiting mainly soil ecosystems and producing a huge 

repertoire of different secondary metabolites. Some of their secondary metabolites are 

industrially exploited as antibacterial or antifungal agents (antibiotics), antitumor 

compounds, insecticides, or herbicides.  

However, with the increasing bacterial resistance against routinely used antibiotics and the 

presence of still uncured diseases like cancer or AIDS, there is a very urgent need for new 

bioactive molecules. Important reservoirs of such bioactive compounds are the so-called 

cryptic or silenced secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters discovered during the 

analysis of bacterial chromosome sequences. Cryptic secondary metabolite clusters refer to 

groups of genes that might be responsible for the biosynthesis of a secondary metabolite 

but that are probably not expressed in the conditions routinely used in laboratory, therefore 

the products synthesized are unknown. The sequencing of bacterial genomes revealed the 

presence of many such clusters and it was already shown that in some cases the 

identification of their products led to the discovery of new compounds (Gross et al., 2007).     

Inspired by this knowledge, I studied the cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters 

of Streptomyces ambofaciens, a strain exploited industrially for the production of the 

antibiotic spiramycin. During these studies I used different approaches, which are 

described in the chapter “Literature review”. In the second part of this work, I was 

interested in the regulation of secondary metabolite biosynthesis and in manipulating 

regulatory proteins in order to activate the expression of cryptic clusters. The third part of 

this work consists in the study of the effect of the inactivation of a gene encoding a 

primary metabolism enzyme on the production of secondary metabolites and on the whole 

protein expression pattern in another Streptomyces species, Streptomyces lividans. The 

precise objectives of this thesis are stated at the end of the chapter “Literature review”.  
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

1. THE GENUS STREPTOMYCES 

1.1. General characteristics of the genus  

The genus Streptomyces belongs to the phylum of Gram-positive, GC-rich bacteria the 

Actinobacteria, order Actinomycetales, family Streptomycetacea.  

Streptomyces derive their name from Latin streptos = twisted or bent and myces = fungi 

reflecting their morphology similar to that of filamentous fungi and the wrinkled shape of 

their aerial hyphae differentiated into chains of spores. They are strict aerobes inhabiting 

mainly soil ecosystems where they represent approximately 10% of the total soil microbial 

flora (Janssen, 2006). They are well adapted to saprophytic life in the soil environment. 

For the decomposition of dead or decaying organic matters they use different extracellular 

hydrolytic enzymes, some of which break down even complex polymers such as cellulose, 

chitin or starch (Kieser et al., 2000). Thus Streptomyces are important organisms for 

carbon recycling. Some Streptomyces do not live in the soil as free-living saprophytes but 

rather as symbionts with plant roots (Schrey & Tarkka, 2008). Moreover, few of 

Streptomyces species acquired the ability to infect plant tissues and became plant 

pathogens, such as Streptomyces scabies, the causative agent of the potato scab disease 

(Loria et al., 2006) (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Three “living strategies” of Streptomyces 

A) free-living saprophyte, colonies of Streptomyces ambofaciens 

B) symbionts of plants, Streptomyces lydicus colonizing the roots of a pea plant Pisum 

 sativum. The arrows indicate Streptomyces hyphae. From (Tokala et al., 2002)   

C) pathogen, Streptomyces scabies causing potato scab disease  

 

Members of this genus are also industrially exploited. Streptomyces are the largest 

bacterial group of antibiotic producers and they are at the origin of 70% of the overall 

A B C 
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production of antibiotics used in human or veterinary medicine. These include for 

example: streptomycin produced by Streptomyces griseus, tetracycline produced by 

Streptomyces rimosus, lincomycin produced by Streptomyces lincolnensis, or spiramycin 

produced by Streptomyces ambofaciens. Beside antibiotics they synthesize compounds that 

can be used as anticancer drugs such as doxorubicin, a product of Streptomyces peucetius 

or mitomycin a product of Streptomyces lavendulae; or as immunosuppressant like 

rapamycin isolated from Streptomyces hygroscopicus. In agriculture, bialaphos, a structural 

analogue of glutamate, synthesised by Streptomyces viridochromogenes and S. 

hygroscopicus is utilised as herbicide (Fig. 2).  

The industrial utilization of Streptomyces is not restricted to their secondary metabolites. 

Other useful compounds are their hydrolytic enzymes or the whole microorganism as such. 

For example the biofungicide Mycostop, made by Vendera Company to protect plant roots 

against fungal infections, contains the dried spores and mycelium of Streptomyces 

griseoviridis. 

                         

          tetracycline     doxorubicin   

  (antibiotic, S. rimosus)   (anticancer drug, S. peuceticus) 

  

                                                 
           rapamycin           bialaphos 

(imunosupressant, S. hygroscopicus)   (herbicide, S. viridochromogenes,  

        S. hygroscopicus) 

 

 

Figure 2. Structures of several industrially exploited secondary metabolites produced 

by Streptomyces. The biological activity for which they are used in medicine or agriculture 

and the name of the producer are in brackets.  
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1.2. Streptomyces morphological development  

Similarly to filamentous fungi and unlike most other bacteria, Streptomyces undergo a 

complex life cycle during which the spores develop into multicellular substrate and aerial 

mycelium that later differentiates again to spores. During this cycle, spores are the only 

unigenomic stage while the mycelium is poorly septated and contains several copies of the 

chromosome in each mycelial compartment. In their natural environment, the spores are 

the predominant stage in which Streptomyces survive most of the time. In laboratory 

conditions the whole cycle is completed in approximately 1-2 weeks on solid media. In 

submerged cultures Streptomyces develop mycelium but they are usually not capable to 

sporulate. Only few species (ex. Streptomyces venezualae, S. griseus or Streptomyces 

granaticolor) are able to produce submerge spores but these are morphologically and 

physiologically different from the aerial spores (Kendrick & Ensign, 1983). 

In solid-grown cultures, the life cycle (Fig. 3) starts by the germination of the spores into 

so-called germ-tubes that give rise to substrate (vegetative) mycelium. This growth occurs 

through the extension and branching of the hyphal tips (Flardh, 2003) and it requires the 

presence of water, nutrients and Ca
2+ 

(Kieser et al., 2000). The substrate mycelium grows 

into and on the surface of the substrate (soil in nature, agar plates in laboratory conditions) 

increasing thus the area in which the organism can reach for nutrients. After a short pause 

in growth, called the transition phase (Granozzi et al., 1990), the hyphae break the surface 

tension and grow out into the air giving rise to a white fuzzy aerial mycelium. The 

breakage of the air-water interface tension is enabled by the secretion of biological 

surfactants, like the SapB peptide, or chaplins (Elliot et al., 2003; Tillotson et al., 1998). 

The formation of aerial mycelium coincides with a massive death of substrate mycelium, 

providing thus nutrients for the aerial hyphae (Miguelez et al., 1999). Later the developed 

aerial hyphae become divided into chains of prespore compartments each containing one 

chromosome. Each of the compartments then develops thick spore wall and undergoes 

further maturation into dormant spores (Kieser et al., 2000). In some Streptomyces species 

spore maturation is accompanied by the synthesis of a spore pigment. Then the spores are 

released from the chains and spread, usually by air or water. These spores (sometimes 

called the arthrospores) are resistant to dehydration but they are not resistant to high 

temperature or radiation as the endospores of Bacillus.  
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The morphological differentiation coincides, at the later stages of growth, with 

physiological differentiation (the production of secondary metabolites), many of which are 

exploited industrially (see chapter 1.1.).  

 

germination of

spores

germ tubes    spores
maturation of

spores

chains of unigenomic

cells

aerial mycelium

antibiotic synthesis

second phase of 

growth

substrate mycelium

first phase of 

growth

sporulation

 

 

Figure 3. Streptomyces life cycle: morphological and physiological differentiation of 

Streptomyces colony 

1.3. The genome of Streptomyces 

Until today the complete genome sequence of three Streptomyces species (S. coelicolor 

A3(2), Streptomyces avermitilis and S. griseus) have been published (Bentley et al., 2002; 

Ikeda et al., 2003; Ohnishi et al., 2008) and the whole genome sequences of at least twenty 

other Streptomyces are available at the NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) or Sanger institute 

web pages (www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects) (Fig. 4 and Tab. 1). Sequencing of several other 

Streptomyces genomes (including the genome of S. ambofaciens) is in progress. Even 

though the structure and size of Streptomyces chromosomes have been studied and 

characterized more than 15 years ago (Leblond et al., 1993; Lin et al., 1993; Redenbach et 

al., 1996), the availability of the whole genome sequences enabled to characterize more 

precisely some structural features and types of genes found in the genomes of these 

microorganisms.  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects
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Already in nineties of the last century it was obvious that they possess one of the largest 

bacterial genomes reflecting their complex life cycle and metabolism. The sizes of 

Streptomyces genomes completely sequenced up today vary between 6-10 Mb with a GC 

content around 70% (Tab. 1). The genetic information is carried on a linear chromosome 

and additionnaly, in some Streptomyces species, on linear or circular plasmids. Linear 

chromosome is rare among bacteria and only few other bacterial species with linear 

chromosome exist beside Streptomycetes it is for example Borrelia and Agrobacterium. 

The linear DNA molecules of Streptomyces comprise of a central (core) region and the 

arms ended by terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) with terminal proteins covalently bound to 

the 5´ends. 

  

Strain  
Genome 
size (Mb) 

GC content 
(%) 

Coding 
(%) 

Accession number or 
reference 

Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2) 8,6 72,1 79  NC_003903 

Streptomyces avermitilis  9,0 70,7 86 NC_003155 

Streptomyces griseus 8,5 72 87  NC_010572 

Streptomyces scabies 10,1 71 86 
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/

Projects/S_scabies/ 

Streptomyces albus 6,6 73 85  NZ_ABYC00000000 

Streptomyces clavuligerus 6,7 69 80  NZ_ABJH00000000 

Streptomyces flavogriseus 7,5 71 85  NZ_ACZH00000000 

Streptomyces griseoflavus 7,4 71 84 NZ_ACFA00000000 

Streptomyces ghanaensis 8,2 72 83  NZ_ABYA00000000 

Streptomyces hygroscopicus 10,4 71 85 NZ_ACEX00000000 

Streptomyces lividans TK24 8,2 71 86 NZ_ACEY00000000 

Streptomyces pristinaespiralis 6,1 69 81  NZ_ABJI00000000 

Streptomyces roseosporus 
NRRL15998 

7,5 71 86  NZ_ABYB00000000 

Streptomyces roseosporus 
NRRL11379 

7,8 71 86  NZ_ABYX00000000 

Streptomyces sviceus 8,4 69 84  NZ_ABJJ00000000 

Streptomyces 
viridochromogenes 

8,5 71 85 NZ_ACEZ00000000 

Streptomyces sp. AA4 9,1 69 87 NZ_ACEV00000000 

Streptomyces sp. ACT-1 8,5 72 87  NZ_ADFC00000000 

Streptomyces sp. ACTE 7,3 71 87  NZ_ADFD00000000 

Streptomyces sp. C 7,9 72 84 NZ_ACEW00000000 

Streptomyces sp. Mg1 7,1 70 84  NZ_ABJF00000000 

Streptomyces sp. SPB 74 6,5 70 78  NZ_ABJG00000000 

Streptomyces sp. SPB 78 6,9 72 81 NZ_ACEU00000000 

 

Table 1. Summary of Streptomyces genomes sequenced until today, with their genome 

size, GC content and coding capacity.  

 

http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/S_scabies/
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/S_scabies/
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Figure 4. Circular representation of the S. coelicolor chromosome.   

The outer scale is numbered anticlockwise in megabases and indicates the core (dark blue) 

and arm (light blue) regions of the chromosome. Circles 1 and 2 (from the outside in), all 

genes (reverse and forward strand, respectively) colour-coded by function (black, energy 

metabolism; red, information transfer and secondary metabolism; dark green, surface 

associated; cyan, degradation of large molecules; magenta, degradation of small molecules; 

yellow, central or intermediary metabolism; pale blue, regulators; orange, conserved 

hypothetical; brown, pseudogenes; pale green, unknown; grey, miscellaneous); circle 3, 

selected „essential‟ genes (for cell division, DNA replication, transcription, translation and 

amino-acid biosynthesis, colour coding as for circles 1 and 2); circle 4, selected 

„contingency‟ genes (red, secondary metabolism; pale blue, exoenzymes; dark blue, 

conservon; green, gas vesicle proteins); circle 5, mobile elements (brown, transposases; 

orange, putative laterally acquired genes); circle 6, G + C content; circle 7, GC bias ((G - 

C/G + C), khaki indicates values > 1, purple < 1). The origin of replication (Ori) and 

terminal protein (blue circles) are also indicated.  

From (Bentley et al., 2002).   

 

Comparison of the sequenced Streptomyces genomes revealed that the central (core) region 

comprises approximately half of the chromosome and it is quite conserved between 

Streptomyces species (Choulet et al., 2006a; Ikeda et al., 2003; Ohnishi et al., 2008). All of 

the essential genes, such as genes encoding proteins involved in DNA replication, 
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transcription, translation, or cell division are located here, together with the genes involved 

in primary metabolism. The arms on the other hand, seem to be variable and they carry 

usually the non-essential genes such as genes for the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites 

or hydrolytic exoenzymes. Beside that, most of the mobile sequences (transposases, 

insertion sequences) can be found in the arms (Chen et al., 2002), suggesting that lateral 

acquisition of genes and genome rearrangement occurs preferentially within these terminal 

regions (Dary et al., 2000; Choulet et al., 2006a). The two identical copies of terminal 

inverted repeats (TIRs) situated at each of the end of the chromosome are as well variable 

between species. Their size is generally between tens to hundreds of kilobases (Huang et 

al., 1998). However, very short TIRs also exist, as for instance in S. avermitilis 

chromosome, where they have a size of 174 bp (Omura et al., 2001). The terminal proteins 

are believed to serve as a protection for the chromosomal ends and they are also involved 

in the replication of telomeres (Bao & Cohen, 2001).  

The comparison of the three Streptomyces genomes with other completely sequenced 

bacterial genomes led to several interesting conclusions about the repertoire of 

Streptomyces proteins.  

Streptomyces encodes a huge number of regulatory proteins, which is probably due to their 

developmental complexity. For example in the genome of S. coelicolor 12 % of its proteins 

are predicted to have regulatory function (Bentley et al., 2002). Among these, there is 

remarkable number of sigma factors: 65. Among actinobacteria, Frankia, which exist as 

free-living bacteria and also as plant symbionts, posses 33 sigma factors. Similarly to 

Streptomyces, Myxobacteria, which exhibit as well a complex life cycle and metabolism 

possesses also a high number of regulatory proteins, including 45 sigma factors. On the 

other hand, actinobacteria with a less complex development and metabolism, such as 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Corynebacterium glutamicum possess less sigma factors, 

13 and 9 respectively. Other protein families that are expended in the Streptomyces 

genomes are those involved in transport, degradation of extracellular nutrients and in the 

biosynthesis of secondary metabolites (Bentley et al., 2002) (Tab. 2). 
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Bacterial 
species  

Genome 
size 
(Mb) 

Topolo
gy 

GC 
content 

Sigma 
factors 

Secondary 
metabolite 

clusters 

 
Source 

 

Streptomyces 
coelicolor A3(2) 

8.6 L 72.1% 65 23 
(Bentley et al., 2002); 

StrepDB 

Streptomyces 
avermitilis  
MA-4680  

9.0 L 70.7% 60 30 
(Ikeda et al., 2003); 

SAVDB 

Streptomyces  
griseus IFO 
13350  

8.5 L 72.2% 65 34 (Ohnishi et al., 2008) 

Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis 
H37Rv 

4.4 C 65% 13  12*  
(Camus et al., 2002; 

Cole et al., 1998) 

Corynebacterium 
glutamicum 
ATCC13032 

3.3 C 53.8% 9 26**  
(Kalinowski et al., 

2003; Yukawa et al., 
2007) 

Nocardia 
farcinica IFM 
10152 

6.0 C 70.8% 33 15 (Ishikawa et al., 2004) 

Myxococcus 
xanthus DK1622 

9.1 C 68% 45 18 
(Goldman et al., 2006; 

Krug et al., 2008a) 

Bacillus subtilis 
168  

4.2 C 43% 18 7 (Kunst et al., 1997) 

Escherichia coli 
K-12 

4.6 C 50.8% 7 1  
(Blattner et al., 1997), 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov 

 

Table 2. Comparison of genome size, GC content, number of sigma factors and 

secondary metabolite clusters of nine bacterial species: Streptomyces, Mycobacterium, 

Nocardia, and Corynebacterium (phylum Actinobacteria); Myxoccocus, Escherichia coli 

(phylum Proteobacteria), Bacillus (phylum Firmicutes)   

* Seven out of the twelve Mycobacterium tuberculosis secondary metabolite biosynthetic 

clusters are PKS clusters involved in the biosynthesis of cell wall lipids (Chopra & 

Gokhale, 2009), thus they do not encode typical secondary metabolites.   

** Since Corynebacterium is studied mostly in connection with amino acid metabolism 

only few data are available about its secondary metabolite clusters. The number 26 

corresponds to number of genes encoding proteins putatively involved in secondary 

metabolite biosynthesis, transport, and catabolism as found on NCBI 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). Thus it is not a number of biosynthetic clusters.    

   

2. SECONDARY METABOLISM   

2.1. general introduction 

The term secondary metabolite was first used in microbiology in 1961 by Bu´Lock, who 

took it from plant physiologists (Bu'Lock, 1961). In microbiology, secondary metabolites 

refer to compounds not essential (at least in laboratory conditions) for the growth or 

reproduction of the producing organism. The function or importance of these compounds 

to the producer is therefore rather ecological (competition, inter or intra species 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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communication, signals for differentiation, survival or protection against physiological 

stresses and physical factors) (Fig. 5).  

streptomycin bacitracin

A. B. 

enterobactin alcaligin

pyocianin

C.

DKXanthene

 

Figure 5. Examples of bacterial secondary metabolites and their different roles in 

nature. A. role in competition, communication and/or differentiation – antibiotics 

streptomycin produced by S. griseus and bacitracin product of Bacillus subtilis, yellow 

pigments DKxanthenes of Myxoccocus xanthus B. iron scavenging – siderophores 

enterobactin of Escherichia coli and alcaligin of Bordetella pertusis;  C. protection -  

pigment pyocianin of Pseudomonas aerigunosa  

 

Precursors of secondary metabolites are intermediates or end products of basal metabolism 

(acetyl Co-A, amino acids, sugars, pyruvate, or glyceraldehyde-3-P). The secondary 

metabolite biosynthesis usually starts when the growth of the organism slows down due to 

the changes in the environment (depletion of nutrients, lack of ions) or as a reaction to 

some physiological signals (signalling molecules). In differentiating organisms, like 

Streptomyces, Bacilli, or fungi, environmental signals trigger also morphological 

differentiation (development of aerial mycelium and spores in Streptomyces, sporulation in 

Bacilli) and thus secondary metabolite production is coupled to morphological 

differentiation. In liquid-grown cultures, in which Streptomyces do not differentiate 

morphologically, the onset of secondary metabolism generally coincides with the 

beginning of stationary phase.  

Enzymes involved in secondary metabolite biosynthesis have often no function in the basal 

metabolism and they are thus unique in respect to substrates they can incorporate, like non-

proteinogenic amino acids (ornithin, D-amino acid) and in chemical reactions they catalyze  

(Jack & Sahl, 1995; Marahiel & Essen, 2009). All of these characteristics, together with a 
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huge repertoire of “post-assembly” modifications, contribute to the great structural 

diversity of secondary metabolites, which is another of their typical characteristic.  

2.2. Secondary metabolites and their biosynthesis 

The main chemical classes of bacterial secondary metabolites are: (1) polyketides 

synthesized by polyketide synthases, (2) peptides synthesized either by non-ribosomal 

peptide synthetases or by classical ribosomal pathway, and (3) aminoglycosides made by 

several different monofunctional enzymes (Fig. 6). Beside that, hybrid polyketide-peptide 

metabolites and terpene metabolites are also large groups of secondary metabolites known 

to be produced by bacteria, terpenes being the most diverse group of natural compounds. 

Other smaller groups, such as aminocoumarins and diketopiperazines, are interesting due 

to their biological activity or the unique enzymes that are used in their biosynthesis. 

             

A.  polyketides

erythromycine

(PK I)

tetracycline

(PK II)

B.  peptides

gramicidin S

(NRP)

streptomycin

C. aminoglycosides

D. terpenes

geosmine

thiostrepton

(ribosomal peptide)

 

Figure 6. The main chemical classes of bacterial secondary metabolites: A. polyketides 

(PK) type I (PKI) (ex. erythromycin), and type II (PKII) (ex. tetracycline); B. peptides 

synthesized either non-ribosomally (ex. gramicidin S) or via classical ribosomal pathway 

(ex. thiostrepton); C. aminoglycosides (ex. streptomycin); D. terpenes (ex. geosmin) 

 

2.2.1. Polyketides  

Polyketides (Fig. 6) include a notable number of pharmaceutically important products used 

as antibiotics (erythromycin, rifamycin, or tetracycline), immunosuppresants (rapamycin) 
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and antitumor agents (doxorubicin). Some polyketides are also synthesized as spore 

pigments (grey spore pigment of Streptomyces)  (Davis & Chater, 1990).  

Their synthesis includes the assembly of the polyketide “backbone” that is modified during 

and after the assembly, to obtain the final bioactive compound.  

The polyketide backbone is synthesized by polyketide synthases (PKS) which are either 

big multifunctional proteins (PKS I) or smaller mainly monofunctional proteins (PKS II) 

resembling in their biochemistry fatty acid synthases (FAS) (Bibb et al., 1989; Donadio et 

al., 1991; Sherman et al., 1989). Both PKS and FAS catalyze in repeated cycles the 

decarboxylative condensation of different acyl-CoA substrates into long acyl-chains 

compounds (polyketides or fatty acids) (Hopwood, 2004) (Fig. 7).  

                                            

Figure 7. The chemistry of assembly of polyketide backbone  

From (Hopwood, 2004). 

 

One such elongation cycle includes recognition of the substrate, its transfer to the PKS or 

FAS enzyme and the formation of C-C bond. To achieve this at least three proteins or 

protein domains are necessary. In PKS systems they are together called minimal PKS and 

they comprise: ketosynthase (KS), acyltransferase (AT) and acyl carrier protein (ACP) 
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(Bohm et al., 1998). Before the synthesis can begin, ACP protein is posttranslationally 

modified to convert it from inactive apo to active holo form. This modification is 

performed by phosphopantetheinyl transferases (PPTase) that attach the 

phosphopantetheine group derived from Coenzyme A to a specific serine residue of ACP 

(Walsh et al., 1997). The phosphopantetheinyl (P-pant) serves then as an “arm” ended by 

SH group to which substrate can be attached via thioester linkage. The biosynthesis starts 

with the acyltransferase (AT), which is responsible for the recognition of the appropriate 

substrate and its transfer to the P-pant arm of ACP resulting in substrate-S-ACP. Once the 

substrate is attached to the ACP the ketosynthase (KS) catalyzes the decarboxylation of 

substrate-S-ACP and the formation of C-C bond between the new precursor and the 

growing polyketide chain (Bibb et al., 1989). During the assembly, when the growing 

chain is tethered to ACP, it can undergo several modifications completed by additional 

enzymes or enzyme domains: ketoreductase (KR), dehydratase (DH), enoyl reductase 

(ER), cyclase (CYC) and aromatase (ARO) (Fig. 8) (Hopwood, 2004; Weissman, 2009; 

Zhang & Tang, 2009). During the synthesis of fatty acids, three modifications 

(ketoreduction, dehydration and enoylreduction) follow each elongation cycle whereas 

during polyketide synthesis, these modifications can be omitted or only some of them can 

be used or they can be used all (Sherman et al., 1989). Thus, in each step of elongation the 

PKS choose between these different modifications which results in much greater diversity 

of the final product. In addition to the minimal PKS and the modifying enzymes each PKS 

(and FAS) needs special proteins or protein domains for chain initiation and termination. 

The chain initiation is usually performed by AT and ACP proteins without interaction with 

KS and for chain termination it is usually thioesterase (TE) that catalyzes the release of the 

polyketide chain from the enzyme (Keating & Walsh, 1999). This release is often 

accompanied by cyclization.  

 

 

 

Figure 8. Different modifications performed on the keto group of growing polyketide 

chain 

From (Hopwood, 2004). 
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Once the polyketide backbone is released from the enzymatic complex it could be further 

modified by other tailoring enzymes, yielding the final bioactive molecule. These 

modifications include glycosylation, methylation, oxidation etc. (Weissman, 2009).   

 

The described elongation cycle of the polyketide “backbone” can be achieved by two 

distinct types of PKS and FAS enzymes:  type I (modular) PKS and FAS in which the 

enzymatic activities are a part of a huge multienzymatic protein and each of the catalytic or 

carrier protein domain is used only once or type II (iterative) PKS and FAS in which the 

enzymes are separate monofunctional proteins that interact transiently and they are used 

repeatedly (Sattely et al., 2008). Beside the classical type I PKS, in which each module is 

used only once during the assembly of the polyketide, in some cases one module can be 

used iteratively. This is for example in fungi type I PKS, which work usually iteratively. In 

addition to that, a third type of PKS, PKS type III (also called chalcone synthase), was 

described in bacteria (Moore & Hopke, 2001).  

PKS I (modular PKS) 

Type I (modular) PKS are typically responsible for the biosynthesis of complex 

polyketides like macrolide antibiotics (erythromycin, spiramycin, or tylosin).   

These enzymes are great (200 – 2000 kDa) multifunctional polypeptides in which the 

domains responsible for the AT, ACP, KS activities are organized into functional units 

(modules) (Cane & Walsh, 1999). Each module is responsible for one cycle of polyketide 

chain elongation (Weissman, 2004). In addition to the different modules many PKS I 

enzymes possess at their N- and/or C –terminus a short non-conserved segment of amino-

acid residues. These residues are referred to as interpolypeptide linkers and they connect 

two adjacent PKS proteins allowing thus the proper assembly of the multi-PKS complex. It 

was shown that these linkers are also one of the crucial components responsible for the 

proper functioning of the PKS systems. The linkers consist of 80-130 amino acids at the C-

terminal part of one PKS that interact with a cognate 30-50 amino acids at the N-terminus 

of the downstream PKS (Tsuji et al., 2001a; Tsuji et al., 2001b).  

The precursors generally used for chain elongation by PKS I are malonyl CoA, 

methylmalonyl CoA or rarely ethylmalonyl-CoA. A larger diversity of precursors can be 

used for chain initiation: acetyl CoA, propionyl CoA, butyryl CoA, benzoyl CoA or other 

CoAs can be incorporated, in addition to those used also for elongation (Weissman, 2004). 

As exemplified by erythromycin (Fig. 9), the biosynthesis is achieved usually by several 

proteins that are associated in a huge complex (Cortes et al., 1990; Donadio et al., 1991; 
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Katz, 2009; Khosla et al., 2007). The synthesis proceeds on the enzymes step by step from 

the N to the C terminus of the protein; therefore there is usually colinearity between the 

polypeptide sequence and the order of reactions (Fig. 9). Due to this biosynthetic logic and 

the fact that the sequences of PKS domains are quite conserved it is possible to predict 

from the PKS I gene sequence the types of domains and number of modules that it 

encodes. From the alignment of the AT domain sequences and the physico-chemical 

properties of their substrate binding pocket it is also possible to predict the precursor that 

will be incorporated. Thus, this allows predicting the structural characteristics of the 

synthesized polyketide backbone (Bachmann & Ravel, 2009). This knowledge has been 

used for the prediction of products of so-called cryptic clusters and for the synthesis of 

polyketide derivatives by combinatorial biosynthesis.  
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Figure 9. Organization of the 6-deoxyerythronolide B synthase (DEBS) and the 

structure of the erythromycin backbone. Stepwise growth of the polyketide chain is 

shown attached to the ACP domain of each module. The incorporated residues are shown 

in the same colour as the module which was responsible for its incorporation and eventual 

modifications. LM loading module; ACP acyl carrier protein; AT acyltransferase; DH 

dehydratase; ER enoylreductase; KR β-ketoreductase; KS β-acyl ACP synthase, TE 

thioesterase.  

From (Menzella et al., 2005). 

 

PKS II (aromatic PKS)  

Type II polyketide synthases (aromatic or iterative PKS) synthesize typically aromatic 

compounds like tetracyclines, anthracyclines (ex. daunorubicin) or angucyclines.  

These enzymes are usually mono-or bifunctional proteins each carrying one or two type(s) 

of enzymatic activity. These single proteins interact transiently and they are used 

repeatedly (iteratively) during the biosynthesis. Minimal PKS of type II synthases include: 
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ketosynthase (KSα), chain length factor (CLF called also KSβ), which are together 

responsible for the condensation reaction and the acyl carrier protein (ACP) (Fig. 10) 

(Weissman, 2009). The acyltransferase that is in PKS I systems responsible for the choice 

of precursors and their transfer to ACP is sometimes absent in the PKS II clusters and it 

was shown that they can use the malonyl-CoA-ACP acyltransferase of fatty acid synthases 

(FAS) instead (Summers et al., 1995). The minimal PKS cooperates with tailoring 

enzymes, which modify the nascent polyketide backbone. The biosynthesis by PKS II is 

thus carried out by a multienzymatic complex that repeatedly associates and dissociates in 

contrast to multienzymatic complex in the PKS I systems, associated for the whole 

biosynthesis. Due to this biochemistry, it is very difficult to deduce the length of the final 

polyketide backbone and the use of the tailoring enzymes from enzyme sequences. 

Therefore in contrast to PKS I, for PKS II it is very challenging to make any predictions 

concerning the structure of the final polyketide (Hertweck et al., 2007).  

Another difference between the PKS I and PKS II enzymes is in the choice of precursors. 

In contrast to different precursors used by PKS I, the only precursor known up today to be 

used for chain elongation by PKS II is malonyl CoA, which is also the only precursor used 

for chain elongation by FAS. Hence, they can share the malonyl-CoA-ACP acyltransferase 

with FAS. 

                      

Figure 10. Schematic representation of type II PKS assembly. The single domain 

proteins (KSα, KSβ and ACP) associate transiently into a complex to construct the 

polyketone chain. KSα ketosynthase α; KSβ ketosynthase β also called chain length factor; 

ACP acyl carrier protein.   

From (Weissman, 2009).  

 

PKS III (chalcone-type) 

Type III PKS synthases are structurally the simplest PKSs (Jez et al., 2001). The best 

studied of type III PKS is the chalcone synthase of plants involved in the biosynthesis of 

chalcone, an essential metabolite in the biosynthesis of anthocyanin pigment or flavonoids 

(Austin & Noel, 2003). Even though these enzymes were thought to be plant-specific, later 
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they were found in bacteria as well (Moore & Hopke, 2001). For example, in S. griseus, a 

type III PKS is involved in the synthesis of tetrahydroxynaphtalene, the intermediate in the 

biosynthesis of melanins and other colour compounds (Funa et al., 1999).      

PKS III are relatively small proteins (40-47 kDa) functioning as homodimeric iterative 

PKS (Tropf et al., 1995). Substrates of PKS III are usually malonyl-CoAs which are step-

condensed into a tetraketide intermediate that is later cyclized and modified specifically by 

each synthase (Tropf et al., 1995). Both, the condensation and cyclization are performed 

within the same PKS active-site (Austin & Noel, 2003) and in contrast to PKS I and PKS 

II, the PKS III does not use ACP for activation and transfer of the substrate but it acts 

directly on the acyl CoAs (Shen, 2003) (Fig. 11). Downstream enzymes then modify the 

chalcone-like scaffold to produce diverse bioactive compounds.  

Due to the relative simplicity of the PKS III enzymes several studies have been performed 

providing insights into the factors mediating starter unit selection, chain extension and the 

control of ring formation (Weissman, 2009). Nonetheless, particularly for the fungal and 

bacterial PKS III, several fundamental questions should still be answered. Due to this lack 

of knowledge as well as the iterative utilisation of PKS III, it is challenging to predict the 

structure of the encoded compound from the protein sequence of a type III PKS, similarly 

to PKS II systems.    

                       

Figure 11. Schematic representation of type III PKS assembly. The PKSs III consists 

of a single multifunctional active site that in cooperation with Co-A-bound substrates 

performs all the steps necessary to assemble the polyketone chain. 

From (Weissman, 2009). 

2.2.2. Peptides 

Similarly to polyketides, peptide natural products constitute a large family of compounds 

with diverse chemical structure and biological activities. These compounds can be 

synthesized either by huge multienzyme complexes, the non-ribosomal peptide synthetases 

(NRPS) (Grunewald & Marahiel, 2006) or by the classical ribosomal pathway (e.g. 

lanthibiotics, thiopeptides) (Kelly et al., 2009; Widdick et al., 2003). 
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NRP (non-ribosomal peptides)  

The possibility of peptide biosynthesis by an alternative to ribosome mediated pathway 

was reported in 1971 for the biosynthesis of the peptide antibiotics gramicidin S and 

tyrocidine A in Bacillus sp. (Lipmann et al., 1971). This alternative pathway has many 

parallels with polyketide biosynthesis and in contrast to classical ribosomal synthesis of 

peptides it allows the incorporation of non-proteinogenic amino acids as well as the 

catalysis of reactions resulting in unique structural features, like methylated or 

glycosylated residues or heterocyclic elements (Sieber & Marahiel, 2005). Thus the 

structural diversity of the products is greater than that of ribosomally synthesized peptides 

(Mootz et al., 2002).  

Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases are large multienzymatic polypeptides catalyzing the 

condensation of different amino acids into peptides on the expense of ATP molecules. The 

synthesis can be carried out by a large single NRPS protein which is often the case in 

fungi, or by several NRPS proteins as in most bacteria (Finking & Marahiel, 2004). In the 

case were several NRPS proteins interact during the biosynthesis, they are connected by 

interpolypeptide linkers as in type I PKS complexes.   

The NRPSs consist of modules; each of them is responsible for the recognition and 

incorporation of one amino acid into the growing polypeptide chain. Modules can be 

divided into domains carrying the enzymatic or carrier functions (Finking & Marahiel, 

2004). Analogously to minimal PKS, in NRPS the so-called core domains are necessary 

for the completion of one elongation cycle. These are the adenylation domain (A), the 

peptidyl carrier protein domain (PCP) and condensation domain (C) (Lautru & Challis, 

2004) (Fig. 13). The adenylation domain selects the appropriate substrate and activates it 

as aminoacyl adenylate using ATP (Dieckmann et al., 1995). The activated amino acid is 

then transferred to the phosphopantetheinyl (P-pant) arm of PCP. The P-pant is, as the P-

pant of ACP proteins in PKS, added posttranslationally to the PCP by phosphopantetheinyl 

transferases (Walsh et al., 1997). This arm serves as a carrier of intermediates between the 

different catalytic centres. The C domain then catalyses the formation of peptide bond 

between the amino-acyl precursors attached to the PCPs of adjacent modules (Stachelhaus 

et al., 1998). In some NRPS modules  the C-domain can be replaced by a heterocyclization 

(Cy) domain (Lautru & Challis, 2004) (Fig. 12). 

Beside the core domains there are also tailoring enzymes that can be either part of the 

NRPS polypeptide chain and act in cis or separate proteins acting in trans on the peptide 

(Finking & Marahiel, 2004). For example the cis-acting E-domain catalyzes the 
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epimerization of L-amino acids bound to the PCP domain into D-isomers (Stachelhaus & 

Walsh, 2000). The cis-acting N- and C- methyltransferases (N-MT, C-MT) are responsible 

for N- or C- methylation of the amino acid residues. Trans-acting tailoring enzymes are for 

example glycosyltransferases.  

The first (initiation) and last (termination) module differ from the canonical elongation 

modules. The initiation module usually lacks C-domain and in the termination module the 

last domain is often a thioesterase (TE) domain that is responsible for the release of the 

peptide from the enzyme (Schneider & Marahiel, 1998). 

                 

Figure 12.  Schematic representation of the modular organisation of NRPSs. The three 

core domains are: an adenylation (A) domain, a peptidyl carrier protein or thiolation (T) 

domain and a condensation (C) domain. The C domain is sometimes replaced by a 

heterocyclization (Cy) domain. Optional domains which are responsible for peptide chain 

modifications are methyltransferase (MT) domains and epimerization (E) domains. The 

termination module usually possess thioesterase (Te) domain.   

From (Lautru & Challis, 2004). 

 

It was originally thought that there was always colinearity between the order of the 

domains and modules in the NRPS polypeptide chain and the order of the reactions. This is 

generally true, for example for the biosynthesis of surfactin (Cosmina et al., 1993) (Fig. 

13). However, with the increasing knowledge about NRPS machinery and the discovery of 

new peptide compounds it was found that there are many exceptions from this so-called 

“colinearity rule”. These exception include for example the iterative use of domains and 

domain skipping (ex. enterobactin or coelichelin biosynthesis) (Gehring et al., 1998; 

Lautru et al., 2005), or the arrangement of some domains as a single-domain proteins (ex. 

congocidine biosynthesis) (Juguet et al., 2009).  
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Figure 13. Surfactin assembly line. The multienzyme complex consists of seven modules 

which are specific for the incorporation of seven amino acids. Twenty-four domains of five 

different types (C, A, PCP, E and TE) are responsible for the catalysis of twenty-four 

chemical reactions. Twenty-three reactions are required for peptide elongation, while the 

last domain is unique and required for peptide release and cyclisation. C condensation 

domain, A adenylation domain, PCP peptidyl carrier protein, E epimerization domain, TE 

thioesterase domain.  

From (Sieber & Marahiel, 2005).   

 

Regardless the many exceptions to the colinearity rule, it is in most cases possible to 

dissect the NRPS enzymes into domains and modules and to predict A- domain substrates. 

It was shown that the 8 amino acids lining up the A-domain substrate binding pocket 

determine substrate specificity (Challis et al., 2000; Stachelhaus et al., 1999). Beside that, 

the physico-chemical properties of the amino acids present in the binding pocket are 

thought to be the key factors for decision on how well a given substrate might bind to the 

pocket (Rausch et al., 2005). The physico-chemical properties include hydrophobicity, 

polarity, volume and the preference to appear in different secondary structures. All of this 

knowledge is used by the analytical programmes for predicting A-domain substrates like 

NRPSpredictor (Rausch et al., 2005). Even though the number of possible precursors 

incorporated by NRPS system is much larger than the number of precursors used by PKS 

assembly lines, the above mentioned NRPSpredictor was able to correctly predict in a set 

of over 1000 adenylation domains the substrates for 88% of them (Rausch et al., 2005). 
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These predictions together with the predictions using “colinearity rule”, if applicable, 

allow as in the case of PKS I, to predict the possible structure of the final peptide. 

Hybrid PKS-NRPS 

Hybrid PKS-NRPS natural compounds are synthesized by the cooperation of the PKS and 

NRPS enzymatic complexes. These hybrid PKS-NRPS systems have been found in 

Actinomycetes (e.g. biosynthesis of bleomycin by Streptomyces verticillus) or in 

Myxobacteria (e.g. biosynthesis of myxothiazol in Stigmatella aurantiaca) and they have 

gained a lot of attention due to their potential to be used for biosynthesis of novel hybrid 

compounds. 

The PKS and NRPS enzymes of hybrid PKS-NRPS seem to be, in their biochemistry and 

structure, similar to the PKS and NRPS of non-hybrid systems (Du et al., 2001). Thus the 

main interesting thing is how these two systems interact to produce a hybrid molecule. 

Generally there are two mechanisms: either the two parts (amino acid and polyketide 

intermediates) are synthesized separately by respective PKS and NRPS and latter they are 

ligated together by a ligase, or the two enzymes (PKS and NRPS) are directly coupled and 

the intermediates are directly transferred from PKS to NRPS or vice versa. An example of 

the first system is the biosynthesis of coronatine, the phytotoxin of Pseudomonas syringae 

or the biosynthesis of cyclosporin (Du et al., 2001; Rangaswamy et al., 1998; Weber et al., 

1994).  

The PKS/NRPS hybrid in which the two enzymes are directly coupled together is 

represented for example by the biosynthesis of myxobacterial epothilons (Julien et al., 

2000; Molnar et al., 2000; Tang et al., 2000). This direct coupling means that at some 

stage of the biosynthesis the PKS ketosynthase domain and/or NRPS condensation domain 

have to catalyze the formation of C-C and C-N bonds respectively between acyl and 

peptide intermediates instead of two acyls or two peptides. This is enabled probably by the 

low selectivity of the NRPS condensation domain for the substrate attached to the 

upstream carrier protein and by the alteration of the substrate binding site of PKS 

ketosynthase domain (Belshaw et al., 1999), (Shen et al., 2001). 

 Ribosomally synthesized peptides  

Even though the non-ribosomal peptide synthesis is the main biosynthetic pathway for the 

production of peptide secondary metabolites, a number of these compounds are 

nevertheless synthesized by the classical ribosomal pathway. The classical examples of 

ribosomally synthesized secondary metabolites are lantibiotics produced by Gram positive 
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bacteria. Well known lantibiotics are nisin, subtilin or cinnamycin (Jack & Sahl, 1995) or 

the lantibiotic-like bacterial surfactant SapB (Kodani et al., 2004). Beside that, the 

thiopeptides constituting a new family of bacteriocins, were recently showed to be also 

synthesized by the ribosomal pathway (Kelly et al., 2009). A well-known representative of 

the thiopeptides is for example thiostrepton.  

Ribosomally synthesized secondary metabolites are usually synthesized as pre-peptides 

that undergo a series of post-translational modifications and proteolytic digestions 

(Bierbaum & Sahl, 1993) (Fig. 14). Some of these modifications lead to the formation of 

unusual structures, like heterocycles in thiostrepton (Kelly et al., 2009), or to the formation 

of non-proteinogenic amino acids like lanthionine and/or methyllanthionine as in the case 

of lantibiotics (Jack & Sahl, 1995). The presence of these unusual amino acid moieties 

contributes to the biological activity and also to the resistance against proteases. Several 

enzymes catalyzing these modifications seem to carry unique functions as exemplified by 

the site-specific dehydration of serine and threonine during lanthionine formation (Jack & 

Sahl, 1995) or the dehydration of L-serine followed by stereospecific saturation to form D-

alanine (Jack & Sahl, 1995).     

One of the last post-translational modifications is the cleavage of the leader peptide present 

in all pre-peptides by a peptidase that is bound to the membrane (e.g. in nisin biosynthesis) 

or is a cytoplasmic protein (e.g. Pep5 biosynthesis) (Bierbaum & Sahl, 1993; Guder et al., 

2000).                                                                         

               

Figure 14. Posttranslational modifications that introduce the four characteristic 

structural motifs found in lantibiotics    
Dha=dehydroalanine, Dhb=dehydrobutyrin, Abu=aminobutyrate 

From (Li et al., 2009). 
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2.2.3. Aminoglycoside antibiotics 

Aminoglycosides or aminocyclitoles are typical secondary metabolites of Actinobacteria 

and they include therapeutically important antibiotics such as streptomycin, the first 

antibiotic for the treatment of tuberculosis, or kanamycin and gentamicin (Wehmeier & 

Piepersberg, 2009). 

Their biosynthesis involves several monofunctional enzymes each catalyzing one step in 

the pathway, in contrast to PKS or NRPS where the biosynthesis is carried out as a 

multistep process by an enzymatic complex. However, up today none of the 

aminoglycoside pathways has been described completely (Wehmeier & Piepersberg, 

2009).  

As their name suggests these are molecules composed of sugar and amino groups. In 

almost all aminoglycosides the core components are cyclitols, i.e. cyclic alkans containing 

at least three hydroxy atoms attached to different carbons of the cycle. According to the 

biochemistry of cyclitol biosynthesis and the timing of the modification steps the 

aminoglycoside have been classified into several “C” groups (Ca, Cb1, Cb2) (Wehmeier & 

Piepersberg, 2009) (Fig. 15). In all of these three groups, the primary biosynthetic 

precursors are aldosephosphates. The cyclitol becomes then “decorated” by side groups 

(amino, imino, amido) and sugar moieties. These modifications occur on the cyclitol ring 

and by glycosylation on the hydroxy atoms with various sugars that can be further 

modified by pathway specific enzymes (Wehmeier & Piepersberg, 2009).  

                 

Figure 15. The biosynthetic routes for cyclitol formation.  

From (Wehmeier & Piepersberg, 2009).        

    

2.2.4. Terpenes  

Terpenes are known especially in connection with plant secondary metabolism. However, 

they are also produced in considerable amount by microorganisms where they have many 

biological functions: pigments, hormones, signalling molecules, antibiotics, or odour 

constituents (geosmin, albaflavenone). Here it is interesting to note that the coloured 

terpenes carotenoids, which participate in photoautrophic organisms in the energy transfer 
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and also protect the photosynthetic centre from auto-oxidation, were also found in 

heterotrophic microorganisms such as Streptomyces. In these bacteria they might be 

involved in protection against oxidative stress (Krugel et al., 1999).    

Terpenes consist of two or more isoprene units and according to their number, the terpenes 

are classified into different groups: monoterpenes contain 2 isoprene units, sesquiterpenes 

3 isoprene units, diterpenes 4 etc. Derivatives of terpenes in which methyl groups were 

replaced or removed, or in which an oxygen atom was added, are called the terpenoids. 

Similarly to terpenes, the terpenoids are classified according to the number of the isoprene 

units: monoterpenoids contain 2 isoprene, sesquiterpenoid 3 etc.   

The biosynthesis of terpenes can be divided into three phases: formation of isopentenyl 

diphosphate (IPP), condensation of IPP in order to synthesize linear isoprenoids and the 

condensation, cyclization and modification of linear isoprenoids (Takahashi & Koyama, 

2006). IPP can be formed either from acetyl-CoA via acetate/mevalonate (MVA) pathway 

or from pyruvate and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate via nonmevalonate or MEP (methyl-D-

erythriol-4 phosphate) pathway (Rohmer et al., 1993). Bacteria use with few exceptions 

the MEP biosynthetic pathway. The resulting IPP and its isomer DMAP (dimethylallyl-PP) 

form, via condensation reaction, linear isoprene diphosphates. These are the geranyl-

diphosphate (GPP, C10) that is further the precursor of monoterpenes, the 

farnesyldiphosphate (FPP, C15) that is used as precursor of sesquiterpenes and the 

geranylgeranyldiphosphate (GGPP, C20), which serves as a precursor of diterpenes and 

carotenoids (Fig. 16). Further cyclization of these isoprene diphosphates is accomplished 

by terpene synthases (sometimes called terpene cyclases).                           

Only few bacterial terpene synthases have been characterized up today. From these few 

characterized, the majority are the Streptomyces sesquiterepene synthases catalyzing the 

cyclization of FPP (Cane et al., 1994; Cane et al., 2006; Chou et al., 2010; Lin et al., 

2006). They are typically either monomers or dimers and they require Mg
2+

 for the 

catalysis. Recently a sesquiterpene synthase from Cyanobacteria (Nostoc punctiforme) was 

discovered (Agger et al., 2008). 
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Figure 16. Summary of terpene biosynthetic pathway.  IPP, isopentenyl diphosphate; 

acetyl-CoA, acetyl coenzyme A; HMG-CoA, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A; 

DMAPP, dimethylallyl diphosphate; FPP, farnesyl diphosphate; GPP, geranyl diphosphate; 

GGPP, geranylgeranyl diphosphate.  

From (Kajiwara et al., 1997). 

 

2.2.5. Others 

There are many other groups of secondary metabolites that could be described here. 

However, they are either not major group of secondary metabolites produced by bacteria or 

their biosynthesis is not yet clearly understood. Therefore in this chapter only two other 

biosynthetic pathways and chemical groups will be described; aminocoumarins and 

diketopiperazines. These groups are interesting due to the medical or pharmaceutical 

utilization of the compounds or for the novel functions of the involved enzymes. 

 

The aminocoumarin antibiotics are produced by different Streptomyces and are known to 

inhibit the DNA gyrase. Well-known examples of this group are novobiocin, clorobiocin, 

and coumermycin A, one of which, the novobiocin, is used in human therapy. All these 

compounds possess the aminocoumarin core, which has not been found in any other 

natural product (Heide, 2009a), and a sugar moiety, which is important for the biological 
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activity (Lewis et al., 1996; Tsai et al., 1997) (Fig. 17). The aminocoumarin core consists 

of two cyclic moieties (called ring A and ring B) both of which are derived from L-tyrosine 

(Pojer et al., 2003). Once the biosynthetic clusters for the three above mentioned 

aminocoumarins were identified (Pojer et al., 2002; Steffensky et al., 2000; Wang et al., 

2000) a lot of attention has been paid to the production of novel aminocoumarins by 

genetic manipulation and biochemical methods. This work is connected mostly with the 

laboratory of L. Heide, where several mutants in the aminocoumarin cluster genes were 

prepared resulting in strains blocked in one step of the biosynthesis or in a specific 

modification reaction. Subsequently, different methods can be implied to prepare new 

aminocoumarin derivatives. For example the inactivation of cloQ gene of the clorobiocin 

cluster abolished the synthesis of ring A of the clorobiocin core. When a synthetic 

analogue of ring A was added to the culture medium, it was incorporated to the molecule 

instead of ring A, forming thus a new molecule. Similarly inactivation of the gene(s) 

encoding tailoring enzymes for modification of the sugar moiety resulted in mutants 

producing aminocoumarins lacking the substituents on the sugar. Subsequent in vitro 

chemoenzymatic reaction of the modified aminocoumarin with a purified enzyme and the 

desired substituent might produce another novel aminocoumarin molecule. A third method 

applied for the production of novel aminocoumarin derivatives was metabolic engineering. 

In this method the aminocoumarin cluster in which one or several gene(s) for modification 

enzyme(s) were inactivated, was expressed in a heterologous strain. A gene from another 

aminocoumarin cluster encoding a tailoring enzyme was cloned into a replicative plasmid 

and expressed in the heterologous strain, which then produced a hybrid aminocoumarin 

antibiotic (Heide, 2009b).  

 

                

Figure 17. Structure of three aminocoumarin antibiotics.  

From (Heide, 2009). 
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Another interesting group of microbial secondary metabolites are the cyclodipeptides and 

their diketopiperazine derivatives. Many of them are bioactive compounds synthesised 

mostly by NRPS enzymes (Healy et al., 2000; Maiya et al., 2006; Walzel et al., 1997). 

However, it was first discovered that one compound from this family, the albonoursin, is 

synthesised by an NRPS independent pathway in Streptomyces noursei (Gondry et al., 

2009; Lautru et al., 2002). Recently, it was demonstrated that the enzyme catalysing the 

formation of the cyclodipeptide during albonoursin biosynthesis does not require ATP for 

the formation of peptide bond and uses aminoacyl-tRNAs as substrates (Gondry et al., 

2009). The aminoacyl-tRNAs are mostly associated with protein translation. Even though, 

they were shown to be involved also in some other processes like cell wall formation or the 

labelling of proteins for degradation they were not known to be involved in secondary 

metabolism (von Dohren, 2009). Thus the albonoursin synthase AlbC is the first secondary 

metabolite enzyme known to use aminoacyl-tRNAs as substrates. Using in-silico search 

followed by biochemical experiments Gondry et al characterized other enzymes able to 

catalyze the formation of cyclodipeptides using aa-tRNAs as substrates (ex. Yvmc of B. 

subtilis, Rv2275 of M. tuberculosis) (Gondry et al., 2009). These enzymes showed only 

low amino acid similarity to AlbC but due to their similar function, AlbC and the related 

proteins were grouped into a novel family of enzymes, the cyclodipeptide synthases 

(Gondry et al., 2009).  

3. REGULATION OF SECONDARY METABOLITE 

BIOSYNTHESIS 

The synthesis of secondary metabolites is triggered by different environmental and 

physiological factors including nutrient limitation (especially limitation in carbon, 

nitrogen, and phosphate source), the presence of different signalling molecules or various 

physiological stresses. At the molecular level the signals from these factors are transferred 

within the cell via a cascade of regulators to the biosynthetic genes.  

At the top of the regulatory cascade are the global regulators, which control not only the 

biosynthesis of secondary metabolites but also other cell physiological functions like 

morphological differentiation. Another level in the hierarchy is represented by pleiotropic 

regulators (sometimes referred to also as global regulators), which connect the regulation 

of several biosynthetic pathways by regulating the expression of pathway-specific 

regulatory proteins. Pathway specific regulators control the expression of genes from one 

specific biosynthetic pathway and genes encoding these regulators are often found in the 
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vicinity of biosynthetic genes, which are in bacteria usually clustered together and co-

regulated.  

The different intra and extra cellular factors interact at different levels with the cell 

regulatory network or even with the secondary metabolite biosynthesis itself. This makes 

the whole regulatory network very complex and complicated (Fig. 18). Some of these 

factors will be discussed below.  

            

Figure 18. Factors potentially determining the antibiotic production in Streptomyces  
From (Bibb, 1996). 

3.1. Environmental factors affecting secondary metabolite biosynthesis  

3.1.1. Nutrients availability  

It is known that one of the main environmental signals triggering secondary metabolite 

biosynthesis is depletion of carbon, nitrogen, and/or phosphate sources. 

Carbon  

The main carbon source for bacteria is glucose transported to the cell via different transport 

proteins (ABC transporters, permeases) or phosphostransferase system. In nature glucose is 

found as monosaccharide, oligosaccharide or as a part of different polysaccharides such as 

starch, cellulose or lignocellulose. These polysaccharides which have to be degraded 

before their degradation products are transported into the cell. Streptomyces are known to 

produce a variety of extracellular hydrolytic enzymes that are capable to complete this 

degradation and thus use these complex polymers as carbon source (McCarthy & 

Williams, 1992; Schrempf & Walter, 1995). The presence of glucose in the environment 
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inhibits the synthesis of so-called glucose-sensitive enzymes including several enzymes 

involved directly or indirectly in the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites. This 

phenomenon is called carbon catabolic repression (CCR) and its molecular mechanisms 

were studied in detail in Enterobacteria (Escherichia, Salmonella) and Firmicutes (Bacilli, 

Staphylococci, Lactobacilli) (Deutscher, 2008). In both of these bacterial groups the CCR 

is mediated via components of the phosphoenolpyruvate:carbohydrate phosphotransferase 

system (PTS) (Deutscher et al., 2006). In Streptomyces the molecular control regulating 

the carbon catabolite repression is only poorly understood but we know that in contrast to 

Enterobacteria it is independent on PTS and it is mediated via the enzyme glucokinase 

(Deutscher, 2008; van Wezel et al., 2007).  

However, it is thought that for Streptomyces the preferred nutrient source in nature might 

be N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) (Chater et al., 2010) found as NAG polymer, chitin, in the 

cell walls of fungi and in the exoskeletons of arthropods. NAG is also a peptidoglycan 

component of bacterial cell walls. Chitin is degraded extracellularly by chitinases to low 

molecular-weight oligosaccharides and NAG monomers. Chitobiose (NAG dimmer) is 

transported into the cell via an ABC transporter, while NAG, derived either from chitin or 

peptidoglycan degradation, is transported via the NAG phosphotransferase system and in 

some Streptomyces (ex. Streptomyces olivaceoviridis) partially also via an ABC transporter 

(Saito et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2002; Xiao et al., 2002). Both chitobiose and NAG are 

then metabolized to glucosamine-6-phosphate which is either converted to fructose-6-

phosphate and can be further used for glycolysis or it serves as peptidoglycan precursor or 

it is used in nitrogen metabolism pathways (Fig. 19) (Rigali et al., 2006). The effect of 

NAG on secondary metabolite production was studied mainly in S. coelicolor A(3)2. In 

this strain, the presence of NAG in rich (complex) media inhibits the production of 

secondary metabolites (antibiotics) and the morphological differentiation (Rigali et al., 

2006). On the other hand, on poor (minimal) media the presence of NAG triggers antibiotic 

biosynthesis (Rigali et al., 2008). However, the effect of NAG on antibiotic production is 

not universal among Streptomyces. While for example in Streptomyces clavuligerus, 

Streptomyces collinus and Streptomyces griseus the presence of NAG in minimal medium 

also increased antibiotic biosynthesis, in Streptomyces roseosporus the presence of NAG in 

minimal media inhibited antibiotic production. Furthermore, in Streptomyces avermitilis or 

Streptomyces rimosus the presence of NAG had no effect on antibiotic production in the 

conditions tested (Rigali et al., 2008). The molecular mechanism of the NAG effect is not 

yet clearly understood. It is supposed that the phosphorylated components of NAG PTS 
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system might in some way interfere with proteins involved in morphological 

differentiation and that the global regulator DasR is involved in the regulatory cascade 

linking the NAG concentration in the environment and the production of secondary 

metabolites (Rigali et al., 2006; Rigali et al., 2008) (see chapter 3.2.1.). 
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Figure 19. N-acetylglucosamine transport and metabolism in Streptomyces  

NAG is transported to the cell either as chitobiose (NAG dimmer) via ABC transporter or 

as NAG via phosphotransferase system (PTS) or in some Streptomyces also via ABC 

transporter. The NAG transported by ABC transporter is then phosphorylated by NagK to 

N-acetylglucosamine-6-phosphate (NAG-6-P). NAG entering the cell via PTS system is 

phosphorylated to NAG-6-P by the PTS components. Then NagA deacetylates NAG-6-P to 

glucosamine-6-P (GlcN-6-P) which can be further used in glycolysis or as peptidoglycan 

precursor or in nitrogen metabolism. 

From KEGG pathway, http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html and (Rigali et al., 2006).  

 

Nitrogen    

Nitrogen is in nature found in both organic (organic nitrogen compounds like amino acids, 

nucleotides) and inorganic forms (NH3, NO3
-
, and N2). Except N2, which is utilized only by 

N2 fixing bacteria, these nitrogen-containing molecules are transported to the cell via 

different membrane transporters (ABC transporters, symporters etc). In Streptomyces, 

another source of nitrogen is the NAG resulting from the degradation of chitin or 

peptidoglycan as described above. Further nitrogen assimilation is in Streptomyces (as in 

http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html
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other bacteria) accomplished mainly by glutamine synthetases which incorporate 

ammonium into the cellular organic nitrogen (NH3 + L-glutamate + ATP → glutamine + 

ADP + Pi). Glutamine synthetase cooperates with glutamate synthase (L-glutamine + 2-

oxoglutarate + NADPH + H
+ ↔ 2 L-glutamate + NADP

+
) in GS/GOGAT pathway (Rexer 

et al., 2006; Wray & Fisher, 1988). Under high-nitrogen conditions ammonium is 

assimilated by an alternative glutamate dehydrogenase pathways yielding glutamate from 

-ketoglutarate. The resulting L-glutamine and L-glutamate are key nitrogen donors for 

biosynthetic reactions.  

Nitrogen metabolism in Streptomyces is controlled at the transcriptional level mainly by 

the GlnR response regulator and the GlnRII regulatory protein. In response to the low 

nitrogen conditions GlnR controls all of the main routes for ammonium assimilation via 

activating transcription of genes encoding glutamine synthetases and ammonium 

transporter as well as other metabolic pathways connected to nitrogen (Tiffert et al., 2008). 

The exact role of GlnRII in nitrogen metabolism is not yet clearly understood. Lack of 

different nitrogen sources leading to starvation for amino acids results in a series of 

adaptive responses generally called the stringent response. The central molecule involved 

in this response is the highly phosphorylated nucleotide guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp); 

it is synthesized predominantly by ribosome bound RelA protein when uncharged tRNA is 

present in the ribosomal A-site. The ppGpp binds to RNA polymerase and thus regulates 

gene expression (Magnusson et al., 2005). In S. coelicolor the appearance of ppGpp 

positively correlates with the transcription of genes encoding pathway specific activators 

for actinorhodin (actII-ORF4) and calcium-dependent antibiotic (cdaR) and thus with the 

production of these two antibiotics (Chakraburtty & Bibb, 1997). Similar correlation 

between ppGpp synthesis and antibiotic production was observed also in several other 

Streptomyces species (Kelly et al., 1991; Ochi, 1987) suggesting that antibiotic regulatory 

genes are, during stringent response, under a positive direct or indirect control by ppGpp. 

Phosphate 

Level of phosphate in the environment is another important signal for morphological 

differentiation and production of secondary metabolites. The preferred source of 

phosphorus in bacteria is inorganic phosphate (Pi) transported to the cell either via low-

affinity inorganic phosphate transporter (Pit) or high-affinity phosphate transport system 

(Pst). Pit is the major Pi transport system when Pi is in excess and it consists of a single 

transmembrane protein dependent on proton motive force (Elvin et al., 1986; Santos-

Beneit et al., 2008). Pst is, on the other hand, activated during Pi scarcity and it is an ABC 
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transporter (Rao & Torriani, 1990). Organic phosphate compounds such as sugar 

phosphates and phospholipids have to be hydrolyzed before entering the cell. This 

hydrolysis is accomplished in Streptomyces by several phosphatases or phosphodiesterases 

(Apel et al., 2007; Madigan & Martinko, 2006). 

Phosphate is a well-known repressor of the biosynthesis of several secondary metabolites. 

The extracellular phosphate levels are sensed by the PhoR/PhoP (in Gram positive 

bacteria) or PhoB/PhoR (in Gram negative bacteria) two-component systems. PhoR is a 

membrane bound phosphate sensor protein that is autophosphorylated under Pi limiting 

conditions and activates its cognate PhoP response regulator. Genes under the control of 

PhoP constitute the Pho regulon and include also regulators which are part of the cascade 

leading to secondary metabolite biosynthesis. Even though the molecular mechanism is not 

always clearly understood the correlation between Pi limitation and increased secondary 

metabolite production was observed in both Gram-positive as well as Gram-negative 

bacteria (Gristwood et al., 2009; Santos-Beneit et al., 2009; Sola-Landa et al., 2003). 

Another protein connected to the phosphate metabolism and secondary metabolite 

biosynthesis is the polyphosphate kinase encoded by the ppk gene. This enzyme catalyses 

the synthesis of polyphosphates (polyP) from ATP when the ATP/ADP ratio in the cell is 

high, and the regeneration of ATP from polyphosphates when this ratio is low (Chouayekh 

& Virolle, 2002). In Streptomyces lividans inactivation of the ppk gene resulted in 

increased production of antibiotics, especially of the blue antibiotic actinorhodin 

(Chouayekh & Virolle, 2002). This effect seems to be connected to the low energetic state 

of the ppk mutant. 

3.1.2. Signalling molecules   

Other environmental factors that affect secondary metabolite biosynthesis are small 

signalling molecules some of which, the γ-butyrolactones (GBL), have been studied since 

the 1960s. The GBL are found mainly in Streptomyces species and they are chemically 

similar, except for the carbon side-chain, to the signalling molecules found in Gram-

negative bacteria the acylhomoserine lactones (AHL). However, the AHL have very 

diverse roles while the GBL, mainly regulate the production of secondary metabolites and 

differentiation (Takano, 2006). They are produced in nanomolar concentrations and they 

are presumed to diffuse freely through the membrane and within the multinucleoid hyphae 

of Streptomyces thus synchronizing morphological differentiation and secondary 

metabolism (Kato et al., 2007). In the cytoplasm they bind to receptor protein(s) and 
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inhibit their binding to specific DNA targets. As most of these receptor proteins act as 

repressors, the GBL binding induces the expression of the target genes (Takano, 2006). 

Genes encoding the GBL receptors are often located close to the antibiotic biosynthetic 

genes and are supposed to be pathway-specific regulators. The first GBL identified was A-

factor (autoregulatory factor) from S. griseus in which it induces the production of 

streptomycin and also sporulation (Khokhlov et al., 1967). The cascade of A-factor 

regulatory network includes the ArpA receptor protein, which is a transcriptional repressor 

of AdpA. AdpA acts as pleiotropic activator of various genes involved in both 

morphological differentiation (sporulation) and secondary metabolite production (Ohnishi 

et al., 2005). The binding of A-factor to ArpA thus causes its release from AdpA promoter 

region and AdpA and its target genes are transcribed (Fig. 20). Later GBLs and their 

receptors were found for example in Streptomyces virginiae (virginiae butanolides and 

BarA that control virginiamycin production) (Kinoshita et al., 1997), in Streptomyces 

lavendulae (IM-2 and FarA that affect pigment production) (Kitani et al., 2008), in 

Streptomyces coelicolor (SCBs and ScbR involved in the control of actinorhodin and 

undecylprodigiosin synthesis and in the control of the cpk cluster (Takano et al., 2001; 

Takano et al., 2005a) and several others.  

Recently, other small signalling molecules with function analogous to the GBLs were 

identified in S. coelicolor. It is a family of 2-alkyl-4-hydroxymethylfuran-3-carboxylic 

acids (AHFCAs) that specifically induced the production of the antibiotic methylenomycin 

(Corre et al., 2008). Glycosylated AHFCAs were isolated also from other Streptomyces 

species suggesting that they might be widespread in Streptomyces and constitute another 

class of signalling molecules. 
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Figure 20.  The A-factor regulatory cascade 
AM aerial mycelium, Sm streptomycin, PK polyketide, GX grixazone   

From (Ohnishi et al., 2005).  

3.2. The cell regulatory network  

As was already mentioned in chapter 1.3, Streptomyces encode a huge repertoire of 

proteins with regulatory functions including variety of sigma factors, two-component 

regulatory systems and members of regulatory families such as LysR, LacI, ROK, GntR, 

TetR, IclR, AraC, AsnC and MerR (Bentley et al., 2002). Beside that two other families of 

regulatory proteins specific for Actinomycetes, were found to be encoded in Streptomyces 

genomes. It is the SARPs family (Streptomyces antibiotic regulatory proteins) and LAL 

family (large ATP-binding regulators of LuxR family). Members of these two families 

decribed so far are essentially pathway specific regulators.   

3.2.1. Global and pleiotropic regulators 

Global regulators are proteins that control the expression of many different genes 

connected to diverse cell functions. In Streptomyces, the global regulators could control, 

via a cascade of other regulators, the production of secondary metabolites as well as 

morphological differentiation. Pleiotropic regulators control the expression of genes from 

several different secondary metabolite pathways. Beside that they were shown to be 
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involved also in the regulation of genes encoding transport proteins or metabolic enzymes, 

thus the difference between global and pleiotropic regulator seems to be artificial and these 

two groups are nowadays often referred to as one group of global regulatory proteins.    

One of the well-known Streptomyces global regulatory gene is bldA discovered during the 

studies of morphological differentiation (Leskiw et al., 1993). Its name comes from the 

fact that its inactivation resulted in bald colonies, i.e. colonies producing no aerial 

mycelium (hence bld genes). Beside that these mutants also failed to produce any of the 

four antibiotics known to be produced by S. coelicolor at that time. The gene bldA encodes 

the only S. coelicolor tRNA that is able to translate the rare leucine UUA codon, which is 

(as TTA) found predominantly in the regulatory or resistance genes connected to 

secondary metabolism (Leskiw et al., 1991).   

Another example of global regulator is the S. griseus AdpA protein involved in the A-

factor signalling cascade (see chapter 3.1.2.). It might be noted that there is a UUA codon 

in the transcript of adpA. Pleiotropic regulatory proteins that do not influence 

morphological differentiation but are involved in secondary metabolite synthesis are the 

regulators AfsR and AfsS. AfsR is the activator of AfsS and beside that it competes with 

the PhoP protein for the regulation of genes encoding the phosphate transporter (pstS) and 

the PhoR protein, a member of the PhoR-PhoP two-component system (Santos-Beneit et 

al., 2009). In S. coelicolor AfsS activates the pathway specific activators for actinorhodin 

and undecylprodigiosin production as well as genes associated with phosphate starvation 

or nitrogen and sulphate metabolism (Lian et al., 2008).       

 

Two global regulators were studied during this thesis; these were SCO6008 and DasR.   

SCO6008 is in S. coelicolor a 403 amino-acid long putative transcriptional repressor from 

the ROK family of regulators. The ROK (Repressor ORF Kinase) family includes proteins 

with different functions: repressors, ORFs with unknown functions, and kinases. All 

possess an helix-turn-helix (HTH) domain for the fixation to DNA and a sugar binding 

domain for the fixation of sugar. Some of the proteins from the ROK family are involved 

in transport and metabolism of alternative carbon sources like xylose or N-

acetylglucosamine (XylR of Bacillus subtilis and NagC of E. coli). In these cases, the 

sugar acts as an inductor meaning that upon its binding to the regulator, the regulator 

becomes inactive and its target genes can be transcribed.  

The gene SCO6008 from S. coelicolor was identified as a homologue of the rep (repressor 

protein) gene, originally isolated from a gene environmental library (Martinez et al., 2005). 
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When introduced into S. lividans or S. coelicolor this rep gene accelerated sporulation and 

induced the production of endogenous (actinorhodin) as well as heterologous secondary 

metabolites (Martinez et al., 2005). The protein SCO6008 from S. coelicolor is annotated 

as a putative transcriptional repressor; it presents 48% identity and 68% similarity in amino 

acids to the the Rep protein. Park et al. (2009) showed that SCO6008 is also connected to 

secondary metabolite biosynthesis. Deletion of the gene SCO6008 abolished the 

production of actinorhodin (blue pigmented antibiotic) and resulted in overproduction of 

undecylprodigiosin (the red antibiotic of S. coelicolor), while it had no effect on 

morphological differentiation. Further studies showed that SCO6008 binds to the promoter 

region of RedD, the pathway specific regulator of undecylprodigiosin synthesis (Park et 

al., 2009), which explains the overproduction of undecylprodigiosin in the SCO6008 

mutant. The regulation of actinorhodin production by SCO6008 seems to be indirect. 

Homologues of SCO6008 are different transcriptional regulators of diverse Actinomycetes 

including S. avermitilis putative repressor (SAV2248) (94% identity, 96% similarity in 

amino acids) and S. olivaceoviridis NgcR protein (94% identity, 97% similarity in amino 

acids). The S. olivaceoviridis NgcR protein is thought to serve as a repressor of ABC 

transporter responsible for N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) uptake. However, even though it is 

known that the presence of NAG influences morphological differentiation and antibiotic 

production in Streptomyces (Rigali et al., 2006; Rigali et al., 2008), no further studies 

concerning the connection between the presence of NAG, NgcR and morphological and 

physiological differentiation in S. olivaceoviridis have been published so far. A homologue 

of the gene SCO6008 was also found in the genome of S. ambofaciens.  

 

The second Streptomyces global regulator studied here is DasR (SCO5231), deriving its 

name from Deficient in Aerial mycelium and Spore formation, which reflects the 

phenotype of the dasR deletion mutants on glucose containing media. Beside its effect on 

morphology, the dasR deletion in S. coelicolor resulted also in overproduction of 

antibiotics especially the blue antibiotic actinorhodin on complex SFM medium (Rigali et 

al., 2006). DasR is a transcriptional repressor belonging to the GntR-family. It is involved 

in the regulation of sugar, mainly N-acetylglucosamine, uptake and metabolism, in chitin 

degradation, in antibiotic biosynthesis and several other processes leading to regulation of 

morphological and physiological differentiation in S. coelicolor. Similarly to other GntR-

family regulators it contains an HTH domain for the fixation to DNA and effector-binding 

domain (Rigali et al., 2002). When the effector molecule binds to the protein, it dissociates 
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from its target sites. For DasR, the effector molecule is glucosamine-6-phosphate, a central 

intermediate in glucosamine metabolism (Rigali et al., 2006). DasR binds to the consensus 

sequence ACTGGTCTAGACCACT situated in front of several genes encoding 

cytoplasmic and membrane component of the PTS system transporting NAG (ptsH, crr, 

ptsI, nagE1, nagE2, nagF), of genes encoding component of the ABC sugar transporter 

(dasA) or of genes from NAG metabolism (nagB, nagA) (Rigali et al., 2002; Rigali et al., 

2004) (Rigali et al., 2006), (Colson et al., 2008) (Fig. 21), repressing thus their 

transcription. In silico analysis revealed that DasR fixation site is present as well in the 

promoter regions of genes encoding regulators for actinorhodin and undecylprodigiosin 

biosynthesis (actII-ORF4 and redZ), of the chitinase gene and of the gene for D-alanyl-D-

alanine amidopeptidase (dppA) (Rigali et al., 2008). The fixation of DasR to actII-ORF4 

and redZ promoter regions was confirmed by electromobility shift assays, thus explaining 

the enhanced production of these antibiotics in the dasR mutant (Rigali et al., 2008).  

          

Figure 21. The DasR regulon in S. coelicolor. The different dasR target genes are 

grouped according to their function. Orange circles group genes involved in sugar uptake, 

dark blue circles group genes involved in NAG metabolism, red circles group genes 

involved NAG PTS system, light blue circles group genes involved in other functions. In 

silico predictions means that these targets were predicted only in silico but the dasR 

binding in their promoters was not experimentally verified. Question marks near the 

arrows indicate that the connection between DasR and this target is not clear and it might 

be indirect. cp cytoplasmic component    
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The role of DasR in the regulation of antibiotic biosynthesis and morphological 

differentiation in the presence of NAG is complex. It includes direct as well as indirect 

controls of the target genes and the different activities of the phosphotransferase system in 

NAG abundance and NAG scarcity. In S. coelicolor NAG is transported into the cell as 

chitobiose (NAG dimmer) via an ABC transporter or as NAG via a phosphotransferase 

system (Nothaft et al., 2010; Rigali et al., 2006). In S. coelicolor the chitobiose ABC 

transporter is encoded by dasABC genes located adjacent to dasR and the components of 

phosphotransferase system are encoded by genes (ptsH, ptsI, crr, nagE1, nagE2, nagF) 

scattered in three different parts of the chromosome. Beside that, it is thought that another 

NAG ABC transporter for sugar exists in S. coelicolor encoded by the putative ORFs 

SCO6005-SCO6007 similar to S. olivaceoviridis ngcEFG genes. Unlike the DasABC 

transporter, which is specific for chitobiose, the SCO6005-SCO6007 transporter has a high 

affinity for NAG and other monosaccharides, but it does seem to transport 

oligosaccharides. Nevertheless, since in S. coelicolor the deletion of membrane 

components of the PTS system results in almost complete loss of NAG uptake, it is thought 

that in this Streptomyces the SCO6005-SCO6007 is only minor transporter of NAG (at 

least in the tested conditions) (Nothaft et al., 2010). All of these three groups of transporter 

genes (dasABC, PTS components, SCO6005-SCO6007) are regulated by DasR. However, 

due to the complexity of the transport system and the observations that NAG is still 

transported mainly by PTS, the following model explaining the possible interactions 

between NAG transport, DasR, and secondary metabolism proposed by Rigali et al. 

concerns only NAG transport by PTS. They suggested that in NAG scarcity, DasR is 

active; it represses its target genes, including the components of NAG PTS system, which 

are thus expressed only at their basal level. Under these conditions the PTS intracellular 

enzymes transfer the phosphate from phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to proteins connected to 

development (Rigali et al., 2006). Thus the morphological differentiation as well as the 

production of antibiotics can occur. When NAG is abundant, DasR is inactivated by the 

fixation of glucosamine-6-phosphate, leading to the de-repression of the PTS component 

genes. Thus the PTS actively transport NAG to the cell. As a result PTS components 

transfer the phosphate from PEP to NAG and not to the development specific proteins; this 

results in bald colonies and in the decrease or lack of antibiotic production (Rigali et al., 

2006) (Fig. 22). This model correspond to the situation when NAG is added to complex 

cultivation media, however it does not explain the effect of NAG in minimal media or the 

situation when NAG is transported to the cell as chitobiose (NAG dimmer) via ABC 
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transporters and not via the PTS. The effect of NAG and its connection to DasR and 

Streptomyces morphological and physiological differentiation is still intensively studied in 

the laboratories of S. Rigali and van Wenzel (Nothaft et al., 2010).  

Beside the studies of NAG and secondary metabolite biosynthesis, DasR was also studied 

in connection with the activation of one of the S. coelicolor cryptic PKS clusters. 

Inactivation of DasR resulted in the transcriptional activation of the gene encoding KasO, a 

protein that is necessary for the expression of a PKS cryptic cluster (cpk) and that was not 

expressed in the wild-type strain (Rigali et al., 2008; Takano et al., 2005a). Further studies 

are carried on in different laboratories concerning this cluster and the regulation of its 

expression, in connection with DasR.      

                                      

Figure 22. Model of the effects of high and low concentration of NAG in complex 

R2YE medium (Rigali et al., 2006). In low NAG (top) the DasR is active and represses 

the components of NAG PTS system, which are thus expressed only at their basal level. 

Glucose is the privileged source that is transported to the cell via GlcP symporter. In these 

conditions the cytoplasmic components of the PTS system transfer phosphate from the 

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to PTS development specific proteins. Beside that most of the 

PEP is used in the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA). In high NAG concentration (bottom) 

DasR is inactivated by binding of the glucosamine-6-phosphate, thus the PTS component 

genes are derepressed and NAG is actively transported to the cell. Under these conditions 

the PTS components transfer the phosphate from PEP to NAG preventing the 

phosphorylation of the specific target proteins connected to development.        
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3.2.2. Pathway-specific regulators  

Pathway specific regulators are usually activators situated within their cognate biosynthetic 

clusters. They play a key role in triggering of stationary-phase gene expression and there is 

evidence that, at least for some biosynthetic clusters, the level of pathway specific 

regulator is a limiting factor for the onset of secondary metabolite biosynthesis (Bibb & 

Hesketh, 2009).  Furthermore, while pleiotropic regulators are necessary only under 

particular growth conditions, the pathway specific regulators are absolutely required for 

antibiotic biosynthesis.  

Some of the most studied pathway specific regulators are ActII-ORF4 and RedD, 

regulators of actinorhodin (ActII-ORF4) and undecylprodigiosin (RedD) biosynthetic 

pathways in S. coelicolor. Both are part of their cognate biosynthetic clusters and seem to 

be entirely responsible for the growth-phase dependent production of the respective 

antibiotic (Gramajo et al., 1993; Takano et al., 1992). The genes actII-ORF4 as well as 

redD contain in their transcript the UUA leucine codon, thus their translation depends on 

the bldA encoded tRNA.     

Another example of pathway specific regulator is the S. ambofaciens protein Srm40 

(originally called Srm28c). Srm40 is an activator of the spiramycin biosynthetic pathway. 

It was shown that Srm40 controls the expression of almost all of the genes from the 

spiramycin biosynthetic cluster and that its over-expression resulted in increased 

spiramycin production (Karray et al., 2010; Nguyen, 2009). The expression of the gene 

srm40 is under the control of Srm22, also called SrmR, another regulator found within the 

spiramycin biosynthetic cluster.  

Another S. ambofaciens antibiotic biosynthetic gene cluster, the one directing the synthesis 

of congocidine, contains one gene with regulatory function (cgc1 = SAMR0918) that is 

assumed to regulate congocidine biosynthesis (Juguet et al., 2009). On the other hand, in 

the S. ambofaciens kinamycin biosynthetic cluster five genes encoding regulatory proteins 

are present including three members of the SARP family and two members of the GBL 

receptor family and a complex regulatory network controls the synthesis of this 

antibacterial compound (Aigle et al., 2005; Bunet et al., 2008). .  

From these examples it is obvious that secondary metabolite clusters can encode one or 

several pathway-specific regulators that interact in simple or more complex networks, as 

well as with pleiotropic regulators, in order to tightly regulate the biosynthesis of the 

respective compound.    
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3.3. The influence of primary metabolism on secondary metabolite 

biosynthesis  

Since primary metabolite pathways provide precursors for secondary metabolite 

biosynthesis it is obvious that changes in primary metabolism will have an impact on 

secondary metabolite biosynthesis.  

One of such primary metabolism enzyme that influences, most probably indirectly, the 

biosynthesis of secondary metabolites is the polyphosphate kinase (PPK) encoded by the 

ppk gene. The enzyme PPK catalyses the conversion of terminal γ-phosphate of ATP to 

long chain polyphosphates (polyP) when the ATP/ADP ratio in the cell is high, and 

regeneration of ATP from polyphosphates when this ratio is low (Chouayekh & Virolle, 

2002). The ppk gene is part of the PhoR/PhoP regulon and thus it is activated by PhoP 

under Pi limiting conditions. Beside that its expression is most probably under the control 

of another regulator which is still unknown (Ghorbel et al., 2006b). In E. coli the PPK 

enzyme seems to be necessary during stationary phase and for the adaptation of the cell to 

stress conditions. E. coli ppk mutants are less resistant to oxidative, heat or osmotic stress, 

and in stationary-phase they shift to a small colony phenotype. These mutants failed to 

express RpoS, a sigma factor directing the expression of genes responsible for stationary-

phase adaptation, adaptation to heat and oxidative stress or UV radiation (Kornberg, 1999). 

In Streptomyces (notably in S. lividans) the ppk gene inactivation results in increased 

production of antibiotics, especially of the antibiotic actinorhodin (Chouayekh & Virolle, 

2002). This effect is most probably due to the low energetic state of the ppk mutant in 

comparison to the wild-type strain, which results in massive activation of central metabolic 

pathways. A side effect of this activation is the availability of different precursors for 

secondary metabolite biosynthesis (Ghorbel et al., 2006b). 

4. STRATEGIES TO DISCOVER AND STUDY NEW SECONDARY 

METABOLITES   

 

Many of the microbial secondary metabolites described above are bioactive compounds. At 

the end of the year 2008, more than 20 000 bioactive microbial secondary metabolites were 

known and a great number of them have been used in human or veterinary medicine, in 

agriculture or industry (Marinelli, 2009). Due to the wide exploitability of these 

compounds there has been always an interest to discover new bioactive molecules and 

improve the known ones. 
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In the search for new molecules traditionally soil bacteria (especially Streptomyces) and 

fungi are screened for the production of exploitable compounds, like molecules with 

antibacterial, antifungal, or anticancer activity. These screenings were usually performed 

either by bioassays of culture supernatants, by bioassays on solid media or bioautography 

of thin-layer chromatographs of culture filtrates (Lakey et al., 1983; Rudd & Hopwood, 

1980; Wright & Hopwood, 1976b), followed by purification of the corresponding 

compound. Another source of new molecules was chemical modification of known 

products. In the nineties it was shown that by alteration of cultivation conditions, such as 

media composition, pH or temperature, the number of metabolites produced by one single 

organism can be increased (Bode et al., 2002). This was then used as an alternative 

approach to the screening methods and it was called OSMAC (One Strain - Many 

Compounds) approach. However, at the end of 20
th

 century the different screening 

approaches did not seem to be very effective since many already known molecules were 

rediscovered and the purification together with structure elucidation of the molecules was 

challenging and expensive.   

Therefore, several new strategies were employed such as combinatorial chemistry 

supported by the increasing knowledge about the chemistry of secondary metabolite 

biosynthesis and its genetic background. Later with the availability of whole genome 

sequences a new approach, generally called genome-mining, attracted a lot of attention. In 

contrast to the traditional screening methods, this approach uses different bioinformatic 

tools in order to identify, in the sequenced genomes, gene clusters likely to encode a 

biosynthetic pathway for secondary metabolite. And then, in another step the 

corresponding product is investigated.     

The strategies described above were improved since their first utilisation and today all of 

them are used for the search of new bioactive molecules. These different strategies will be 

further described below.  

4.1. Screening approaches 

While penicillin was discovered by serendipity, the classical “screening approach” has 

been used for example for the discovery of streptomycin or aureomycin. As mentioned 

above, for a long time the most studied and screened organisms were soil bacteria from the 

genus Streptomyces and fungi. Although these organisms still provide a good source of 

new bioactive molecules, today the biological sources have been extended to other 
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microorganisms including those from poorly exploited niches like deep sea waters, thermal 

vents or salt lakes (Magarvey et al., 2004; Prudhomme et al., 2008). Development of new 

cultivation techniques enabled the use of poorly cultivable bacteria like Cyanobacteria and 

Myxobacteria, which are also producers of many diverse secondary metabolites. Another 

strategy is the OSMAC approach, where changes in cultivation conditions are used to 

reveal the metabolic diversity of a single organism. This method, coupled with screening 

strategies, was successfully used for the identification of secondary metabolites produced 

by fungi (Aspergillus spp.) or Actinobacteria (Streptomyces spp.) (Bode et al., 2002). 

Instead of screening for bioactivity, a more generic screening method is metabolic 

screening which uses LC-MS to identify known and unknown metabolites of whole culture 

supernatants according to their MS-spectra. This techniques was successfully used in 

screening of myxobacterial secondary metabolome (Krug et al., 2008b). The different 

compounds found by these screening methods are then purified usually by 

chromatographic techniques (HPLC) and their structure is identified by mass spectrometry 

and NMR.  

For further research it was also interesting to identify the genes responsible for the 

biosynthesis of the compounds discovered. These genetic studies have been first performed 

with the genetically most studied Streptomyces, S. coelicolor. For the identification of 

actinorhodin (blue antibiotic) biosynthetic genes, spontaneous or UV-irradiated mutants 

were prepared and the non-producing clones were selected. These mutants were then 

complemented by cloned DNA to identify the genes involved in the biosynthesis of the 

respective metabolite. This led to the identification of the biosynthetic and/or resistance 

genes and finally to the characterization of the whole biosynthetic cluster (Malpartida & 

Hopwood, 1986; Rudd & Hopwood, 1979; Wright & Hopwood, 1976a). These studies also 

showed than in S. coelicolor the antibiotic biosynthetic genes are grouped together, which 

was later shown to be a general feature of secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters in 

bacteria (Martin & Liras, 1989). Other methods for identification of biosynthetic genes 

were used when it was discovered that some biosynthetic genes, such as those encoding 

PKS or NRPS for example, have homologues in various biosynthetic gene clusters, and 

therefore can be searched in a gene library by hybridization with homologous genes from 

another biosynthetic pathway or that they can be amplified using degenerated primers 

(Malpartida et al., 1987; Nicholson et al., 2001).  
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4.2. Combinatorial biosynthesis 

Combinatorial biosynthesis is a technique based on the genetic manipulation of secondary 

metabolite biosynthetic enzymes like PKS and NRPS or on the genetic modification of the 

biosynthetic clusters, in order to produce “new” secondary metabolites.  

This technique can be illustrated by the work of McDaniel and co-workers, who used 

genes from two biosynthetic pathways to generate library of various erythromycin 

derivatives (McDaniel et al., 1999). Erythromycin is a complex polyketide synthesized by 

a modular polyketide synthase called 6-deoxyerythronolide B synthase (DEBS). The 

DEBS multienzyme complex consists of three large proteins each containing two modules 

and the biosynthesis follows the “co-linearity rule”. For generating the combinatorial 

library, the AT and KR domain(s) of DEBS were replaced by the AT and DH+KR or 

DH+ER+KR domains of rapamycin PKS (RAPS), which incorporate another substrate and 

introduce other modifications to the polyketide backbone. By different combinations of 

these substitutions (single domain substitution, AT and KR domain substitution within one 

module or substitutions in different modules) McDaniel et al were able to create more than 

100 erythromycin derivatives, many of which have been studied further (McDaniel et al., 

1999).  

Another example of combinatorial chemistry is the combinatorial polyketide biosynthesis 

by de novo rearrangement of polyketide synthase genes (Menzella et al., 2005). This 

technique is based on a technology allowing the synthesis of long DNA sequences 

(Kodumal et al., 2004) and it uses the crucial role of interpolypeptide linkers for PKS or 

NRPS complex assembly. First, approximately 5-kb long sequences, which are the average 

length of PKS modules, are synthesized. These sequences are flanked by unique restriction 

sites and they are the “building blocks” which can be assembled to any desired PKS. The 

assembled building blocks carry at one or both of their ends interpolypeptide linkers that 

allow the interaction between different building blocks. For example, in the work of 

Menzella et al., they constructed two sets of plasmids. One set contained the erythromycin 

loading module and the erythromycin module 2 C-terminal linker with a synthetic module 

of another PKS inserted between them. The second set of plasmids contained the 

erythromycin module 3 N-terminal linker and erythromycin thioesterase with a synthetic 

module of another PKS inserted between them. Then one plasmid from the first plasmid 

set was co-expressed with another plasmid from the second set in E. coli, as shown on 

figure 23. This resulted in the in-vivo assembly of a bimodular PKS, enabled by the 
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presence of interpolypeptide linkers, and in the production of hybrid polyketides (Menzella 

et al., 2005). Later this strategy was further used for creating tri-modular and multi-

modular PKS (Menzella et al., 2007). However, the efficiency of product formation 

decreases as the number of unnatural junctions increases (Menzella & Reeves, 2007).   

Combinatorial biosynthesis in a broader sense also includes metabolic engineering, which 

involves targeted modification of the biosynthetic pathway and heterologous expression of 

modification enzymes from other biosynthetic pathway. This strategy was used for 

example for generating structural derivatives of aminocoumarin antibiotics as described in 

chapter 2.2.5.  

               

 

Figure 23. Combinatorial assembly of PKS modules. (a) Building blocks comprising 

loading module (LM), intrapeptide linker (LI), N-terminal interpeptide linker (LN), 

extender module, C-terminal interpeptide linker (LC) and thioesterase (TE). (b) The two 

classes of expression plasmids comprising vectors pAng, with CloDF13 replication origin 

and streptomycin-resistance selection marker, and pBru with ColE1 replication origin and 

carbenicillin selection marker. (c) Production of a triketide lactone (TKL) in E. coli with a 

pAng-derived plasmid carrying one synthetic module and a pBru-derived plasmid carrying 

another. Nomenclature: loading module (LM) or termination module (TM) are 

superscripted marking the PKS source (e.g., LM
ery

, TE
ery

).      

From (Menzella et al., 2005). 

4.3. Genome mining approach 

With the improvement of genome sequencing methods and the availability of whole 

genome sequences the genome-mining technique became very promising. As its name 

suggests this strategy starts by analysing the genome sequence and exploring it for the 

presence of genes encoding enzymes typically involved in the biosynthesis of secondary 
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metabolites. This search is facilitated by the fact that “typical” structural genes involved in 

the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites, like those encoding PKS, NRPS or terpene 

cyclases, are conserved and, that the biosynthetic, regulatory and resistance genes for one 

biosynthetic pathway are usually clustered in bacterial genomes (Malpartida et al., 1987; 

Martin & Liras, 1989). Therefore using the BLAST algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990) it is 

possible to find genes encoding proteins potentially involved in secondary metabolite 

biosynthesis based on sequence similarities. Some clusters can be identified due to the 

presence of other significant secondary metabolite associated proteins (for example 

lantibiotic clusters often contain genes homologous to structural gene lanA encoding 

lantibiotic prepeptide and lanM or lanB encoding lantibiotic modifying enzymes (Guder et 

al., 2000). Techniques like Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) can be then used to identify 

conserved sequence motifs and conserved protein domains (Bystroff & Krogh, 2008). 

Several other bioinformatics tools were developed especially for PKS and NRPS proteins, 

to identify their domains and modules (SEARCHNRPS http://www.nii.res.in/nrps-

pks.html, (Ansari et al., 2004), PKS/NRPS analysis web site 

http://nrps.igs.umaryland.edu/nrps/ (Bachmann & Ravel, 2009). Some of these 

programmes are also capable to predict the substrates of PKS acyltransferase and NRPS 

adenylation domains. A programme like NRPSpredictor (http://www-ab.informatik.uni-

tuebingen.de/toolbox/index.php? view=domainpred) (Rausch et al., 2005) can be used for 

predictions about the substrates recognized by the adenylation domains of NRPS. These 

programmes work usually on the basis of alignments of specific amino acids situated 

around the putative substrate binding pocket and physico-chemical properties of the amino 

acids in the substrate binding pocket (Rausch et al., 2005). All this knowledge, together 

with the biosynthetic logic of modular PKS and NRPS allows predicting the possible 

structure of the polyketide and peptide backbone (Fig. 24). In almost all PKS systems this 

backbone is further modified after being released from the biosynthetic enzyme. These 

modifications are made by enzyme families (like oxidoreductases, acetylases, and 

glycosyltransferases) that are not exclusively involved in secondary metabolism. However, 

due to the gene clustering, if genes encoding these enzymes are found adjacent to PKS, 

NRPS, or terpene synthases, they are most probably part of the biosynthetic cluster. The 

same is true for genes encoding resistance-conferring proteins like ABC transporters. This 

knowledge can help for the prediction of the possible modifications of the polyketide or 

peptide. A lot of attention has been paid to modular PKS and NRPS systems, due to the 

http://www.nii.res.in/nrps-pks.html
http://www.nii.res.in/nrps-pks.html
http://nrps.igs.umaryland.edu/nrps/
http://www-ab.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/toolbox/index.php?%20view=domainpred
http://www-ab.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/toolbox/index.php?%20view=domainpred
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possibility of in-silico predictions. For others systems; predictions concerning the structure 

of the encoded product are very difficult.    

Once the putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters are predicted, the next step is 

to identify the encoded product. For modular PKS and NRPS clusters, for which the in-

silico predictions of final product are possible, the choice of the analytical methods can be 

narrowed according to the predicted structure of the product. For other biosynthetic 

clusters for which predictions are not possible, some more generic methods can be used, 

like gene inactivation followed by comparative metabolite profiling or heterologous 

expression of the whole putative clusters.  

   

 

 

Figure 24. Predicted and actual structure of deoxierythronolide B (product of the 

PKSI). 

Boxes are drawn around the terminal activity in each domain. 

From (Bachmann & Ravel, 2009). 

4.3.1. Cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters 

The exploration of sequenced genomes led to a surprising discovery. It became apparent 

that many microorganisms and plants contain in their genomic DNA much more secondary 
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metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters than the number of secondary metabolites they are 

known to produced. Among bacteria, this phenomenon was first observed during the 

analysis of the S. coelicolor and S. avermitilis genomes. However, similar observations 

have been made also for the genomes of Sorrangium cellulosum, Saccharopolyspora 

erythraea, Salinispora tropica or Aspergillus species and many others (Nierman et al., 

2005; Oliynyk et al., 2007; Schneiker et al., 2007; Udwary et al., 2007) (Fig. 25). The 

table 3 shows the comparison of putative and known secondary metabolite biosynthetic 

clusters in genomes of these five bacterial and one fungal species. For example, in the 

genome of S. coelicolor, which was known to produce three antibiotics (actinorhodin, 

undecylprodigiosin and calcium-dependent antibiotic) and a grey spore pigment, twenty-

two clusters were found. In S. erythraea the producer of erythromycin and of two other 

secondary metabolites, twenty-five putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters 

were found. These observations revealed that in all of these organisms there are many 

clusters (group of genes) with which no product can be associated; therefore these clusters 

have been called cryptic or orphan. There might be several reasons why these products 

have not been found. These cryptic genes are either not expressed under normal laboratory 

conditions and therefore, their products cannot be detected. Or they are expressed but the 

concentration of the molecule produced is very low and under the detection limit with the 

methods routinely used in the laboratory. Or they might be expressed and their products 

are in sufficient amount but these compounds exhibit some unusual physico-chemical 

properties and it is not possible to identify them with the methods routinely used. Another 

hypothesis about cryptic clusters is that they are composed of non-functional genes that 

appeared in the chromosome due to genome rearrangements and horizontal transfer.  

However, it was shown that at least some of these gene clusters are functional, that they 

can be activated, and that their products can be identified. For example in S. coelicolor four 

metabolites were known before sequencing, therefore, in the twenty-two clusters, eighteen 

were cryptic. Among these eighteen cryptic clusters, the compounds synthesized by five 

have been identified up to now. There are two clusters directing the biosynthesis of 

siderophores (coelichelin and desferrioxamine), one cluster (cpk cluster) directing the 

synthesis of a polyketide with antibacterial activity, but whose chemical structure is still 

unknown, one cluster directing the synthesis of the sesquiterpene antibiotic albaflavenone 

and one cluster responsible for the biosynthesis of germicidins (Barona-Gomez et al., 

2004; Gottelt et al., 2010; Lautru et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2006; Pawlik et al., 2007; Song et 

al., 2006). In S. ambofaciens the decryptification of one PKS cluster led to the discovery of 
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an additional antibacterial compound, the aromatic polyketide alpomycin (= kinamycin) 

(Pang et al., 2004). In non-Streptomyces Actinomycetes, examples of cluster activation 

have also been reported. In S. tropica a cryptic PKS cluster was shown to be responsible 

for the production of a known polyene bioactive compound, the salinibactam A, and the 

analysis of this cluster facilitated structure elucidation of this product (Udwary et al., 

2007). In S. erythraea, a hydroxamate-type siderophore, erythrochelin, was identified 

through characterization of the NRPS cryptic cluster (Robbel et al., 2010). . In  bacteria 

other than Actinobacteria, the same approach was also used. For instance in Pseudomonas 

fluorescens, a member of gamma proteobacteria, the decryptification of one cluster lead to 

a discovery of novel lipopetides, the orfamides (Gross et al., 2007). These multiple 

examples show that cryptic clusters are functional parts of the bacterial genomes and that 

they might represent a promising reservoir of new bioactive molecules or reveal new 

interesting biochemistry. Therefore they are worth studying. 

                          
Figure 25.  Selected fully sequenced prokaryotic secondary metabolite producers with 

numbers of isolated polyketides and nonribosomal peptides at the time of the genome 

sequencing (black bars). Identified gene clusters encoding PKS and NRPS in the genome 

are shown as grey bars. The data were taken from the original publications or generated by 

BLAST searches of KS, KR, TE, ACP, T, and A domains.  

From (Bode & Muller, 2005). 
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name 
genome 

size 
(Mb) 

number of 
secondary 

metabolite clusters 

number of secondary 
metabolites known 
before sequencing  

Reference 

Streptomyces 
coelicolor  

8,6 22 4 
(Bentley et al., 

2002) 

Streptomyces 
avermitilis 

9,0 30 5 
(Omura et al., 

2001) 

Salinispora tropica 5,1 17 4 
(Udwary et al., 

2007) 

Saccharopolyspora 
erythraea 

8,2 25 3 
(Oliynyk et al., 

2007) 

Sorrangium 
cellulosum  

13 20 3 
(Schneiker et al., 

2007) 

Aspergillus 
nidulans 

30 44 6 (Bok et al., 2006) 

 

Table 3. Secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters in different sequenced bacteria 

(Streptomyces, Salinispora, Saccharopolyspora, Sorrangium) and fungi (Aspergillus). 

The number of secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters corresponds mainly to PKS, 

NRPS, and terpene clusters found after genome sequencing and the number of secondary 

metabolites known before sequencing corresponds to the number of molecules described or 

known from literature before genome sequencing.    

 

4.3.2. Activating cryptic clusters 

The method and strategy chosen for the elucidation of the product of cryptic cluster 

depends on how much can be deduced about the structure from the sequence (especially in 

the case of NRPS, PKS, and terpene), and whether the genes are expressed in laboratory 

conditions. Generally three approaches can be used, depending on the information we can 

get from the sequence and on the expression of the cluster.  

The first approach is applicable for cryptic genes which are supposed to be expressed in 

laboratory conditions. If it is possible to predict some structural features and therefore 

some physico-chemical properties of the final product, then the conditions for the 

analytical technique (such as HPLC) can be narrowed to target only the metabolites with 

these characteristics. This method was used for example for the identification of 

coelichelin, one of the S. coelicolor siderophore (Lautru et al., 2005). In some cases it is 

difficult to make predictions, by in silico analysis, on the structure of the final product and 

therefore more generic strategies are used. This was the case during the discovery of 

germicidins (Song et al., 2006). A gene from the putative cryptic cluster, hypothesised to 

be essential for the biosynthesis, was inactivated. Then the culture supernatants of the 

wild-type and mutant strains were compared, using liquid chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS) analytical methods. Metabolite(s) present in the wild-type but 

absent in the mutant strain corresponded most probably to the product(s) of the cryptic 
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cluster. This fraction was then analysed and characterized by mass spectrometry. Another 

method, similar to the one described for the discovery of germicidin, is heterologous 

expression of the whole putative cluster. Then the culture supernatants of the original host 

and the host carrying the putative cluster are compared (Juguet et al., 2009).  

A common problem, which can be encountered during the study of the products from 

cryptic cluster, is that the cluster is not expressed under routine laboratory conditions. In 

this case, a second type of approach dealing with changes of different cultivation 

parameters such as the composition of cultivation media, pH, or temperature of cultivation 

can be employed. This strategy is often called the OSMAC strategy, OSMAC being the 

acronym for One Strain Many Compounds. This strategy can be exemplified by the 

experiments made with the fungi Aspergillus ochraceus, which was known to produce only 

one main secondary metabolite. However, variation of culture conditions led to the 

isolation of 15 other compounds produced by this strain (Bode et al., 2002). This approach 

is very often highly empirical and many cultivation conditions are tested. Cueto et al 

suggested that cocultivation of several microorganisms in one cultivation broth might 

induce the production of secondary metabolites (Cueto et al., 2001). This method was 

successfully used during the isolation of a benzophenone antibiotic, pestalone, produced by 

a marine fungus only when it was co-cultivated with unicellular marine bacterium (Cueto 

et al., 2001). In Streptomyces, one of the activators of secondary metabolite productions 

are the gamma-Butyrolactones (GBL) (Kato et al., 2007; Takano, 2006). The GBL could 

be added to the media to activate or increase the expression of genes of cryptic secondary 

metabolite biosynthetic clusters, provided that GBL receptors are encoded in these clusters. 

Similar effect might be achieved with the recently discovered 2-alkyl-4-

hydroxymethylfuran-3-carboxylic acids (AHFCAs), other antibiotic biosynthesis inducers 

found in Streptomyces (Corre et al., 2008).  

The third approach to activate the expression of cryptic clusters that are silent under 

normal laboratory conditions is to alterate the cell regulatory networks. For example the 

overexpression or deletion of pleiotropic or global regulator might have an impact on the 

production of secondary metabolites. An example can be taken from Aspergillus nidulans 

in which the gene laeA encoding a pleiotropic regulator of secondary metabolism was 

overexpressed; this resulted in the increased expression of many genes from several 

secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters, including cryptic ones (Bok et al., 2006). This 

activation can then facilitate the detection and further identification of the unknown 

product. In Streptomyces, genes encoding global regulators like bld, abs, afs, SCO6008, or 
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dasR might be used to activate cryptic genes. Similarly, pathway specific regulators can be 

overexpressed in order to change the expression level of cryptic cluster genes (Bergmann 

et al., 2007). Beside the modification of regulatory genes, alteration of other cell enzymes 

can also influence the expression of genes from cryptic clusters. For example the 

inactivation of the ppk gene, encoding the primary metabolism enzyme polyphosphate 

kinase, connected to ATP turnover, resulted, in S. lividans, in increased biosynthesis of the 

pigmented antibiotic actinorhodin (Chouayekh & Virolle, 2002). Likewise, Wang et al 

demonstrated that multi drug-resistant strains, with mutations in ribosomal protein genes, 

showed increased antibiotic production (Wang et al., 2008). Due to the connection with 

ribosome functions, they called “ribosome engineering” this method for enhancing 

secondary metabolite biosynthesis. Mutation affecting the transcriptional apparatus might 

also have an impact on the expression of secondary metabolism genes. For instance some 

mutations in the gene rpoB encoding the beta-subunit of RNA-polymerase were found to 

have a strong effect on antibiotic production and such mutations were used to activate the 

expression of cryptic clusters (Hu et al., 2002; Inaoka et al., 2004; Tala et al., 2009; Xu et 

al., 2002). 

5. SECONDARY METABOLISM IN STREPTOMYCES 

AMBOFACIENS AND STREPTOMYCES LIVIDANS  

 

5.1. The strain Streptomyces ambofaciens and its secondary metabolites  

Streptomyces ambofaciens is naturally a soil dwelling saprophyte with a genome size of 

approximately 8.5 Mb. The sequencing of its genome is in progress. Sequences of the 

terminal regions (about 1.5 Mb (left arm) and 1.4 Mb (right arm)) including 198 kb TIRs 

are available (www.weblgm.scbiol.uhp-nancy.fr/ambofaciens/) (Choulet et al., 2006a). 

Concerning its secondary metabolites, S. ambofaciens is industrially exploited for the 

production of the macrolide antibiotic spiramycin (Karray et al., 2007). Beside that, before 

the genome sequencing it was known to produce another antibiotic of the pyrrolamide 

family, congocidine. Spiramycin is a 16-membered macrolide synthesized by a modular 

PKS. Its antibacterial properties are due to the inhibition of bacterial protein synthesis and 

in medicine it is used to treat toxoplasmosis and other infections caused by Gram-positive 

bacteria. Congocidine is an pyrrolamide antibiotic assembled by a NRPS that exhibit 

several unique features (Juguet et al., 2009). Congocidine inhibits DNA replication and 

http://www.weblgm.scbiol.uhp-nancy.fr/ambofaciens/
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transcription by interacting with AT-rich regions of the DNA molecule, which makes it 

toxic also for eukaryotic cells. Therefore until today it is not possible to use it in medicine. 

The spiramycin biosynthetic cluster was characterized (Karray et al., 2007) while the 

congocidine cluster was not known before genome sequencing. The genome sequencing 

revealed that in the chromosome of S. ambofaciens there are at least twenty-four putative 

clusters encoding secondary metabolites, including the one responsible for spiramycin 

biosynthesis. Thus, similarly to other secondary metabolite-producing microorganisms, 

there are much more putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters than secondary 

metabolites known to be produced by this strain. Fourteen of these clusters are situated in 

the terminal regions (arms and TIRs) and at least ten others in the central part of the S. 

ambofaciens chromosome. Further analysis allowed the identification of the cluster that 

direct the biosynthesis of congocidine and that is situated in the right chromosomal arm 

(Juguet et al., 2009). Two other putative clusters are very similar to S. coelicolor 

desferrioxamine and coelichelin clusters, respectively and were shown to be responsible 

for the production of these siderophores (Barona-Gomez et al., 2006). One putative 

terpenoid cryptic cluster was identified to control the biosynthesis of a terpenoid 2-

methylsorborneol (Komatsu et al., 2008). A PKS II cluster situated in the TIR regions was 

shown to direct the synthesis of an angucycline-like polyketide antibiotic, the alpomycin (= 

kinamycin) (Aigle et al., 2005; Pang et al., 2004). This antibiotic was not detected in S. 

ambofaciens cultures before and thus it is an example of characterization of a cryptic 

cluster. Another interesting feature of this antibiotic is that two identical copies of its 

biosynthetic cluster are present in the S. ambofaciens chromosome (one in left and the 

other in right TIR regions) and both are expressed. The products of the remaining 18 

clusters are unknown and one of the aims of my thesis was to study these clusters.  

5.2.The strain Streptomyces lividans and its secondary metabolites 

Streptomyces lividans is the second Streptomyces species studied in this thesis.  

This strain is genetically very close to S. coelicolor. Its genome has been recently 

sequenced and its size is 8.2 Mb (accession number: NZ_ACEY00000000). Similarly to S. 

coelicolor, S. lividans produces three antibiotics none of which is industrially exploited. 

These are the blue-pigmented actinorhodin, the red-pigmented prodiginins, and the 

colourless calcium dependent antibiotic (CDA). Actinorhodin (act) is a polyketide 

synthesised by PKS type II. At the beginning of its discovery it was called red-blue acid-
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base indicator pigment since it turns red in acidic pH while it is blue at basic pH (Rudd & 

Hopwood, 1979). Prodiginins, are often referred to as “red pigment” (red). It is mixture of 

at least four prodiginins with undecylprodigiosin and butylcycloheptylprodiginine being 

predominant (Tsao et al., 1985). Chemically these compounds are tripyrrols. Unlike 

actinorhodin, prodiginins are normally not excreted into the culture media but they are 

accumulated in the mycelium (Rudd & Hopwood, 1980). The CDA is a cyclic lipopetide 

assembled by a NRPS enzyme. The calcium, from which this antibiotic got its name, is 

necessary for its bioactivity but not for its biosynthesis. The biosynthetic clusters for these 

three antibiotics are present on the chromosome. Even though they are genetically similar 

to the act, red and cda clusters of S. coelicolor, in S. lividans the corresponding antibiotics 

are produced in much lower quantity than in the closely-related S. coelicolor.     

Another difference between these two closely related species is in their restriction 

modification system. While S. coelicolor has a very strong methylation-dependent 

restriction system, S. lividans, on the other hand, accept methylated DNA. 
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6. THE AIMS OF THE THESIS 

 

This work was divided into three parts all of which were connected to secondary 

metabolism in Streptomyces spp: the first part concerned the study of S. ambofaciens 

cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters found during genome sequencing. This 

work was orientated especially on the clusters putatively encoding bioactive molecules and 

its concrete aims were:   

 

1. to identify the S. ambofaciens cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters using 

bioinformatics tools; 

2. to use different approaches to find conditions in which the genes of the cryptic clusters 

are expressed; 

3. to undertake, in collaboration with chemists, the characterization of the product(s) of 

some cryptic clusters.   

 

The second part of this work was connected with the regulation of secondary metabolite 

biosynthesis. We studied the role of two global regulators (SCO6008/Rep and DasR) in S. 

ambofaciens and their use as putative tools for activating cryptic gene clusters. The 

objectives of this part were: 

 

1. to identify the S. ambofaciens SCO6008/Rep and DasR homologues; 

2. to characterize the Rep and DasR regulons in S. ambofaciens and elucidate the roles of 

these regulators in S. ambofaciens; 

3. if possible, to manipulate the genes encoding Rep and/or DasR in order to activate the 

expression of cryptic clusters.   

   

In the third part we studied the effect of the inactivation of a gene encoding the primary 

metabolism enzyme (ppk) on antibiotic production and whole protein expression pattern in 

S. lividans.    

The concrete aims were:  

 

1. to study the effect of S. lividans ppk gene inactivation on antibiotic production  

2. using proteomic techniques, to study the effect of S. lividans ppk gene inactivation on 

the whole protein expression profile. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

1. ANALYSIS OF STREPTOMYCES AMBOFACIENS CRYPTIC 

SECONDARY METABOLITE BIOSYNTHETIC GENE CLUSTERS 

1.1. Introduction 

The in silico analysis of the partially sequenced S. ambofaciens chromosome revealed that 

this bacterium, known to produce two antibiotics, spiramycin and congocidine, carries on 

its chromosome at least 24 secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters. At the 

beginning of this work, six clusters out of the 24 have been characterized and their 

products were known, while the 18 clusters were cryptic since no product(s) were 

associated with them (Fig. 26). The identification, characterisation, and further analysis of 

the cryptic gene clusters found in the terminal parts of the S. ambofaciens chromosome 

were the aims of this study.  

1.2. Material and methods 

1.2.1. In-silico analyses  

The annotated sequence of the terminal regions (arms) of S. ambofaciens linear 

chromosome, available at www.weblgm.scbiol.uhp-nancy.fr/ambofaciens/ (Choulet et al., 

2006a; Choulet et al., 2006b) (accession number left chromosomal arm: AM238663, right 

chromosomal arm: AM238664, left terminal inverted repeat: AJ937740, right terminal 

inverted repeat:  AJ937741) was used to search for genes putatively involved in secondary 

metabolite biosynthesis. The BLAST programme http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ (Altschul et 

al., 1990) was used to align the protein sequences deduced from the putative biosynthetic 

genes with known proteins deposited in the NCBI database. These comparisons led to 

hypotheses about the possible functions of the proteins encoded by the cryptic clusters. It 

also helped to define the limits of these clusters. The same type of analysis was performed 

with the sequence data available for the central part of the chromosome. The analytical 

programmes SEARCH PKS-NRPS and PKS/NRPS ANALYSIS WEB SITE available at 

http://www.nii.res.in/nrps-pks.html and http://nrps.igs.umaryland.edu/nrps/ (Bachmann & 

Ravel, 2009) were used to predict the modules and domains of NRPS and PKS enzymes.   

 

 

http://www.weblgm.scbiol.uhp-nancy.fr/ambofaciens/
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
http://www.nii.res.in/nrps-pks.html
http://nrps.igs.umaryland.edu/nrps/
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Figure 26. Known and putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters of S. ambofaciens.  

Circles indicate group of genes encoding PKS proteins (pink), NRPS proteins (green), proteins involved in terpene synthesis (orange) or other 

secondary metabolite biosynthetic enzymes (blue).   

For the already characterized clusters, the structure(s) of their product(s) are indicated below. Kinamycin, desferrioxamine and spiramycin are 

produced as a mixture of several isoforms differing in the substituents at the position(s) R1, R2 etc. Kinamycin C: R1..CH2COOH R2..CH3OH, 

kinamycin D: R1..H R2..CH3OH, epoxykinamycin: R1..H R2..CH3O; desferrioxamine E: R1…CH2CHO R2..NH2, desferrioxamine B: R1….CH3 

R2…NH2; spiramycin I: R..H, in spiramycin II: R..COCH3, in spiramycin III: R..COCH2CH3 
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1.2.2. Bacterial strains, plasmids and culture conditions  

 

Tables 4 and 5 show all the bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study. 

 

Strain 
Antib. 
marker 

Description  
Source/ 

reference 

E.coli 

DH5α   general cloning host strain Promega 

S17.1 
  

host strain for conjugation from E.coli to 
Streptomyces  

(Simon et al, 
1983) 

S.ambofaciens   

OSC2   
derivative of S. ambofaciens ATCC 23877 devoid 

of pSAM2 
(Raynal et al., 

2006) 

H1   ΔalpI-D in OSC2; called alp- (Pang et al, 2004) 

SPM110   Δsrm38::att3 in OSC2 (Karray, 2005) 

SPM700 apra
R
 Δsrm40::att3aac in H1 (alp-); called alp- srm- this work 

SPM701   Δsrm40::att3 in H1 (alp-); called alp- srm-  this work  

CGCA008 hyg
R
 

Δcgc3*-cgc18::att3Ωhyg in H1 (alp-); called alp-
cgc- 

this work 

CGCA018   Δcgc3*-cgc18::att3 in H1 (alp-); called alp- cgc- this work  

CGCA019 hyg
R
 Δcgc3*-cgc18::att3Ωhyg in SPM110 this work 

OSC3 
apra

R 

hyg
R
 

Δsrm40::att3aac, Δcgc3*-cgc18::att3Ωhyg in H1,          
alp- srm- cgc- 

this work  

OSC4   
Δsrm40::att3, Δcgc3*-cgc18::att3 in H1,                     

alp- srm- cgc- 
this work  

OSC401 apra
R
 SAMR0270::pJMA101 in OSC4; SAMR0270=PKS this work 

OSC402 hyg
R
 

SAML0376::pJMB101 in OSC4; 
SAML0376=NRPS 

this work 

OSC403 hyg
R
 SAMR0465::pJMD101 in OSC4; SAMR0465=PKS this work 

OSC404 hyg
R
 SAMR0477::pJME101 in OSC4, SAMR0477=PKS this work 

OSC407 apra
R
 

SAMR0636::pLys003 in OSC4, 
SAMR0636=lysozyme precursor 

this work 

OSC408 apra
R
 

orf11*::pNRP003 in OSC4,                          
orf11*=NRPS near srm cluster 

this work 

OSC409 apra
R
 

SAML0739::pTER005 in OSC4, 
SAML0739=terpene synthase 

this work 

OSC410 apra
R
 

SAMR0831::pTER006 in OSC4; 
SAMR0831=terpene synthase 

this work 

other Streptomyces spp. 

S. lividans TK24 str
R
 

SLP2
-
, SLP3

-
, Str

R
 derivative of S. lividans 1326 

strain 
(Kieser et al., 

2000) 

S. coelicolor 
M145 

  
plasmid free wild-type strain used for the genome 

sequencing project  
(Kieser et al., 

2000) 

other strains 

Micrococcus 
luteus DSM1790 

  
used as indicator microorganism for bioassays,        

highly sensitive to many antibiotics 
DSM1790  

Micrococcus 
luteus cgc

R
 

cgc
R
 

cgc
R 

 mutant of M. luteus DSM1790 used as 
indicator for spiramycin bioassays 

(Gourmelen et 
al., 1998) 
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Strain 
Antib. 
marker 

Description 
source/ 

reference 

Bacillus subtilis 
ATCC6633    

used as indicator for bioassays ATCC6633 

Bacillus 
mycoides    

used as indicator for bioassays 
  
 

Mycobacterium                   
smegmatis 
mc

2
155 

  
used as indicator microorganism for bioassays,        

highly transformable mutant 
(Snapper et al., 

1990) 

Table 4. Bacterial strains used in this study.  

 

Plasmid 
Antib. 
marker 

Description  
Source/ 

reference 

pGEM-T 
Easy 

amp
R
 E.coli vector used for cloning PCR products Promega 

pSCA amp
R
 E.coli vector used for cloning PCR products   Stratagene 

pOJ260 apra
R
 

suicide conjugative vector for gene inactivation in 
Streptomyces 

(Bierman et al., 
1992) 

pOSV709 hyg
R
 pBCSK containing the att3Ωhyg cassette  

(Raynal et al., 
2006)  

pOSV236 
apra

R
 

thio
R
 

derivative of pOSV508 containing oriT, and xis and int 
conjugative plasmid for cassette excision in Streptomyces 

(Nguyen et al., 
2010) 

pOSV621 hyg
R
 pBluescript derivative containing hyg

R
 oriT   (Juguet,2005)  

pSPM107 
amp

R
 

apra
R
 

 srm40::att3 in cosmid pSPM36 from S. ambofaciens 
cosmid library, srm cluster inactivation 

(Karray, 2005) 

pCGC001 cm
R
 

pBeloBAC11 containing 43.3 kb of S. ambofaciens DNA 
carrying the entire cgc cluster 

(Juguet et al., 
2009) 

pCGC507 amp
R
 

pGEM-T Easy containing a 1.2 kb PCR product 
containing cgc3* as a EcoRI-XbaI fragment 

this work 

pCGC509 amp
R
 

pGEM-T Easy containing a 1.5 kb PCR product 
containing cgc18-cgc19 as a XbaI-HindIII fragment 

this work 

pCGC515 apra
R
 

pOJ260 containing the EcoRI-XbaI insert of pCGC507 
and the XbaI-HindIII insert of pCGC509 

this work  

pCGC516 
apra

R 

hyg
R
 

pCGC515 with att3 Ωhyg cloned as a EcoRV fragment 
into XbaI+Klenow, congocidine cluster replacement 

this work  

pJMA100 amp
R
 

pSCA containing a1.2 kb PCR product internal to 
SAMR0270 (PKSI) 

this work 

pJMA101 apra
R
 

pOJ260 containing the insert (EcoRI fragment) of 
pJMA100 

this work 

pJMB100 amp
R
 

pGEM-T Easy containing a 1.03 kb PCR product                            
internal to SAML0376 (NRPS) 

(Juguet, 2005) 

pJMB101 hyg
R
 

pOSV621 containing the insert (EcoRI+Klenow fragment) 
of pJMB100 cloned into the EcoRV site 

(Juguet, 2005) 

pJMD100 amp
R
 

pGEM-T Easy containing a 1.38 kb PCR fragment                             
internal to SAMR0465 (PKSI) 

(Juguet, 2005) 

pJMD101 hyg
R
 

pOSV621 containing the insert (EcoRI+Klenow fragment) 
of pJMD100 cloned into the EcoRV site 

(Juguet, 2005) 

pJME100 amp
R
 

pGEM-T Easy containing a 1.18 kb PCR product                            
internal to SAMR0477 (PKSI) 

(Juguet, 2005) 

pJME101 hyg
R
 

pOSV621 containing the insert (EcoRI+Klenow fragment) 
of pJME100 cloned into the EcoRV site 

(Juguet, 2005) 
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Strain 
Antib. 
marker 

Description 
source/ 

reference 

pLys001 amp
R
 

pGEM-Teasy containing a 0.5 kb PCR product internal to 
SAMR0636 (lysozyme precursor)  

this work  

pLys003 apra
R
 

pOJ260 containing the insert (EcoRI fragment) of 
pLys001  

this work 

pNRP002 amp
R
 

pGEM-Teasy containg a 0.65 kb PCR product internal to 
orf11* (NRPS) 

this work 

pNRP003 apra
R
 

pOJ260 containing the insert (EcoRI fragment) of 
pNRP002 

this work 

pTER001 amp
R
 

pGEM-Teasy containing a 0.67 kb PCR product internal 
to SAML0739 (terpene synthase) 

this work  

pTER003 amp
R
 

pGEM-Teasy containing a 0.55 kb PCR product internal 
to SAMR0831 (terpene synthase) 

this work  

pTER005 apra
R
 

pOJ260 containing the insert (EcoRI fragment) of 
pTER001 

this work 

pTER006 apra
R
 

pOJ260 containing the insert (EcoRI fragment) of 
pTER003 

this work 

Table 5. Plasmids used in this study 

 

E. coli strains were cultivated in liquid or on solid Luria-Bertrani medium (LB) at 37
°
C 

(Sambrook & Russell, 2001). When required the following antibiotics were added to the 

media for selection: ampicilin (amp), apramycin (apra), hygromycin (hyg). M. luteus, B. 

subtilis and B. mycoides were cultivated in LB or 2TY liquid medium at 37 °C (Sambrook 

& Russell, 2001) (Kieser et al., 2000). M. smegmatis was cultivated in 7H9 medium 

(Difco) at 37°C. Streptomyces spores were produced on soya flour, mannitol medium 

(SFM) (Kieser et al., 2000). For further genetic manipulations Streptomyces were 

cultivated according to established protocols on standard solid media (HT, R2YE) (Kieser 

et al., 2000). When required for selection the following antibiotics were added to the 

cultivation media: apramycin (apra), hygromycin (hyg), thiostrepton (thio), puromycin 

(puro) (Kieser et al., 2000). For the search of new antimicrobial compounds, Streptomyces 

were cultivated on different standard solid (HT, R2YE, R2, SFM, MM) and in liquid 

(YEME) media, on standard media supplemented with different cations or on different 

modified media as described in experimental results. Cultures were grown at 28
°
C.  

1.2.3. DNA manipulations 

DNA extraction from E.coli and Streptomyces and in vitro DNA manipulation were 

performed according to standard protocols (Kieser et al., 2000; Sambrook & Russell, 

2001). Amplification of DNA was carried out using Taq polymerase (Qiagen). 

Oligonucleotides used as primers are listed in table 6. Enzymes and kits for DNA 

purification, cloning and digestion are shown in table 7.    
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Primer 
name 

Sequence 5´- 3´ Description  

LacZ-1 GGATGTGCTGCAAGGCGATT 
complementary to lacZ region of pOJ260 

plasmid  

LacI-2 GCTTCCGGCTCGTATGTTGT 
complementary to lacI region of pOJ260 

plasmid  

L-aac2r CCTCTCAGTCATGCGGGCAAC 
reverse primer complementary to the 
extremities of the excisable cassettes 

R-aac2f GGCCGTGACTGAGGAGGTCTAC 
reverse primer complementary to the 
extremities of the excisable cassettes 

 
 T3 ATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGA 

primer complememtary to a region in 
pOSV621 plasmid  

T7PROM TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG 
primer complememtary to a region in 

pOSV621 plasmid  

KF 64 GGGACCACACCCGGCAGGACGACGG 
amplification of srm40, verification of srm 

cluster inactivation  
KF 65 ACGCACGCTTCGACCCGCCGGCGCG 

SN64f 
GATGACGAGGCCCCCACGAGGACTCC

TATG longer primers for amplification of srm40, 
verification of srm cluster inactivation  

SN65r 
CAGGACGTGAGGTCGGTCAGCCACAG

GTCG 

CG3+f 
ATGCTCTAGAACGAGGAAGAGGACCC

GCTCGACG 

amplification of cgc3*; contains 
restriction site for XbaI (underlined); cgc 

cluster replacement  

CG3+r 
TCCCGAATTCGGCCGGACCTTGCCCA

TGGAGTTC 

amplification of cgc3*; contains 
restriction site for EcoRI (underlined); 

cgc cluster replacement  

CG18_SNf 
ATCCAAGCTTTCGTCGGGTTGTCCGCA

TGGTTC 

amplification of cgc18-cgc19; contains 
restriction site for HindIII (underlined); 

cgc cluster replacement  

CG18_SNr 
TCAGTCTAGACATACGCCAGCGCACG

GTGTTC 

amplification of cgc18-cgc19; contains 
restriction site for XbaI (underlined); cgc 

cluster replacement  

BAWf GCACGAACGGCACTGGCACGGGAAC 
amplification of a fragment internal to 

SAMR0270 (PKS)   
BAWr AGGGGCAGCATCAGTCGGGCGAGCC  

orf11D 
TCTCCCAGCACATCCTCGAAATAGCCG

GCCCCG amplification of a fragment internal to 
orf11* (NRPS near srm cluster) 

orf11R GGTGAGGCCCAGCTCGCGCGCCCTG 

SN1 AGACCCATAGCCGTGGCGCCCAGC 
amplification of a fragment internal to 

SAMR 0636 (lysozyme precursor) 
SN2 TCGATGTCGAGCACGCCCGGCAG 

SN3 CCAGCGTGTCCGGCGTCGAATTGC 
amplification of part of SAML0739                             

(terpene synthase) 
SN4 TTGTCCAGGGCGGCCACGAGGATG 

SN5 CGCATCTCGCCCACGCCCGCGACC 
amplification of a fragment internal to 

SAMR0831  (terpene cyclase) 
SN6 GCCGGCACCTCGAAGCGGCGGCTG 

SN7 GACCGACTGGAGGCACCACTTC 
reverse primer for the amplification of 
SAMR0270; verification of OSC401 

mutant 
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Primer 
name 

Sequence 5’ – 3’  Description 

SN8 CGGTCAGCTGCCAGGTCTGC 
reverse primer for the amplification of 
SAMR0270; verification of OSC401 

mutant 

SN9 GAACCCTCCGTGCCGAGCTG reverse primer for the amplification of 
SAML0376; verification of OSC402 

mutant SN10 GTAACCGCCGGTCACGGACG 

SN11 GCGGTTGTCGCCGTCGTCACAC reverse primer for the amplification of 
SAMR0465; verification of OSC403 

mutant SN12 AAGAAGCCGAACACCCGGTC 

SN13 CCTCCTGCGTGCCCGGGTCTCG reverse primer for the amplification of 
SAMR0477; verification of OSC404 

mutant SN14 GTTGAGCACCACATCCACCC 

SN17 TCATGGCCTCTACAATCCTG 
reverse primer for the amplification of 
orf11*; verification of OSC408 mutant 

SN18 AGACGGTGACGCCGAAGACG 

SN19 TCTGCGTCTCGTCTCCCGAAAG reverse primer for the amplification of 
SAMR0831; verification of OSC410 

mutant SN20 ATCGTGTCCGCGGCCAAGTC 

SN21 CAGCACGGTGTAGAGGTTCTGG reverse primer for the amplification of 
SAML0739; verification of OSC409 

mutant SN22 GCACGAATTACGGTCCCTTTCC 

SN24 TCCGGCGCGACAGCGGATCGGATG reverse primer for the amplification of 
SAMR0636; verification of OSC407 

mutant SN25 GGTGGAGCCGAAGCCGCTGTAGTC 

Table 6. List of oligonucleotides used in this study 

Name Description  Source 

EcoRI 
restriction endonuclease, restriction site: 

G
▼

AATTC 
Fermentas 

EcoRV 
restriction endonuclease, restriction site: 

GAT
▼

ATC 
Fermentas 

HindIII 
restriction endonuclease, restriction site: 

A
▼

AGCTT 
Fermentas 

XbaI 
restriction endonuclease, restriction site: 

T
▼

CTAGA 
Roche 

T4 DNA ligase joins dsDNA with cohesive or blunt ends Fermentas 

Klenow 
fragment 

fills-in recessed 3´termini of dsDNA Fermentas 

Kits:  

Name Source 

GFX PCR DNA and Gel Band Purification kit Amersham 

Taq DNA polymerase Qiagen 

pGEM-T and pGEM-T Easy vector system Promega 

StrataClone PCR Cloning Kit Stratagene 

Table 7. Enzymes and kits used in this study  
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1.2.4. Introducing DNA to E. coli and Streptomyces 

Introduction of DNA to E. coli was performed by heat-shock transformation or 

electroporation following standard protocols (Sambrook & Russell, 2001). For introduction 

of DNA to Streptomyces two standard methods were used: conjugation between E.coli and 

Streptomyces; or transformation of Streptomyces protoplasts. The intergeneric conjugation 

from E.coli required transfer functions to be supplied in trans by the E.coli donor. The 

conjugative vectors contained oriT and they were not able to replicate in Streptomyces. In 

this study the methylation proficient S17-1 E.coli strain was used and the procedure 

followed standard protocol (Kieser et al., 2000). For the preparation of Streptomyces 

protoplasts and their subsequent transformation the polyethylenglycol (PEG)-assisted 

method described in Kieser et al. (2000) was followed.  

1.2.5. Gene(s) replacement and disruption in Streptomyces  

For gene or the whole cluster replacement we used excisable cassettes (Raynal et al., 

2006). These cassettes allow in-frame gene deletion and the preparation of mutants without 

antibiotic markers.  

The cassettes consists of a gene conferring antibiotic resistance selectable in both E. coli 

and Streptomyces, flanked by the attL and attR sequences derived from pSAM2, a S. 

ambofaciens integrative element (Pernodet et al., 1984; Raynal et al., 2006) (Fig. 27).  

Gene or cluster deletions were obtained by replacement of the wild type copy of the gene 

or cluster by its deleted counterpart, following two events of homologous recombination. 

In a first step, a suicide vector, unable to replicate in Streptomyces, and carrying the 

regions flanking the target gene(s) on both sides of an excisable cassette is constructed. In 

a second step, this construct is introduced into Streptomyces where it can be integrated via 

a double crossing-over, thus replacing the wild-type gene(s) with the disrupted counterpart. 

Then, in a third step, the cassette is removed via site-specific intramolecular recombination 

between attL and attR, promoted by the expression of the pSAM2 excisionase (xis) and 

integrase (int) genes in trans (Raynal et al., 2006). The excision can be performed within 

Streptomyces and, depending on the cassette used, it will leave a 33- 34- or 35-bp 

sequence, thus allowing the construction of in-frame deletion and avoiding polar effect on 

the downstream genes. All the mutants with replaced gene(s) were verified by PCR.  
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Figure 27. Schematic figure of the antibiotic excisable cassette used for gene 

replacement in Streptomyces. Several types of these cassettes were constructed. They 

differ in the type of antibiotic resistance they carry, in the orientation of the antibiotic 

resistance gene, in the length of the sequence that is left after excision (att1..33 bp, att2.. 34 

bp, att3.. 35 bp) and in presence or absence of terminator.   

From (Raynal et al, 2006). 

 

For the disruption of genes from putative cryptic cluster in S. ambofaciens OSC4, the 

method of insertional inactivation via a single crossing-over was used, as described by 

Kieser et al. (2000). The strategy is depicted on figure 28.  A fragment internal to the gene 

to be inactivated was PCR amplified and cloned into a conjugative suicide vector, 

replicating in E. coli but not in Streptomyces (here pOJ260 carrying apra
R
 or pOSV621 

carrying hyg
R
). This construct was verified by digestion and sequencing. Then it was 

introduced by transformation into E. coli S17-1 and afterwards into Streptomyces, via E. 

coli-Streptomyces conjugation. Since the vectors used were not capable to replicate in 

Streptomyces, the resulting apramycin or hygromycin resistant exconjugants were those in 

which the plasmid was inserted into the Streptomyces chromosome via single crossing-

over between the fragment cloned in the vector and the target gene to be inactivated. The 

prepared S. ambofaciens single crossing-over mutants were verified by PCR using a primer 

complementary to a sequence present in the plasmid (lacZ-1 or lacI-2 for pOJ260, T3 or 

T7PROM for pOSV621) and a primer complementary to the upstream or downstream 

region near the inactivated gene (Fig. 28). 
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Figure 28. Strategy used for gene inactivation by single crossing over in S. 

ambofaciens OSC4 strain. anbR..antibiotic resistance gene (here apra
R
 in pOJ260 or hyg

R
 

in pOSV621). P1.. primer complementary to the upstream region of the gene of interest, P2.. 

primer lacZ-1 or T3, P3.. primer lacI-2 or T7PROM, P4..primer complementary to the 

downstream region of the gene of interest.  

1.2.6. Antibacterial bioassays 

In order to test their bioactivity, S. ambofaciens strains were cultivated on different solid or 

in different liquid media. For the tests on solid media, the S. ambofaciens strains were 

plated in the middle of the agar plate, in a zone of 1cm x 1cm (patch growth) and 

cultivated at 28
o
C for four days if not stated otherwise. To test for spiramycin and 

congocidine production, they were cultivated on HT medium, for alpomycin production, 

on R2 medium (Kieser et al., 2000), and for the search of new antibacterial compounds, 

they were plated on various solid media as described in experimental results. The indicator 

microorganism (M. luteus, E. coli, B. subtilis, B. mycoides, M. smegmatis or S. lividans) 

precultured overnight was inoculated into 3 ml of Soft Nutrient Agar (SNA, Difco) 

medium that was poured onto the plate with grown Streptomyces culture. The plates were 

then incubated at 28
o
C (with S. lividans) or at 37

o
C (with others indicator strains) 

overnight or several days, depending on the growth of the indicator bacterium. Afterwards, 

the zones of growth inhibition around the Streptomyces patch were observed. 
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For the antibacterial assays of liquid culture supernatants, S. ambofaciens was cultivated in 

50 ml of different liquid media at 28
o
C on a rotary shaker. To test for spiramycin and 

congocidine production, S. ambofaciens strains were cultivated in MP5 medium (Pernodet 

et al., 1993). To find conditions in which cryptic clusters might be expressed, different 

media were used, as described in experimental results. After four days (if not stated 

otherwise) the cultures were centrifuged at 3500 g for 10 min and the supernatant was used 

for bioassays. An indicator strain (M. luteus or its derivative M. luteus cgc
R
) was 

inoculated into warmed up Difco Antibiotic Medium N°5 (DAM5) or Oxoid Nutrient Agar 

(ONA) and immediately poured into a square Petri dish (10 cm x 10 cm). When the 

medium containing the indicator bacterium was solid, small paper discs were placed onto it 

(nine discs per plate). Then 70 μl of the culture supernatant were used to impregnate the 

paper discs and the plates were left for at least 2 hours at 4
°
C, to allow the diffusion of the 

antibiotic into the agar. Alternativelly, metallic cylinders were placed on the agar and 200 

µl of supernatant were pipetted iinto the cylinders and allowed to diffuse into the agar. The 

bacteria were cultivated overnight or longer (24-48 h) until the zones of growth inhibition 

could be observed.  

 

1.2.7. High-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis  

HPLC was used for the detection and quantification of spiramycin and congocidine and for 

the search of the unknown antibacterial compounds.    

Samples for spiramycin and congocidine detection were prepared from liquid MP5 

medium cultures and samples for the detection of putative antibacterial molecules were 

prepared from both liquid as well as solid media (ONA, R2 and HT+MgCl2). The samples 

from liquid cultures were prepared as those for antibacterial bioassays and then they were 

filtered through ultrafree-MC (0,1 μm, Millipore) filter and subjected to HPLC analysis. 

Samples from agar grown cultures were prepared as follows: after four days of growth of 

Streptomyces, the agar under the patch and few centimetres around it was removed using a 

scalpel and cut into small pieces. The agar pieces were then transferred into a centrifuge 

tube, frozen using liquid nitrogen followed by melting by warming up the tube at 42°C for 

30-40 min. This freezing-melting cycle was repeated three times. After centrifugation at 3 

500 g for 10 min the supernatants were collected and centrifuged at 10 000 g for 10 min. 

The supernatant fraction was filtered through ultrafree-MC filter (0,1 μm, Millipore) and 

subjected to HPLC analysis as the samples from liquid cultures. 
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For the HPLC analysis, an Agilent 1200 HPLC instrument equipped with a quaternary 

pump and diode array detector was used. Samples were analysed on dC18 column 

(Atlantis; 250 mm x 4.6 mm, 5 μm).  

Spiramycin samples were eluted with 70% H3PO4, pH 2,2 in acetonitrile containing 0,6% 

NaClO4 at 1 ml.min
-1

 for 35 min. Spiramycins were detected by monitoring the absorbance 

at 238 nm.  

Congocidine samples were eluted with isocratic 0,1% HCOOH in H2O (solvent A)/0,1% 

HCOOH in CH3CN (solvent B) (95:5) at 1 ml.min
-1

 for 7 min followed by a gradient to 

40:60 A/B over 23 min. Congocidine was detected by monitoring the absorbance at 297 

nm.  

For the analysis of unknown antibiotic compounds samples were eluted with 0,1% 

HCOOH in water (solvent A) and 0,1% HCOOH in acetonitrile (solvent B) (95:5) at 1 

ml.min
-1

 for 5 min followed by a gradient to 100% B over 40 min. During the whole 

separation the absorbance of the sample at UV-visible wavelength (200-600) nm was 

monitored. Afterwards the chromatograms of different culture media and of supernatants 

of S. ambofaciens wild-type and OSC4 strains grown in the corresponding media were 

compared at different wavelength.  

1.3. Results 

1.3.1. In-silico search for putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters in the 

Streptomyces ambofaciens genome   

We took advantage of the fact that genes encoding secondary metabolite biosynthetic 

proteins are conserved between different organisms and that the biosynthetic, regulatory, 

resistance and other accessory genes for the biosynthesis of one metabolite are usually 

clustered. We searched in the completely sequenced and annotated terminal parts of S. 

ambofaciens chromosome for genes encoding non-ribosomal protein synthetases (NRPS), 

polyketide synthases (PKS), terpene synthases or other enzymes involved in secondary 

metabolite biosynthesis in other organisms. These genes were then considered as parts of 

putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters of S. ambofaciens. Later, the partially 

sequenced central region of the S. ambofaciens chromosome was also investigated in our 

laboratory. These searches allowed finding, in addition to the spiramycin biosynthetic 

genes characterized before genome sequencing, tens of other genes putatively involved in 

secondary metabolite biosynthesis. Further experimental and in-silico analysis revealed 
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that these genes are organized into 24 biosynthetic clusters. However the number of 

clusters might change, as further experimental and genomic data will be available. Table 8 

a-b lists the putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes found in the terminal 

chromosomal parts, with their size, best BLAST hit, and putative or known cluster to 

which they belong. Table 8c show genes of one of the putative secondary metabolite 

biosynthetic cluster located in the core region, because this cluster was also included in the 

presented study. The names of the genes in tables 8a-c correspond to the nomenclature 

used in the SAM database, i.e. SAMT followed by a number for genes from the TIR 

regions, SAMR followed by a number for genes from the right chromosomal arm and 

SAML followed by a number for genes from the left chromosomal arm. Genes from the 

central region are named according to their homologues (ex. CDA-like).   

Among the 24 clusters, 14 are situated in the terminal chromosomal regions and from these 

14, 10 were cryptic at the beginning of this work. These 10 clusters (2 recently 

characterized and 8 cryptic until today) together with the centrally located CDA-like 

cluster, will be described in more details below.  

Genes situated in TIR regions: 

Gene name 

Size of 

its 

protein 

product  

The best BLAST result 

Cluster                        

(known or 

predicted) 

Reference                         

(for 

identified 

clusters) 

 

 

SAMT0163 

(alpC) 
89 aa 

gb|AAO65348.1| S. murayamaensis putative 

acyl carrier protein, 110 aa; blastp score: 75% 

identity in 89 aa 

alp cluster 

(PKS II) 

(Aigle et al., 

2005;             

Pang et al., 

2004) 

 

SAMT0164 

(alpB) 
403 aa 

gb|AAO65347.1|S. murayamaensis putative 

chain length determinant, 403 aa; blastp score: 

79% identity in 402 aa  

SAMT0165 

(alpA) 
423 aa 

gb|AAO65346.1|S. murayamaensis putative 

ketoacyl synthase, 424 aa; blastp score: 86% 

identity in 419 aa  

SAMT0176 

(alpQ) 
422 aa 

gb|AAK61719.1|S. aureofaciens chain length 

factor-like protein 420 aa; blastp score: 63% 

identity in 412 aa  

SAMT0177 

(alpR) 
423 aa 

ZP_05014210.1| S. pristinaespiralis, ketoacyl 

synthase, 422 aa; blastp score: 71% identity in 

423 aa  

 

Table 8a. Putative and known secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes found by in-

silico analysis of the S. ambofaciens TIRs sequence. alp alpomycin (=kinamycin) cluster 
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Genes situated in the left chromosomal arm: 

Gene name 

Size of its 

protein 

product  

The best BLAST result 

Cluster                        

(known or 

predicted) 

Reference                         

(for 

identified 

clusters) 

SAML0357 440 aa 

emb|CAD55534.1|S. coelicolor A3(2) 

cyclase (putative non-plant terpene 

cyclase), 440 aa; blastp score: 83% 

identity in 440 aa  

terpene cluster 

(methylsorborneol) 

(Komatsu et 

al., 2008) 

SAML0375 1279 aa 

ZP_06589155.1| S. albus MelE 

protein (PKS), 1273 aa; blastp score: 

76% identity in 1264 aa  
putative 

PKS/NRPS 

hybrid cluster, 

cryptic  

  

SAML0376 2873 aa 

ZP_05543392.1| S. griseoflavus 

Tu4000 putative non-ribosomal 

peptide synthetase, 1090 aa; blastp 

score: 81% identity in 1080 aa 

SAML0731 343 aa 

BAC68734.1| S. avermitilis MA-4680 

phytoene synthase, 342 aa; blastp 

score: 73% identity in      333 aa 

putative 

carotenoid 

cluster, cryptic  
  

SAML0739 360 aa 

ZP_05012343.1| S. pristinaespiralis 

terpene synthase, 361 aa; blastp score: 

30% identity in 348 aa 

putative terpene 

cluster, cryptic  

Genes situated in the right chromosomal arm: 

SAMR0270 2460 aa 

ZP_06575977.1| S. ghanaensis type I 

polyketide synthase, 2626 aa; blastp 

score: 86% identity in 1824 aa 

putative PKS I 

cluster, cryptic  
  

SAMR0343 1045 aa 

CAB55531.1|S. coelicolor A3(2) 

hypothetical protein SCO0269 

(lantibiotic dehydratase), 1053 aa; 

blastp score: 88% identity in 1051 aa 

putative 

lantibiotic cluster, 

cryptic 

  

SAMR0465 8154 aa 

AAA79984.2| Sorangium cellulosum 

soraphen polyketide synthase B, 8817 

aa; blastp score: 46% identity in 7730 

aa 

sam cluster            

(PKS I)  

(Laureti, 

2010) 

SAMR0466 3661 aa 

dbj|BAG85027.1| S. lasaliensis 

putative polyketide synthase, 5429 aa; 

blastp score: 50% identity in 3659 aa 

SAMR0467 5771 aa 

gb|AAX98184.1| S. aizunensis 

polyketide synthase type I, 8147 aa; 

blastp score: 52% identity in 4958 aa 

SAMR0474 6333 aa 

emb|CAC20921.1| S. natalensis 

PimS2 protein (PKS), 9507 aa; blastp 

score: 50% identity in 6289 aa 

SAMRCDS2 3556 aa 

NP_821593.1| S. avermitilis modular 

polyketide synthase, 3564 aa; blastp 

score: 53% identity in 3655 aa 

Table 8b. Putative and known secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes found by in-

silico analysis of the S. ambofaciens arm regions. Putative cryptic clusters are in bald. 

sam  stambomycin cluster 
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Gene name 

Size of 

its 

protein 

product  

The best BLAST result 

Cluster                        

(known or 

predicted) 

Reference                         

(for 

identified 

clusters) 

SAMR0475 3157 aa 

ZP_05517723.1| S.hygroscopicus 

ATCC 53653 putative type-I PKS, 

3199 aa; blastp score: 51% identity in 

3260 aa 

sam cluster (PKSI) 
(Laureti, 

2010) 

SAMR0476 3565 aa 

gb|AAQ82567.1| S. sp. FR-008 FscE 

(PKS), 7771 aa; blastp score: 51% 

identity in 3711 aa 

SAMRCDS1 1569 aa 

NP_821591.1| S. avermitilis modular 

polyketide synthase, 6145 aa; blastp 

score: 52% identity in 1571 aa 

SAMR0477 5447 aa 

gb|AAF71767.1|S. noursei NysJ 

(PKS), 5435 aa; blastp score: 48% 

identity in 5610 aa  

SAMR0510 380 aa 

emb|CAB53152.1| S. coelicolor A3(2) 

geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate 

synthase, 392 aa; blastp score: 79% 

identity in 372 aa 
putative terpene 

(carotenoid) 

cluster, cryptic  

  

SAMR0513 404 aa 

emb|CAB53415.1|S. coelicolor A3(2) 

lycopene cyclase, 405 aa; blastp 

score: 80% identity in 405 aa 

SAMR0552 3667 aa 

emb|CAB53322.1|S. coelicolor A3(2) 

peptide synthetase, 3643 aa; blastp 

score: 81% identity in 3682 aa  

cch cluster  

(Barona-

Gomez et 

al., 2006) 

SAMR0607 347 aa 

emb|CAB59604.1|S. coelicolor A3(2) 

acyltransferase, 333 aa; blastp score: 

79% identity in 326 aa 

putative cryptic 

cluster 
  SAMR0608 428 aa 

emb|CAB59605.1|S. coelicolor A3(2) 

3-oxoacyl-(ACP) synthase, 428 aa; 

blastp score: 87% 

identity in 428 aa 

SAMR0609 92 aa 

emb|CAB59606.1| S. coelicolor A3(2) 

acyl carrier protein, 92 aa; blastp 

score: 89% identity in 92 aa 

SAMR0831 343 aa 

 ZP_05536082.1|  S. 

viridochromogenes pentalenene 

synthase, 343 aa; blastp score: 84% in 

343 aa 

putative terpene 

cluster, cryptic  
  

SAMR0900 121 aa 

emb|CAD92851.1|Brevibacillus 

brevis Linear gramicidin synthetase 

subunit (NRPS), 7756 aa; blastp 

score: 42% identity in 78 aa 

cgc cluster 
(Juguet et 

al., 2009) 

SAMR0901 1067 aa 

ref|ZP_00466363.1| Burkholderia 

pseudomallei 1655 COG1020: Non-

ribosomal peptide synthetase modules 

and related proteins, 3600 aa; 

blastp score: 40% identity in 1057 aa 

Table 8b - continuation. Putative and known secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes 

found by in-silico analysis of the S. ambofaciens arm regions. Putative cryptic clusters 

are in bald. sam stambomycin cluster, cch coelichelin cluster, cgc congocidine cluster 
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Gene name 

Size of 

its 

protein 

product  

The best BLAST result 

Cluster                        

(known or 

predicted) 

Reference                         

(for 

identified 

clusters) 

SAMR 0903 445 aa 

|ZP_00110261.1| Nostoc punctiforme 

PCC 73102: Non-ribosomal peptide 

synthetase modules and related 

proteins, 528 aa; blastp score: 39% 

identity in 428 aa  

cgc cluster 
(Juguet et 

al., 2009) 

Table 8b - continuation. Putative and known secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes 

found by in-silico analysis of the S. ambofaciens arm regions. cgc…congocidine cluster 

 

Genes situated in the central chromosomal region: 

Gene name 

Size of 

its 

protein 

product  

The best BLAST result 

Cluster                        

(known or 

predicted) 

Reference                         

(for 

identified 

clusters) 

orf11* 2406 aa 

NP_733597.1| S. coelicolor CDA 

peptide synthetase III, SCO3232, 

2417 aa; blastp score: 47% identity in 

2446 aa  

putative CDA-

like cluster, 

cryptic 

  

cco 5 2101 aa 

NP_627444| S. coelicolor CDA 

peptide synthetase II, SCO3231, 3670 

aa; blastp score:40% identity in 2181 

aa  

cco 15 

(incomplete) 
1436 aa  

NP_627443.1| S. coelicolor CDA 

peptide synthetase I, SCO3230, 7463 

aa; blastp score: 50% identity in 1462 

aa  

hmaS 385 aa 

NP_627442| S. coelicolor probable 

dioxygenase, SCO 3229, 371 aa; 

blastp score: 46% identity in 356 aa 

 

Table 8c. Putative and known secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes found by in-

silico analysis of the S. ambofaciens core chromosomal region.  
In the tables 8 a-c the names of the genes situated in terminal regions follow the 

nomenclature used in the S. ambofaciens genome database (samdb), genes situated in the 

central region are named according to their homologues. cco CDA-like Cluster Orf. 

 

1.3.1.1. Clusters found in the left chromosomal region  

Figure 29 shows zoom in the left chromosomal region with known and putative gene 

groups involved in secondary metabolism biosynthesis.  
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alp cluster 

PKS II, antibiotic  

terpene cluster, 

methylisoborneol

PKS/NRPS 

hybrid cluster, 

cryptic    

carotenoid cluster, 

cryptic    

TIR SAML

Fig. 27

terpene cluster, 

cryptic    

 

Figure 29. Zoom into figure 26 showing S. ambofaciens left chromosomal region with 

putative and known secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters. Names of cryptic gene 

groups are in bald and they are in squares.   

 

The alp cluster 

From the left terminal end, the first cluster encountered is the alp cluster (Fig. 30). This 

cluster, which contains genes encoding a type II PKS, was originally a cryptic cluster. The 

sequence of this region was among the first available, at the start of the sequencing project. 

It has since been shown that this cluster directs the biosynthesis of an angucyclin like 

polyketide (alp), with antibacterial activity (Aigle et al., 2005; Bunet et al., 2008; Pang et 

al., 2004). Before its chemical characterization, this polyketide was called alpomycin. The 

structure of the compound synthesized has recently been established and was shown to be 

identical to that of kinamycin D.  

 

Figure 30. The alpomycin (alp) biosynthetic gene cluster.  

From (Aigle et al., in press). 

 

 

The 2-methylisoborneol biosynthetic gene cluster 

The second cluster (Fig. 31), identified by the presence of a terpene cyclase, was recently 

shown to direct the biosynthesis of the volatile monoterpenoid metabolite 2-

methylisoborneol, a compound with musty-earthy odor (Komatsu et al., 2008). The cluster 

is similar in S. ambofaciens and S. coelicolor.  
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Figure 31. The 2-methylsorborneol biosynthetic gene cluster in S. coelicolor (SCO) 

and S. ambofacines (SAM).  
From (Aigle et al., in press) .    

 

Cryptic PKS/NRPS cluster 

The third cluster identified is a hybrid PKS/NRPS cluster (Fig. 32) that encodes one PKS 

protein (SAML 0375) and one NRPS protein (SAML 0376). Neither SAML 0375 nor 

SAML 0376 have homologues in the closely related S. coelicolor but they are similar to 

PKS and NRPS genes of S. griseoflavus and S. albus. SAML 0375 is in 91% identical to 

the S. griseoflavus polyketide synthase and in 76% identical to S. albus MelE synthase 

while SAML 0376 is in 81% identical to S. griseoflavus putative NRPS and in 66% 

identical to S. albus actinomycin synthetase II. However, in S. albus the actinomycin 

synthetase is encoded by two separate genes while in S. ambofaciens there is only one 

gene. Figure 32 shows the region around SAML 0375 and SAML 0376 and the regions 

containing their homologues in S. griseus and S. albus. Apart from two insertions, the 

organisation of the genes adjacent to the PKS and NRPS proteins is quite similar. It is 

interesting to note that in all three organisms (S. ambofaciens, S. griseoflavus and S. albus) 

the putative cluster is bordered in the upstream region with genes encoding proteins 

connected to phenylacetic acid degradation. In S. ambofaciens there are five genes between 

SAML0375 (PKS) and the ones encoding proteins involved in phenylacetic acid 

degradation (SAML0365 to SAML0369), therefore we suggest that on the left side the 

potential PKS/NRPS cluster might start with SAML0370. Downstream from SAML0376 

the border is not clear, while the genes have a general function that cannot be connected 

exclusively to secondary metabolite biosynthesis. On figure 32 SAML0380 ends the 

cluster, but it might be longer.           ` 
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SgriT

SAML0370    acyl carrier protein SAML0376    NRPS

SAML0371    ligase SAML0377    hypothetical (C-domain)

SAML0372 phosphopantheteinyl transferase (PPtase) SAML0378    sigma factor

SAML0373    hypothetical protein SAML0379    luxR regulator

SAML0374    dehydrogenase SAML0380    hypothetical protein

SAML0375    PKS

SalbJ

0370

Fig. 26

 
 

Figure 32. The putative NRPS/PKS hybrid cluster (SAML0370 - SAML0380).  
Organisation of the cluster in S. ambofaciens (SAM), S. griseoflavus (SgriT) and S. albus 

(SalbJ). The SAM region SAML0370 – SAML0378 correspond to SgriT genes between 

SgriT_010100035304 - SgriT_010100035239 and  SalbJ genes SalbJ_010100000310 - 

SalbJ_010100000275. 

Cluster borders were predicted from in-silico analysis as described in the text.   

Homologous genes are depicted with the same colour; the PKS gene is marked in pink and 

the NRPS gene in green. The genes (ORFs) that do not show sequence similarity with the 

corresponding S. ambofaciens genes are in white.  

 

Cryptic carotenoid biosynthetic gene cluster 

The fourth (putative) secondary metabolite biosynthetic cluster identified contains the three 

genes (SAML0730, SAML0731, SAML0732) (Fig. 33) that are similar to S. coelicolor 

carotenoid biosynthetic genes crtIBV (SCO0186-SCO0188) and therefore seem to be 

involved in carotenoid biosynthesis. In S. coelicolor the carotenoid biosynthetic cluster is 

composed of seven genes organized in two operons crtEIBV and crtYTU. In S. 

ambofaciens around SAML0731 no other crt homologues have been found, however the 

homologues of crtE, crtY, crtT, and crtU were found in the right chromosomal region 

(SAMR0510 – SAMR0513) suggesting that in S. ambofaciens this cluster is split into two 

parts as shown on figure 33. The fact that one secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene 

cluster might be separated into two distant loci is quite rare in actinobacteria but it is not 

completely unknown. For example the moenomycin biosynthetic cluster of Streptomyces 

ghanaensis is also divided into two parts while the clavam metabolite biosynthetic genes in 

Streptomyces clavuligerus are found in three unlinked gene clusters (Ostash et al., 2007; 

Tahlan et al., 2004).     
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Figure 33. Organisation of the genes constituting the putative carotenoid biosynthetic 

gene region in S. coelicolor (SCO) and of their homologues in S. ambofaciens (SAM). 

In grey are genes belonging to biosynthesis operons and in black are genes belonging to 

regulatory operons.  

From (Aigle et al., in press). 

 

Cryptic terpene biosynthetic gene cluster 

The putative terpene cluster (Fig. 34) is situated in a region that disrupts the synteny 

between S. ambofaciens and S. coelicolor chromosomes. This region includes six genes 

(SAML0739 – SAML0744), two of which are supposed to be involved in the biosynthesis 

of terpenes. SAML0739 is putative terpene synthase that contains the conserved substrate-

Mg
2+

 binding site found in many terpene synthases. SAML0744 encodes a farnesyl-

diphosphate synthase involved in the synthesis of farnesyl, the precursor of diterpenes.  

                        

0739 0740 0741 0742 0743 0744

SAML0738    transmembrane protein, similar to SCO7384

SAML0739    terpene synthase

SAML0740   putative membrane protein, similar to SCO0550

SAML0741    unknown

SAML0742    ABC transporter

SAML0743    ABC transporter

SAML0744    farnesyl diphospahte synthase

SAML0745    conserved hypothetical protein, similar to SCO7383

Fig. 30

0738 0745

 
Figure 34. putative terpene cluster (SAML0739 – SAML0744).  

The putative terpene synthase is in orange and genes similar to S. coelicolor genes, on both 

sides of this cluster are in grey.   

 

1.3.1.2. Clusters found on the right chromosomal region  

Figure 35 depicts secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters situated in the S. ambofaciens 

right chromosomal arm.  
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Figure 35. Zoom into the right chromosomal region and its secondary metabolite 

biosynthetic clusters. The cryptic clusters are in bald and their names are in squares.   

 

 

The congocidine biosynthetic gene cluster. 

In the right chromosomal region, the cluster nearest to the central part is the congocidine 

biosynthetic gene cluster (cgc) (Fig. 36). Congocidine is an antibiotic of the pyrrolamide 

family and S. ambofaciens was known to synthesize this antibiotic since 1952 but its 

biosynthetic gene cluster was characterized only after the sequencing of S. ambofaciens 

genome by Juguet et al. (2009). This cluster introduces a break in the synteny between S. 

ambofaciens and S. coelicolor. It contains twenty-two genes, which are involved in 

congocidine biosynthesis and resistance and in the regulation of the biosynthetic genes. An 

interesting feature of this gene group is that it contains genes encoding an atypical NRPS, 

which is responsible for the assembly of the congocidine precursors (Juguet et al. 2009). 

 

Figure 36. The congocidine biosynthetic gene cluster. In black resistance genes, in grey 

genes putatively involved in precursor biosynthesis, dashed crossways gene probably 

involved in congocidine assembly, dashed horizontally probable regulatory gene, in white 

genes not involved in congocidine biosynthesis, resistance or regulation   

From (Juguet et al., 2009). 
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Cryptic terpene biosynthetic gene cluster 

The gene group around SAMR 0831 constitute a putative terpene cluster. When compared 

with the genome of S. coelicolor, this region includes six genes that are inserted between 

the SCO0779 and SCO0780 homologues and that introduce a break of synteny. The whole 

six-gene group is similar to S. viridochromogenes and S. flavogriseus region containing 

pentalene synthases as shown on figure 37. Beside that four out of the five genes adjacent 

to SAMR0831 encoding a putative terpene cyclase are similar also to S. coelicolor and S. 

griseus rarA-E operon. In S. coelicolor the rarA-E genes (SCO1626-1630) are involved in 

the regulation of aerial mycelium formation and of the production of secondary metabolites 

(Komatsu et al., 2003). Thus these genes may constitute a regulatory region of the putative 

terpene cluster. 

                        

Fig. 

SAMR0831    terpene cyclase

SAMR0832    cytochrome P450, rarE

SAMR0833    ATP binding protein, rarD

SAMR0834    putative tryptophan synthase, rarC

SAMR0835    hypothetical protein, rarB

SAMR0836    membrane protein, rarA

0831 0832 0833 0834 0835 0836

SAM

SvirD

Sfla

SCO

SGR

 

Figure 37. The putative terpene cluster (SAMR0831 – SAMR0836). The S. ambofaciens 

(SAM) putative cluster and corresponding regions in S. viridochromogenes 

(SvirD4_010100037164 - SvirD4_010100037139), S. flavogriseus (SflaDRAFT_5126 - 

SflaDRAFT_5121), S. coelicolor (SCO1625-SCO1630) and S. griseus (SGR_1059 – 

SGR_1063). Homologous genes have the same colour, the gene encoding a putative 

terpene synthase is in orange.  

 

Putative cryptic cluster around SAMR 0608 

The genes neighbouring SAMR 0608, which encodes a 3-oxoacyl-ATP-synthase, might 

constitute a putative cryptic cluster of unknown function (Fig. 38). It includes genes 

putatively involved in polyketide biosynthesis (acyl transferase and acyl carrier protein), 

regulation (TetR regulator) and modification (glycosyltransferase). Adjacent to the 
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glycosyltransferase gene, there are several genes connected to sugar metabolism indicating 

that they might encode enzymes involved in the biosyntheis of a sugar moiety added by the 

glycosyltransferase to the metabolite.  

0594

SAMR0594    TetR regulator SAMR0604    antibiotic biosynthesis

SAMR0595    hypothetical protein monooxygenase

SAMR0596    hypothetical protein SAMR0605    pyruvate carboxylase

SAMR0597    glycosyltransferase SAMR0606    hypothetical protein

SAMR0598    hypothetical protein SAMR0607    acyltransferase

SAMR0599    UDP-glucose epimerase SAMR0608    oxoacyl-(ACP)-synthase

SAMR0600    mannose-1-phosphate guanyltransferase SAMR0609    acyl carrier protein

SAMR0601    NDP-hexose ketoreductase SAMR0610    membrane protein

SAMR0602    hypothetical protein SAMR0611    histidine kinase

SAMR0603    polygalactosaminidase SAMR0612    response regulator

0595 0596 0597 0598 0599 0600 0601 0602 0603 0604 0605

0606 0607 0608 0609 0610 0611 0612

 
Figure 38. The putative cryptic cluster (SAMR0594 – SAMR0612). The putative 

biosynthetic genes that enabled to identify this cluster are marked in blue.     

 

The coelichelin gene cluster 

Coelichelin is a siderophore synthesied by a NRPS that was first characterized in S. 

coelicolor using a genome mining approach guided by substrate predictions for the 

trimodular NRPS CchH (Lautru et al. 2005). All of the Cch proteins encoded in the S. 

coelicolor coelichelin biosynthetic gene cluster have homologues in S. ambofaciens 

(SAMR0548 to SAMR0559) and these genes were shown to be involved in coelichelin 

biosynthesis in S. ambofaciens (Barona-Gomez et al. 2006). However the S. ambofaciens 

cch gene cluster contains an extra gene, SAMR0550, coding for a putative integral 

membrane protein. The function of this protein remains to be determined.  

 

Cryptic carotenoid gene cluster 

The cryptic carotenoid cluster (SAMR0510 – SAMR0513) is similar to the crtE, crtY, crtT, 

and crtU genes of S. coelicolor. As was already mentioned above this gene group is a part 

of the S. ambofaciens carotenoid cluster situated in the left chromosomal region and split 

in this specie into two regions (Fig. 33).     
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The stambomycin biosynthetic gene cluster. 

The recently characterised cluster responsible for the biosynthesis of the macrolide 

antibiotics stambomycins is shown on figure 39 (Laureti, 2010). This large PKS I cluster 

encompasses approximately 150 kb of the right chromosomal arm and includes nine large 

type I PKS genes (SAMR 0465, SAMR 0466, SAMR 0467, SAMR 0474, SAMR CDS2, 

SAMR 0475, SAMR 0476, SAMR CDS1, SAMR 0477) all of which are functional. This 

cluster is not expressed in usual culture conditions. Studies performed in the group of P. 

Leblond by L. Laureti and B. Aigle have demonstrated that the expression of this cluster 

could be achieved by over-expressing a putative transcriptional activator. The compounds 

synthesized are huge 50-membered macrolides, with the amino deoxyhexose mycaminose 

attached to the macrocyclic lactone ring. Stambomycins have antibacterial and 

antiproliferative activities (Aigle et al., in press; Laureti, 2010). 

 

Figure 39. The stambomyin biosynthetic gene cluster.  

From (Aigle et al., in press) 

 

Cryptic lantibiotic gene cluster 

The putative lantibiotic cluster SAMR0342 - SAMR0344 is similar to the putative 

lantibiotic cluster of S. coelicolor (SCO0268 – SCO0270). It includes three genes, the 

lantibiotic synthase, the lantibiotic dehydratase responsible for lantibiotic modifications 

and a conserved hypothetical protein (Fig. 40).  
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0342

0268

SAM

SCO

SAMR0342    lantibiotic precursor 

SAMR0343    lantibiotic dehydratase

SAMR0344    lanthionine synthetase

0343

0269

0344

0270

 

Figure 40. The lantibiotic cryptic cluster (SAMR0342 – SAMR0344). The S. 

ambofaciens cluster (SAM) and corresponding cluster of S. coelicolor are shown. The 

putative lanthionine synthetase is in blue.  

 

Cryptic type I PKS gene cluster 

The putative biosynthetic gene cluster (Fig. 41) situated around the SAMR0270 putative 

PKS type I gene is not similar to any PKS cluster of the closely related S. coelicolor. On 

the other hand genes SAMR0270 – SAMR0276 are very similar to a putative PKS I cluster 

of S. ghanaensis (Fig. 41B). Genes upstream from SAMR0270 and downstream 

SAMR0276 might be connected also to secondary metabolite biosynthesis, but they are not 

similar to S. ghanaensis genes. In S. ambofaciens this region is flanked on both sides by 

transposases genes (SAMR0260, SAMR0261 and SAMR0282, SAMR0283, SAMR0284), 

suggesting that the whole region might have been acquired by horizontal transfer from 

other bacteria. In S. ghanaensis no transposase encoding genes were found in this region. 

In the genome of S. coelicolor we found two regions including secondary metabolite 

biosynthetic genes (though unrelated to SAML0270) which are on both sides surrounded 

by transposases. The cryptic PKS I cluster (SCO0124 – SCO0129) is surrounded further 

downstream and upstream with the putative transposase genes SCO0114 and SCO0146. 

Similarly the grey spore pigment cluster (SCO5314 – SCO5320) is bounded further 

downstream and upstream with SCO5297 and SCO5327 putative transposases.  
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0261

SAMR0261   transposase SAMR0273   AMP ligase

SAMR0262   AraC regulator SAMR0274   steroid dehydrogenase

SAMR0263   hypothetical protein SAMR0275   hypothetical protein

SAMR0264   hypothetical protein SAMR0276   3-oxoacyl ACP synthase

SAMR0265   NADPH:quinone reductase SAMR0277   transcriptional regulator

SAMR0266   translocator SAMR0278   methyltransferase

SAMR0267   GntR regulator SAMR0279   transcriptional regulator

SAMR0268   oxidoreductase SAMR0280   hypothetical protein 

SAMR0269   ArsR transcriptional regulator SAMR0281   hypothetical protein

SAMR0270   PKS type I SAMR0282   transposase

SAMR0271   ACP synthase 

SAMR0272   dehalogenase

0262 0263 0264 0265 0266 0267 0268 0269 0270

0271 0272 0273 0274 0275 0276 0277 0278 0279 0280 0281 0282

0271 0272 0273 0274 0275 02760270

SAM

Sgha

A

B

 

Figure 41. The cryptic PKS I cluster (SAMR0262 – SAMR0281). A: Organisation of 

the biosynthetic cluster in S. ambofacines. B: The SAMR0270 - SAMR0276 genes of S. 

ambofaciens and the corresponding genes of S. ghanaensis (SghaA1_010100008538 - 

SghaA1_010100008568). The homologous genes have the same colour, the polyketide 

synthase gene is in pink and the genes encoding putative transposases are in light green.  

 

The cryptic CDA-like cluster 

S. coelicolor produces the calcium dependent antibiotic CDA. CDA is a lipopeptide 

antibiotic produced by several Streptomyces including S. coelicolor and it is synthetised by 

NRPS enzymes. The CDA biosynthetic gene cluster from S. coelicolor has been 

characterized (Hopwood & Wright, 1983). The calcium dependent antibiotic (CDA)-like 

cluster (Fig. 42) is the only cluster studied here which is situated in the central core region. 

In S. ambofaciens during the study of the spiramycin (srm) biosynthetic gene cluster, a 

CDA-like synthetase (orf 11*) was found adjacent to the srm biosynthetic cluster. As 

expected, it was later verified that orf11* is not required for spiramycin biosynthesis and 

thus that it might belong to another biosynthetic gene cluster.   

Due to the lack of a complete sequence for the central part of S. ambofaciens the cluster 

shown on figure 42 is most probably incomplete. However, we know that it encodes at 

least three NRPS similar to S. coelicolor CDA synthetases. On the other hand the 
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organisation of the cluster genes is quite different in S. ambofaciens and S. coelicolor. 

While in S. coelicolor the three NRPS proteins (SCO3230, SCO3231, SCO3232) are 

adjacent to each other, in S. ambofaciens they are separated by several other genes. Also 

the genes neighbouring the CDA-like synthetases are not always syntenic between S. 

coelicolor and S. ambofaciens.  

Fig. 37

orf10* orf11*

orf8*     ABC transporter cco6      hydrolase

orf9*     ABC transporter cco7      syrP-like (synthetase)

orf10*   MbtH-like protein cco8      dioxygenase, hmaS-like

orf11*   CDA-like peptide synthetase III cco9      oxidase 

cco1      acyl-CoA dehydrogenase cco10    aminotransferase 

cco2      acyl-CoA dehydrogenase cco11    dehydrogenase

cco3      acyl-CoA dehydrogenase cco12    regulatory protein

cco4      peptide or acyl carrier protein cco13    ABC transporter

cco5      CDA-like peptide synthetase II cco14    ABC transporter

cco15    CDA-like peptide synthetase I

(incomplete sequence)

cco1 cco2 cco3 cco4 cco5 

cco6 cco7 cco8 cco9 cco10 cco11 cco12 cco13 cco14 cco15 

orf9*orf8*

 

Figure 42. The CDA-like cluster. The gene formally though to belong to srm cluster in 

named according to this old nomenclature (orf11*), the other genes are called cco (CDA-

like Cluster Orf) and number. The NRPS proteins are in green.    

 

1.3.2. Construction of a S. ambofaciens mutant strain deficient in the production of 

the known antibiotics (alp-srm-cgc-)  

In order to study the S. ambofaciens cryptic clusters found during genome analysis (chapter 

1.3.1), we prepared a mutant no longer producing any of its three known antibiotics, 

spiramycin (srm biosynthetic cluster), congocidine (cgc cluster) and alpomycin (also called 

kinamycin) (alp cluster). The main reason to do this was to obtain a strain lacking any 

known antibacterial activity, in which screening for the activity of the compounds 

synthesized by the cryptic clusters could be performed. In addition this could reduce the 

competition for precursors between biosynthetic pathways, which might enhance the 

amount of products synthesized by the cryptic clusters.   

The strategy for preparation of this triple mutant is depicted on figure 43. We obtained 

from B. Aigle of the laboratory in Nancy, the S. ambofaciens H1 (alp-) strain in which the 

minimal PKS genes involved in alpomycin biosynthesis (alpI-D) were deleted in both TIR 
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(Pang et al., 2004) (Aigle et al., 2005). From this strain two independent double mutants 

(alp- srm-) carrying the apra
R
 antibiotic cassette (chapter 1.3.2.1.) and (alp- cgc-) carrying 

the hyg
R
 antibiotic cassette (chapter 1.3.2.2.) were prepared. The two double mutants (alp- 

srm-) and (alp- cgc-) were then mated together in order to obtain the triple mutant (alp-

srm-cgc-) resistant to both apramycin and hygromycin. In the last step, the two antibiotic 

resistance cassettes were excised, in order to obtain the triple mutant without any antibiotic 

marker (chapter1.3.2.3).   

      

S.ambofaciens H1 (alp-)

S. ambofaciens SPM 700 (alp- srm-)

(Δsrm40 in H1) apraR
S.ambofaciens CGCA008 (alp-cgc-)

(Δcgc3*-cgc18 in H1) hygR

conjugation with

S17.1/pSPM107
conjugation with

S17.1/pCGC516

S. ambofaciens SPM 700 (alp- srm-)

apraR
S.ambofaciens CGCA008 (alp-cgc-)

hygR

mating

S. ambofaciens OSC3 (alp- srm-cgc-)

apraR hygR

excision of the antibiotic 

resistance cassettes

S. ambofaciens OSC4 (alp- srm-cgc-)

no antibiotic marker

Fig. 38

 

Figure 43. Strategy for the construction of the S. ambofaciens alp-srm-cgc- mutant.   

1.3.2.1. Construction of the alp- srm- mutant  

Earlier results from our laboratory showed that inactivation of the spiramycin pathway 

specific activator srm40 abolished the expression of nearly all spiramycin biosynthetic 

genes and thus the production of spiramycin (Karray et al., 2010). Thus for inactivation of 

the srm cluster the gene encoding the Srm40 protein was replaced by an apramycin 

excisable cassette.  

The S. ambofaciens H1 (alp-, alpI-D in OSC2) strain was conjugated with E.coli 

S17.1/pSPM 107 prepared earlier in our laboratory. The cosmid pSPM107 carries an insert 

containing part of the spiramycin biosynthetic gene cluster. In pSPM107 the gene srm40 

has been deleted and replaced by an apramycin resistance cassette. The vector part of 

pSPM107 carries the pac gene conferring puromycin resistance. Exconjugants were 
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selected for apramycin resistance and the apra
R
 clones were then screened for puromycin 

sensitivity. Apra
R
 puro

S
 (double crossing over allelic exchange) clones were verified by 

PCR using primers KF64, KF65, which are external primers originally designed for 

amplification of the complete coding sequence. Clones with expected size of the PCR 

product were the alp-srm- mutants and they were called S. ambofaciens SPM700. The loss 

of spiramycin production was verified by bioassay of liquid cultures supernatants using M. 

luteus cgc
R
 strain as an indicator microorganism.   

1.3.2.2. Construction of the alp- cgc- mutant  

In order to abolish congocidine production nearly the whole cgc cluster (21 out of 22 

genes) was replaced by a hygromycin excisable cassette. 

Two pairs of primer (CG3+f, CG3+r for cgc3* and CG18_SNf, CG18_SNr for cgc18-19) 

were designed in order to amplify fragments at each of the putative ends of the cgc cluster 

(cgc3* and cgc18-19). Each of the primers contained also restriction site either for EcoRI 

(CG3+r) or XbaI (CG3+f, CG18_SNr) or HindIII (CG18_SNf). Using the plasmid 

pCGC001 containing the whole cgc gene group, as template DNA, the cgc 3* (1.2 kb) and 

cgc 18-19 (1.5 kb) fragments were amplified by PCR.   

The amplified products were then ligated to the pGEM-T Easy vector and the ligation 

mixes were used to transform E.coli DH5  supercompetent cells. Using the blue/white 

selection, the white transformants were characterized by digestion with restriction enzymes 

yielding pCGC507 (cgc 3*) and pCGC509 (cgc 18,19) plasmids. The plasmid pCGC507 

was digested  by EcoRI and XbaI and the plasmid pCGC509 was digested by XbaI and 

HindIII restriction enzymes in order to obtain fragments coresponding to the cgc genes (1.2 

kb cgc 3* and 1.5 kb cgc 18-19). These fragments were purified from gel and ligated 

together to the conjugative plasmid pOJ260 digested by EcoRI and HindIII. The ligation 

mix was used to transform DH5α supercompetent cells. Using the blue/white selection the 

white transformants were characterized by digestion (EcoRI and HindIII). The obtained 

plasmid was named pCGC515 (pOJ260 - cgc3*- cgc18-19). The pCGC515 plasmid was 

digested by XbaI, cutting between the cgc3* and cgc18-19 fragments. The digestion was 

followed by Klenow treatment in order to fill-in the cohesive ends. Then the hygromycin 

excisable cassette (cass att3Ωhyg) (1525 bp) obtained by EcoRV digestion of pOSV709 

was ligated with the Klenow generated blunt ends of pCGC515. The ligation mix was used 

to transform DH5α supercompetent cells and the plasmid DNA of hygromycine resistant 

clones was verified by digestion. This yielded the plasmid pCGC516 (pOJ260 – cgc3* - 
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cass hyg
R
 – cgc18-19), which was then introduced into E.coli S17.1 supecompetent cells. 

The E. coli S 17.1/pCGC516 was afterwards conjugated with S. ambofaciens H1 (alp-) 

strain. The exconjugants were selected for hygro
R
 and screened for apra

S
. The hygro

R
 apra

S
 

(double crossing over allelic exchange) clones were checked by PCR using the primer 

pairs CG18_SNf, R-aac2f and CG3+r, L-aac2r. These PCRs allowed verifying that the 

hygromycin cassette was inserted in the right place. Clones with expected sizes of the PCR 

products were the alp- cgc- mutants and they were called S. ambofaciens CGCA008.   

The loss of congocidine production was checked by bioassays on solid HT medium with B. 

mycoides and E.coli as indicator strains.  

1.3.2.3. Construction of the alp- srm- cgc- mutant  

The strain with gene deletion in the clusters directing the synthesis of the three known 

antibiotics was prepared by mating. For this purpose, equal quantity of spores of the strain 

SPM700 (alp-, srm-, apra
R
) and CGCA008 (alp-, cgc-; hyg

R
) were mixed together, plated 

on HT medium and grown until sporulation. Glycerol stock was made out of these plates 

and then different dilutions of the stock were plated on HT medium containing apramycin 

and hygromycin. Several apra
R
 hygro

R
 clones appeared and they were checked by PCRs 

using several primer pairs. The primers SN64f and SN65r were used to verify the srm40 

gene deletion and primers CG18_SNf, R-aac2f and CG3+r, L-aac2r were used for the 

verification of the deletion of most of the cgc cluster. Among the hygro
R
 apra

R
 clones 

giving the expected size of the PCR product, one was chosen for further studies and was 

named OSC3.  

The loss of the spiramycin, congocidine and alpomycin production was verified by 

bioassays. For alpomycin the strains were grown on R2 medium and after 4 days of 

growth, SNA-top with B. mycoides was added. For congocidine and spiramycin 

production, patches were made on HT medium and after 4 days SNA-top with B. mycoides 

(test of spiramycin and congocidine production) or E.coli (tests of congocidine production) 

as indicator strain was added. On none of these plates a zone of inhibition could be seen 

while a clear zone could be observed with the OSC2 wild-type strain. Thus the mutant 

strain did not exhibit any antibacterial activity in the media routinely used for spiramycin, 

congocidine and alpomycin biosynthesis. The loss of the production of spiramycin and 

congocidine was also checked by HPLC after 4 days growth of the OSC3 strain in the 

medium MP5 (Fig. 44).  
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In order to obtain the alp-, srm-, cgc- mutant strain without any antibiotic resistance 

marker, both of the excisable cassettes (conferring apramycin and hygromycin resistance) 

were excised from the OSC3 strain. The strain OSC3 was conjugated with E. coli 

S17.1/pOSV235, containing the excisionase (xis) and integrase (int) genes for cassette 

excision and thiostrepton resistance gene for selection. Exconjugants sensitive to 

apramycin and hygromycin were subjected to several rounds of cultivation on media 

without thiostrepton until the pOSV235 plasmid was lost. The resulting Streptomyces 

mutants were verified by PCR using the primers SN64f, SN65r to verify the excision of the 

apramycin resistance cassette, and the primers CG18_SNf, CG3+r to verify the excision of 

the hygromycin resistance cassette. Clones giving the expected size of the PCR products 

were alp-, srm-, cgc- mutants without any antibiotic marker and one of them was chosen 

for further studies and called S. ambofaciens OSC4.  

The loss of the spiramycin, congocidine and alpomycin production was verified again by 

bioassays and HPLC as described for OSC3 strain (Fig. 44).  
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Figure 44. Verification of the loss of spiramycin (srm) and congocidine (cgc) 

production in S. ambofaciens OSC3 and OSC4 mutants. The samples were analysed on 

dC18 column (Atlantis). A. Loss of spiramycin (srm) production in MP5 medium. 

Spiramycin is produced in three isoforms as spiramycin I, II and III. Here all of the three 

isoforms can be detected with the wild-type strain (OSC2) by monitoring the absorbance at 

238 nm. B. Loss of congocidine (cgc) production in MP5 medium. Congocidine was 

detected by monitoring the absorbance at 297 nm. OSC2 = wild-type strain, OSC3 = alp- 

srm- cgc- mutant, OSC4 = alp- srm- cgc- mutant without antibiotic marker (derivative of 

OSC3).   
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1.3.2.4. Study of congocidine resistance in the alp- cgc- and srm- cgc- mutant strains  

During the course of the preparation of the double and triple mutants we were also 

interested in the resistance determinants of the known antibiotic clusters in S. ambofaciens, 

especially of the congocidine biosynthetic cluster which have been studied intensively by 

Juguet and Lautru in our laboratory (Juguet et al., 2009).  

In the congocidine biosynthetic cluster two genes (cgc1* and cgc2*) encoding an ABC 

transporter are able to confer resistance to congocidine. However, as in the case of 

spiramycin, other resistance determinants might be present outside of the biosynthetic 

cluster. In order to elucidate if this was the case for congocidine, we wanted to study the 

resistance phenotype of a mutant strain lacking the cgc cluster. Due to the fact that several 

studies on congocidine biosynthesis had been done in the S. ambofaciens SPM110 strain, 

the spiramycin non-producing mutant (srm-), another double mutant (srm- cgc-) was 

prepared by replacing again almost the whole cgc cluster in the SPM110 strain: the same 

plasmid (pCGC516) that was used for cgc cluster inactivation in H1 (alp-) strain was used 

also for cgc cluster replacement in SPM110. The E.coli S17.1/pCGC516 was conjugated 

with S. ambofaciens SPM110 and the hygromycin resistant exconjugants were verified by 

PCR using the oligos CG18_SNf, R-aac2f and CG3+r, L-aac2r. This yielded the srm- cgc- 

S. ambofaciens strain called CGCA019.   

The srain CGCA019 (srm- cgc-), together with the wild type strain (OSC2) and its parental 

strain (SPM110) containing the whole congocidine cluster, were then streaked on HT 

medium and on HT medium with 20 μg/ml of congocidine. The CGCA019 strain did not 

grow at all on this medium while the wild type and SPM110 strains grew normally (Fig 

45). Moreover, the strain CGCA019 is as sensitive to congocidine as the strain S. lividans 

TK23, and the expression in S. lividans TK23 of the cgc1* and cgc2* genes conferred to 

this strain a level of resistance comparable to that of OSC2 or SPM110. Taken together, 

these results indicate that in the case of congocidine, there are probably no other genes 

conferring congocidine resistance than those located in the cgc cluster (Juguet et al., 2009).   
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Fig. 40
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Figure 45. Test of congocidine resistance of different S. ambofaciens and S. lividans 

strains. A. HT medium without congocidine. B. HT medium containing 20 μg of 

congocidine. OSC2 = S. ambofaciens wild-type strain, SPM 110 = S. ambofaciens 

spiramycin non-producing mutant (srm-), CGCL001 = S. lividans TK23 expressing the 

cgc1* and cgc2* genes, CGCA019 = S. ambofaciens srm- cgc-, TK23 = S. lividans TK23.      

From (Juguet et al, 2009).  
 

1.3.3. Activation of secondary metabolite cryptic clusters by changing cultivation 

conditions  

One of the reasons for which the products of cryptic clusters are not yet known might be 

that these clusters are not expressed under the conditions routinely used in the laboratory. 

Therefore, any in-silico predictions cannot be verified without the activation of the 

expression of these clusters. As described in chapter 4.3.2. in literature review, there are 

several ways to overcome this problem, one of which is changing the cultivation conditions 

(composition of media, cultivation temperature, addition of different chemicals etc) 

followed by methods for detecting the transcription of the genes of interest (ex. RT-PCR), 

or followed by different biochemical techniques (ex. bioassays for antibiotics, comparative 

HPLC profiles etc).  

Inspired by this knowledge we tested different cultivation media, or the effect of addition 

of different ions in order to activate at least some of the S. ambofaciens cryptic genes 

found during the in-silico search. Because our first interest was in cryptic clusters encoding 

compounds with antibacterial activity, bioassays were performed to detect compounds 

inhibiting bacterial growth. We were searching for conditions in which the S. ambofaciens 

OSC4 mutant strain (alp-srm-cgc-) would inhibit the growth of other bacteria. Most of 
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these tests were performed on solid agar media and with either B. subtilis or M. luteus as 

an indicator strain. As the OSC4 strain had been shown previously by both molecular and 

biochemical methods not to produce any of the three antibiotics (spiramycin, congocidine, 

and kinamycin), we supposed that any antibacterial activity shown by this mutant strain 

would be due to the product of one of the cryptic clusters. 

Altogether we tested approximitely 20 cultivation conditions that are listed in table 9, 

together with the results of bioassays. Because M. luteus is more sensitive to different 

antibiotics than B. subtilis, and because nearly all of the tests performed with B. subtilis 

were repeated with M. luteus, only the results of bioassyas with M. luteus are shown in 

table 9. The tests were performed with S. ambofaciens OSC4 mutant strain and S. 

ambofaciens OSC2 (wild-type) strain.    

  OSC2 OSC4  

Solid media 
Indicator               
M. luteus 

Indicator                   
M. Luteus 

Medium reference or 
provider 

SFM + - (Kieser et al., 2000) 

MM+manitol + - (Kieser et al., 2000) 

TSA + - Oxoid 

BCC not tested -   

MP5 + - (Pernodet et al., 1993) 

R2 + + (Kieser et al., 2000) 

R2+15 mM MgCl2 + + 
R2 (Kieser et al., 2000) with 

MgCl2 added 

ONA + + Oxoid  

ONA+15mM MgCl2 + + ONA (Oxoid) with MgCl2 added  

ONA+10μM MnCl2 + + ONA (Oxoid) with MnCl2 added  

ONA+1μM MnCl2 + + ONA (Oxoid) with MnCl2 added  

ONA+10μM ZnCl2 + + ONA (Oxoid) with ZnCl2 added  

ONA+1μM ZnCl2 + +/- ONA (Oxoid) with ZnCl2 added  

ONA+10μM CuSO4 + - 
ONA (Oxoid) with CuSO4 

added  

ONA+1μM CuSO4 + - 
ONA (Oxoid) with CuSO4 

added  

HT + - (Kieser et al., 2000) 

HT+15mM MgCl2 + + 
HT (Kieser et al, 2000) with 

MgCl2 added 

HT+15mM MgSO4 + + 
HT (Kieser et al, 2000) with 

MgSO4 added 

HT+15mM NaCl + - 

HT (Kieser et al, 2000) with 
NaCl or ZnCl2 added 

HT+2mM ZnCl2 no growth of OSC2 no growth of OSC4 

HT+10μM ZnCl2 
+                                            

growth of OSC2 but 
no sporulation 

-                                             
growth of OSC4 but 

no sporulation 

HT+1μM ZnCl2 + - 

Table 9. Cultivation conditions and media tested in attempt to activate cryptic 

secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters.  
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  OSC2 OSC4   

Solid media 
Indicator               
M. luteus 

Indicator                   
M. luteus 

Medium reference or 
provider 

HT+10μM MnSO4 + - HT (Kieser et al, 2000) with 
MnSO4 added HT+1μM MnSO4 + - 

HT+10μM CuSO4 - - HT (Kieser et al, 2000) with 
CuSO4 added HT+1μM CuSO4 - - 

HT+0,8mM CoCl2 no growth of OSC2 no growth of OSC4 
HT (Kieser et al, 2000) with 

CoCl2 added 
HT+0,4mM CoCl2 

indicator did not 
grow indicator did not grow 

 
Liquid media    

YEME + - (Kieser et al, 2000) 

R2 + +/-  (Kieser et al, 2000) 

HT+MgCl2 + +/-  
HT (Kieser et al, 2000) with 

MgCl2 added 

ONB + +/-  Oxoid 

Table  9 - continuation. Cultivation conditions and media tested in attempt to activate 

cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters. Bioassays on these media were 

performed after 4 days of patch growth of S. ambofaciens OSC2 (wild-type) and OSC4 

(alp-srm-cgc-) strains. Media on which the OSC4 triple mutant strain showed an 

antibacterial activity against M. luteus are bordered in red. “+” production of antibacterial 

compound, “-“ no production of an antibacterial compound. 

During these tests we found at least three cultivation conditions (media) on which the triple 

mutant inhibited the growth of M. luteus (Fig. 46). Three of these conditions (medium 

ONA, R2 and the addition of magnesium to the commonly used HT medium) were studied 

further.    

Fig. 41

Medium ONA

OSC2 OSC4

Medium HT

OSC2 OSC4

Medium R2

OSC2 OSC4

Medium HT+15mM 

MgCl2

OSC2 OSC4

MM medium with 1% glucose

OSC2 OSC4

 
 

Figure 46. Tests of antibacterial activity of the OSC4 mutant and OSC2 wild-type 

strain on HT medium and on three different media on which the mutant strain OSC4 

has an antibacterial activity. On HT medium no antibacterial activity can be observed 

with the OSC4 mutant. The antibacterial activities detected on ONA, R2 and HT+MgCl2 

are due to the production of some “new” antibacterial compound. ONA = Oxoid nutrient 

agar; R2 and HT/HT+MgCl2 media (Kieser et al, 2000). All tests were performed after 4 

days of Streptomyces growth with M. luteus as indicator strain.  
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1.3.3.1. Antibacterial compound(s) produced on ONA medium  

The unknown compound(s) produced on this medium was active, beside M. luteus, against 

S. lividans and also against M. smegmatis, but no activity was detected when B. subtilis, B. 

mycoides or E. coli were used as indicators. It is a colourless compound the production of 

which seems, according to our bioassays, to be inhibited by the addition of Cu
2+

 cations to 

the ONA medium.    

Medium ONA (Oxoid Nutrient Agar) is a complete medium used for the production of the 

calcium dependent antibiotic of S. coelicolor. The calcium dependent antibiotic (CDA) is a 

lipopeptide antibiotic synthesised by a non-ribosomal peptide synthetase and calcium is 

needed for its activity but not for its biosynthesis. In-silico search had revealed that in the 

S. ambofaciens genome a CDA-like cluster is present (chapter 1.3.1.), suggesting that the 

unknown molecule produced by S. ambofaciens on ONA might be also a CDA-like 

compound. Therefore, we tested if the synthesis and activity of this molecule produced by 

S. ambofaciens was also dependent on calcium. The solution of 12mM CaNO3 was added 

either to the ONA agar at the beginning of cultivation (effect on biosynthesis) or just 

before bioassays to the SNA medium containing the indicator microorganism (effect on 

activity). Plate with no CaNO3 added was used as a control. On all of the three tested plates 

the zone of inhibition was similar suggesting that neither the biosynthesis nor the activity is 

dependent on calcium. Moreover, the S. coelicolor CDA is activate against B. mycoides 

while the S. ambofaciens compound is active against M. luteus but does not inhibit the 

growth of B. mycoides.  

Furthermore, the S. ambofaciens gene orf11* (in the putative CDA-like cluster) was 

inactivated (see chapter 1.3.4.) by single crossing-over, but this inactivation did not affect 

the production of the unknown compound.  

From the above described experiments, we conclude that the unknown metabolite 

produced by S. ambofaciens OSC4 strain on ONA medium does not seem to be a CDA-

like antibiotic and that the cluster responsible for its biosynthesis as well as its chemical 

characteristics are still unknown.  

1.3.3.2. Antibacterial compound(s) produced on R2 medium  

Medium R2 is a synthetic medium with high osmotic pressure due to a high concentration 

of sucrose (10,3%). For S. ambofaciens it is used as a production medium for one of its 

antibiotics, the polyketide antibiotic alpomycin, which is active against B. subtilis. Our 

unknown compound is, as in the case of ONA medium, not active against B. subtilis 
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neither E.coli, but it inhibits the growth of M. luteus, S. lividans and S. coelicolor (Fig. 47). 

It was interesting to observe that in S. lividans and S. coelicolor it does inhibit not only the 

growth but also the production of red pigmented undecylprodigiosin antibiotic. Figure 47 

shows that the zone around the OSC4 patch was differentiated into several regions: one 

just around the patch, where no growth could be observed, second one where the S. 

lividans grew but did not produce its Red antibiotic and a third one in which it grew and 

produced Red antibiotic.   

                                   

Fig. 42

indicator: B. subtilis E.coli M. luteus S. lividans
  

Figure 47. Antibacterial bioassays of OSC4 mutant grown on R2 medium. M. luteus or 

S. lividans were used as indicators.  

1.3.3.3. Antibacterial compound(s) produced on HT+MgCl2 medium  

We found that the addition of 15 mM MgCl2 to the routinely used HT medium activated 

the production of some unknown antibacterial molecule(s).  

The same effect was observed when MgSO4 was added instead of MgCl2. On the other 

hand the addition of NaCl or other cations did not activate the production of the 

antibacterial compound. These results indicate that the presence of Mg
2+

 is the trigger of 

the production. Further tests revealed that the minimal concentration of magnesium to see a 

clear zone of inhibition was 10 mM (Fig. 48A). Beside that we tested whether the presence 

of magnesium was necessary for biosynthesis or for the activity of the unknown molecule. 

Similarly to the tests performed with ONA medium, we added the 15 mM MgCl2 either at 

the beginning of growth of Streptomyces to the HT medium (effect on biosynthesis) or the 

MgCl2 was added just before the bioassays to the SNA top with the indicator bacteria 

(effect on bioactivity). We could see a zone of inhibition on plates were MgCl2 was added 

at the beginning of Streptomyces growth but no zone was observed on plates in which the 

magnesium was added just before bioassays (Fig. 48B). These results indicate that the 

magnesium is necessary for the biosynthesis of the unknown molecule and not for its 

bioactivity. The addition of magnesium to ONA or R2 medium did not increase the 

production of the unknown metabolites produced on these media. Therefore we suggest 

that this metabolite is specifically produced on HT, where it is detected after approximately 

2 days of Streptomyces growth.    
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Figure 48. Different antibacterial bioassays performed with OSC2 wild-type strain 

and OSC4 mutant on HT and HT+MgCl2 medium. A. Tests of concentration of MgCl2 

needed to see a clear zone of inhibition with the strain OSC4:  a) 10 mM, b) 20 mM, c) 50 

mM, d) 100 mM. Tests were performed after 4 days with M. luteus as indicator strain. B. 

The effect of magnesium on biosynthesis or activity of the unknown molecule. e) HT 

without any MgCl2, f) 15mM MgCl2 added to the HT medium at the beginning of the 

cultivation, g) 15mM MgCl2 added after 4 days of Streptomyces growth to the SNA top 

with M. luteus.  

1.3.3.4. Further analysis of the unknown molecule(s) produced on ONA, R2 and 

HT+MgCl2  

To facilitate the purification of the unknown compounds, in order to elucidate their 

chemical properties, we tried to produce them in liquid culture. The mutant strain OSC4 

was cultivated in liquid ONB (Oxoid Nutrient Broth), R2 and HT+MgCl2 media and the 

culture supernatants were used in bioassays and subjected to HPLC analyses. Even though 

several modification were introduced to the bioassays (increasing the volume of 

supernatants used up to 200 μl, testing supernatant at different cultivation time, 

prolongation of the time during which the metabolite(s) diffuse into the agar, use of 

cylinders to replace the paper discs, etc) we were not able to detect clear zone of inhibition 

except for a zone just where the supernatants were spotted when cylinders were used. This 

problem was encountered with supernatants from all three liquid culture media. It might be 

caused either by the different physiology of the producing strain and thus also different 

antibiotic production on solid and in liquid media, by the low stability of the unknown 
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molecule, or by the physicochemical properties of the unknown molecule and its poor 

ability to diffuse into the agar. 

Despite the fact that we could not detect antibacterial activity in liquid culture 

supernatants, we subjected the 4 days culture supernatants, as well as fraction(s) isolated 

from the agar grown cultures, to HPLC analysis using a general method. The 

chromatograms of culture supernatants from the OSC4 and OSC2 strains were compared 

with the ones obtained from ONB/ONA, R2 and HT+MgCl2 media. We searched for peaks 

that were present in culture supernatants from the OSC4 and OSC2 strains but that were 

absent in the medium, suggesting that these peaks might correspond to the unknown 

products. We found for the ONA/ONB samples one such a peak, visible at 280 nm with a 

retention time of 17 min (Fig. 49). For the R2 samples, a peak present in OSC2 and OSC4 

but absent in the medium could be seen at 210 nm at 17 min (Fig. 49). Contrarily to the 

peak observed in supernatants from ONA/ONB cultures, the compound(s) responsible for 

this peak could not be detected at 280 nm. With samples from HT+MgCl2 cultures, we 

could observe a peak at 280 nm similar in its retention time and spectrum to the one 

observed with ONA/ONB samples (Fig. 49). However, since we were not able to clarify if 

the observed peaks corresponded to the molecule(s) of interest, we undertook molecular 

genetic experiments in order to inactivate genes in the cryptic clusters, to be able to 

compare the activities and HPLC profiles of OSC4 and its mutant derivatives.  
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Figure 49. HPLC analysis of culture supernatants and cultivation media in order to 

isolate the unknown bioactive molecule(s).   
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1.3.4. Inactivation of genes in the cryptic clusters. 

In order to identify the gene group(s) responsible for the production of the unknown 

compound(s) produced on ONA, R2 and HT+MgCl2 media, we undertook the inactivation 

of one gene in each of the putative biosynthetic cluster found during genome mining. 

These inactivations were performed via single-crossing over recombination events, leading 

to the disruption of the target gene, using the OSC4 mutant as parental strain. The resulting 

mutants were then subjected to bioassays on ONA, R2 and HT+MgCl2 media. Since the 

parental OSC4 strain was shown to produce some “new” unknown antibacterial 

molecule(s) on these three media, the loss of antibacterial activity with any of the 

derivative mutant strain would indicate the involvement of the targeted cluster in the 

biosynthesis of the uncharacterised compound(s).  

1.3.4.1. Preparation of the different mutant strains  

During this work eight different mutants (OSC401 - OSC404; OSC407 - OSC410) were 

prepared, seven targeting genes of cryptic clusters and one targeting the gene encoding the 

lysozyme precursor. For the inactivation of SAML0270, orf11*, SAMR0636, SAML0739, 

SAMR0831, fragments internal to the target gene were PCR-amplified using the primers 

listed in table 6. The amplified fragments were purified from gel (DNA purification kit, 

Amersham) and cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector or the pSCA vector (for 

SAML0270), yielding the plasmids pJMA100 (containing the SAML0270 fragment), 

pNRP002 (containing the orf11* fragment), pLys001 (containing the SAMR0636 

fragment), pTER001 (containing the SAML0739 fragment) and pTER003 (containing the 

SAMR0831 fragment). The inserts of these plasmids were cloned as EcoRI fragments into 

the EcoRI site of the suicide conjugative vector pOJ260 (apra
R
). After verification of their 

structure by digestion and partial sequence determination, the resulting plasmids were 

called: pJMA101 (containing the SAML0270 fragment), pNRP003 (containing the orf11* 

fragment), pLys003 (containing the SAMR0636 fragment), pTER005 (containing the 

SAML0739 fragment) and pTER006 (containing the SAMR0831 fragment). These 

plasmids were then transformed into S17-1 supercompetent cells and, via E.coli-

Streptomyces conjugation, introduced into S. ambofaciens OSC4. The apramycin resistant 

exconjugants were verified by PCR using the primers lacZ-1 or lacI-2 and primers 

complementary to the upstream or downstream regions of the target gene (Fig. 28). The 

PCR verified mutants were called OSC401 (disruption of SAML0270), OSC407 (disruption 
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of SAMR0636), OSC408 (disruption of orf11*), OSC409 (disruption of SAML0739), 

OSC410 (disruption of SAMR0831).  

For the inactivation of SAML0376, SAMR0465, SAMR0477, constructs previously prepared 

in our laboratory were used (Juguet, 2005). These constructs were prepared following the 

same strategy as described above, except that the EcoRI inserts from the pGEM-T Easy 

derivatives were cloned into pOSV621, a suicide conjugative vector carrying the 

hygromycin resistance gene. The obtained plasmids pJMB101 (disruption of SAML0376), 

pJMD101 (disruption of SAMR0465) and pJME101 (disruption of SAMR0477) were 

verified by digestion and sequencing. After their introduction into S. ambofaciens OSC4, 

the hygromycin resistant exconjugants were verified by PCR as described above (Fig. 28). 

Here, the primers T3 or T7PROM complementary to the vector sequence and primers 

complementary to the upstream or downstream region of the target gene were used (SN9-

SN14). The PCR verified mutants were called OSC402 (disruption of SAML0376), 

OSC403 (disruption of SAMR0465) and OSC404 (disruption of SAMR0465).   

Later, other mutants, with inactivation of genes of other cryptic biosynthetic gene clusters 

found during genome-mining, were prepared by our French colleagues using the same 

strategy (A. Garénaux et al., unpublished).          

Thus, until today we have inactivated all but one (the putative cryptic cluster around 

SAMR0608) (i.e. seven) cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters found in the 

terminal chromosomal regions and five out of eight clusters found in the central 

chromosomal region. All of these strains were tested for antibacterial activity against M. 

luteus when cultivated on ONA, R2 and HT+MgCl2 medium.  

1.3.4.2. Biological assays  

Table 10 shows the eight mutants prepared during this thesis with their genetic 

background, and the results of bioassays on the three cultivation media.  

Two of the mutants (OSC403 and OSC 404) lost their antibacterial activity on the medium 

HT+MgCl2. In both mutant strains, the genes disrupted belong to the large cryptic type I 

PKS cluster present in the right arm (SAMR0465-SAR0477). Thus we concluded that this 

cluster is involved in the biosynthesis of the antibacterial compound produced on this 

medium. As this cluster was already intensively studied in the laboratory at the University 

Henri Poincare (Nancy, France), we switched our interest to the unknown molecules 

synthesised on R2 and ONA medium. The group in Nancy has activated the expression of 

this cluster by over-expressing a pathway specific activator and, in collaboration with the 
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group of Prof. G. Challis (Warwick University, UK), has charactarized the novel 

macrolide, stambomycin, whose synthesis is directed by this cluster (Laureti, 2010).  

On R2 and ONA, the OSC403 and OSC404 mutants still exhibit an antibacterial activity 

against M. luteus, similarly to the parental OSC4 strain and therefore we supposed that on 

these two media it is not stambomycin that is produced and that the OSMAC approach 

provided conditions for the synthesis of at least another antibacterial compound.  

Concerning the activities detected on ONA and R2, none of the five other mutants 

(OSC401, OSC402, OSC408, OSC409, OSC410), neither any of the mutants prepared by 

our French colleagues, lost their antibacterial activity on ONA or R2 media suggesting that 

none of the inactivated gene in the cryptic clusters is responsible for the synthesis of the 

unknown molecule(s) on these two media. Thus the responsible cluster(s) remains to be 

identified.   

Because none of the inactivated clusters directs the biosynthesis of the unknown 

molecule(s), we tested if the observed antibacterial activity was not due to the production 

of lysozyme. The enzyme lysozyme is produced by several Streptomyces including S. 

coelicolor and its activity is typically tested against M. luteus. S. coelicolor possesses two 

genes encoding lysosyme precursors. BLAST searches with the S. coelicolor lysozyme 

genes revealed the presence of two putative lysozyme genes in the S. ambofaciens genome. 

One is situated in the terminal part (SAMR 0636) and the other in the central chromosomal 

region. The SAMR0636 gene was disrupted by single crossing over in the OSC4 strain and 

the prepared mutant was called OSC407. When this strain was plated on R2 and ONA 

medium it still inhibited the growth of M. luteus (table 10). Later, A. Garénaux from the 

French laboratory inactivated in the OSC4 strain also the lysozyme precursor situated in 

the central chromosomal region. The bioassays performed with this OSC4 derivative on 

the two media showed that it inhibited the growth of M. luteus similarly as OSC407 and 

OSC4. Thus we concluded that it is not lysozyme that causes the inhibition of M. luteus 

growth on R2 and ONA agar media. 
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mutant 
gene inactivated/ 
putative cluster 

plasmid 
used 

bioassays 

ONA R2 HT+MgCl2 

OSC401 
SAMR 0270 /               
PKS cluster 

pJMA101 + + + 

OSC402 
SAML 0376 /               

PKS-NRPS cluster 
pJMB101 + + + 

OSC403 
SAMR 0465/             

stambomycin cluster 
pJMD101 + + - 

OSC404 
SAMR 0477/             

stambomycin cluster 
pJME101 + + - 

OSC407 
SAMR 0636/       

lysozyme  
pLys 003 + + + 

OSC408 
orf11*/                   

CDA-like cluster 
pNRP003 + + + 

OSC409 
SAML 0739/         

terpene cluster 
pTER005 + + + 

OSC410 
SAMR 0831/         

terpene cluster 
pTER006 + + + 

  

Table 10. S. ambofaciens mutants derived from the OSC4 strain. The gene inactivated 

is marked in the second column and the plasmid construct used for this inactivation is 

shown in the third column. The three last columns indicate the results of bioassays on the 

three different media using M. luteus as indicator microorganism. “+” indicates that the 

mutant still produced the antibacterial molecule, “-“ means that no antibatacterial activity 

was detected. In red are the two mutants that allowed identifying the cluster responsible for 

activity detected on HT+MgCl2 medium.   

1.4. Conclusion 

Using the combination of three different approaches (genome-mining, changing 

physiological conditions and gene inactivation) we studied the S. ambofaciens cryptic 

secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters found in the terminal regions of its 

chromosome. 

The genome-mining approach allowed identifying in the terminal chromosomal regions of 

S. ambofaciens ten cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters, which were studied 

further, together with one cryptic cluster found in the conserved central chromosomal 

region. In silico analysis showed that some of them are similar to the putative or known 

clusters of the closely related S. coelicolor (methylisoborneol cluster, carotenoid cluster, 

lantibiotic cluster) while others seems to be unique to S. ambofaciens (PKS/NRPS hybrid 

cluster, PKSI cluster etc). When possible we tried to align the predicted gene group with 

similar cluster in other bacteria and to predict the cluster borders.  

In order to study the product(s) of these putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes, 

especially those possibly involved in the biosynthesis of antibacterial compound(s) we 
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prepared a S. ambofaciens mutant strain no longer producing any of the three known 

antibiotics, spiramycin, congocidine and alpomycin (kinamycin) and this strain was called 

OSC4.  

The OSMAC approach, performed by changing the cultivation conditions, lead to 

discovery that the triple mutant OSC4 is able, when cultivated on ONA, R2 and 

HT+MgCl2 media, to inhibit the growth of M. luteus and several other Actinomycetes. 

Since the OSC4 mutant is unable to produce the three known antibiotics, we supposed that 

the antibacterial activity observed in the three cultivation conditions was due to the 

activation of the expression of one (or several) of the cryptic clusters.  

To find the cluster responsible for the production of these unknown metabolites, a genetic 

approach, involving the construction of mutants by gene inactivation, was used. Several 

mutant strains derived from the OSC4 mutant were prepared. In these different mutants, 

one gene from each of the putative biosynthetic clusters found during genome mining was 

inactivated by single crossing-over. These mutants were tested by bioassays on the three 

cultivation media (ONA, R2 and HT+MgCl2) for the loss of antibacterial activity against 

M. luteus. These tests revealed that in the three cultivation conditions at least two different 

antibiotics are produced. The molecule synthesised on the HT+MgCl2 medium is 

stambomycin, the product of the large PKS I cluster decryptified recently (Laureti, 2010). 

The cluster(s) directing the production of the unknown compounds on ONA and R2 

remains to be identified.  

 

The genome-mining study proved that S. ambofaciens, as the other Streptomyces, 

possesses several cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters. The OSMAC 

approach used, showed that some of the cryptic clusters could be expressed and direct the 

biosynthesis of antibacterial compounds. Thus, even in a strain known and used by the 

pharmaceutical industry for more than fifty years, it was possible to detect new 

antibacterial activities. Even though we did not manage so far to identify the cluster 

responsible for all the antibacterial activities detected through the OSMAC approach, this 

study confort the idea that known Streptomyces species are an interesting reservoir of 

potentially interesting secondary metabolites and that the study that we undertook should 

be continued. 
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2. REGULATION OF SECONDARY METABOLITE BIOSYNTHESIS   

The global regulators SCO6008 and DasR  

 

2.1. Introduction 

The regulation of secondary metabolite biosynthesis is a complex process involving a 

cascade of regulators (global regulators, pleiotropic regulators, pathway specific 

regulators). These regulatory proteins transfer the different extra- and intra-cellular signals 

to the secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes, triggering or inhibiting the production of 

secondary metabolites. The alteration of the genes encoding the regulatory proteins might 

thus have an impact on the production of secondary metabolites and this approach was 

already successfully used for awakening some cryptic genes (Bok et al., 2006)  

Inspired by this knowledge we studied two global regulators (Rep and DasR) which are 

known to affect antibiotic biosynthesis in S. coelicolor and/or S. lividans (Park et al., 2009) 

(Rigali et al., 2006).  

The first indication that SCO6008 might have a regulatory role in antibiotic biosynthesis 

was indirect. Martinez et al. (2005) described the rep gene, isolated from an environmental 

DNA library, which when transformed into Streptomyces species resulted in increased 

production of secondary metabolites and accelerated sporulation. In S. coelicolor, the 

putative regulator SCO6008 presented 48% identity with Rep. Recently Park et al. (2009) 

have identified the transcriptional regulators involved in the biosynthesis of actinorhodin 

(Act) and undecylprodigiosin (Red) in S. coelicolor by using a DNA-affinity capture assay 

coupled with liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry analysis. This lead to the 

identification of SCO6008 as one of the proteins bound to the promoter region of the redD 

gene. This result was confirmed by electrophoresis mobility shift assays. A SCO6008 

deletion mutant was constructed by these authors in S. coelicolor. This mutant shows early 

Red production and quite delayed Act production in R5 medium but the exact role of  

SCO6008 is poorly understood.  

In S. coelicolor, the GntR-family regulator DasR controls the N-acetylglucosamine 

regulon, including the pts genes ptsH, ptsI and crr needed for uptake of N-

acetylglucosamine. A high concentration of N-acetylglucosamine is a major checkpoint for 

the onset of secondary metabolism and the response is transmitted to antibiotic pathway-

specific activators through DasR (Rigali et al. 2008). These results indicated that dasR 

inactivation might constitue a new strategy for activating cryptic pathways for secondary 
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metabolite biosynthesis. This approach was successfully used for the activation of the 

normally silent kasO gene necessary for transcription of genes of S. coelicolor cryptic PKS 

I clusters (Rigali et al., 2008).  

We wanted to know if the SCO6008 and DasR proteins have homologues in S. 

ambofaciens and whether they have the same function as in S. coelicolor. If such were the 

case, we could eventually manipulate them in order to activate cryptic secondary 

metabolite biosynthetic genes. These studies could also contribute to the clarification of the 

SCO6008 (Rep) and DasR regulatory networks in Streptomyces.  

2.2. Material and methods  

2.2.1. In-silico analysis  

The SCO6008 and dasR homologues were searched using BLAST (Basic Local Alignment 

Search Tool) (Altschul et al., 1990). SCO6008 and DasR protein sequences were used as 

queries to search against the completely sequenced terminal parts and against the contigs 

of the central region of the S. ambofaciens chromosome. For further analysis of the genes 

found in contigs, the programme JavaFrame developped in the French laboratory by C. 

Gerbaud was used for sequence analysis (Karray et al., 2007). This programme combines 

analyses based on the percentage of GC in each of the position in the triplet (Bibb et al., 

1984) with GLIMMER (Gene Locator and Interpolated Markov Modeler) type analyses 

(Delcher et al., 1999). The deduced protein sequences were then compared with the 

proteins deposited in the non-redundant GenBank database using BLAST (Altschul et al., 

1990). For the comparison of the regions around SCO6008 in different bacteria, firstly the 

20 most similar homologues of SCO6008 were sought using BLAST alignment. Then the 

genes (their function and orientation) adjacent to the SCO6008 homologue in these 

different microorganisms were manually compared with the corresponding S. ambofaciens 

gene(s). The genome sequences of the different microorganisms were taken from NCBI 

genome database. For the prediction of SCO6008-like binding sequences, three different 

programmes were used: MEME (Motif-based sequence analysis tool) (Timothy & Elkan, 

1994), GLAM2 (Gapped Local Alignment of Motifs) (Frith et al., 2008) and The Gibbs 

Motif Sampler (http://bayesweb.wadsworth.org/gibbs/gibbs.html). The outputs from these 

three programmes were then compared. For the analysis of S. ambofaciens dasR regulon, 

the homologues of different S. coelicolor genes were searched using BLAST within the 

uncomplete S. ambofaciens sequence and then the potential promoter regions were 
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compared. The programme CloneManager (Sci-Ed Software USA) was used to search the 

DasR putative binding consensus in the sequence of terminal parts of S. ambofaciens 

chromosome.  

2.2.2. Bacterial strains, plasmids and culture conditions 

The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in the tables 11 and 12 .   

Strain 
Antib. 
marker 

Description  Source/reference 

E.coli 

DH5α   general cloning host strain Promega 

S17.1  
host strain for conjugation from E.coli to 

Streptomyces 
(Simon et al., 1983) 

DY330   
hyperrecombinant strain used for PCR 

targeted mutagenesis 
(Yu et al., 2000) 

SURE   E.coli host strain for cosmid libraries Stratagene 

S.ambofaciens 

OSC2   
derivative of S. ambofaciens ATCC 23877 

devoid of pSAM2 
(Raynal et al., 2006) 

GRAA009 apra
R
 rep::att1aac in OSC2; rep-   this work 

GRAA010   rep::att1 in OSC2; rep- this work 

other strains 

Bacillus subtilis 
ATCC6633   

used as indicator for bioassays ATCC6633 

Table 11. Strains used in this study. 

Plasmid 
Antib. 
marker 

Description  
Source/ 

reference 

pGEM-T Easy amp
R
 

E.coli cloning vector used for cloning PCR 
products 

Promega 

pOJ260 apra
R
 

suicide conjugative vector for gene 
replacement in Streptomyces  (Bierman et al., 1992) 

pSET152 apra
R
 integrative vector in Streptomyces (Bierman et al., 1992)  

pOSV230 apra
R
 pBCSK containing the att1aac cassette  (Raynal et al., 2006) 

 
pOSV236 

amp
R
, 

pur
R
, 

thio
R
 

derivative of pOSV508 containing oriT, and 
xis and int genes conjugative plasmid for 

cassette excision in Streptomyces 
(Nguyen et al., 2010) 

pIJ776 kana
R
 

pBluescript SKII containing kana
R
 oriT 

cassette (Gust et al., 2004) 

pGRAPA B33 amp
R
 

pGEM-TEasy containing a 1.52 kb PCR 
product corresponding to the rep gene with 

its possible promotor region 
this work 

pGRAPA B35 apraR 
pSET152 with the insert (BamHI, XbaI 

fragment) of pGRAPA B33 
this work 

AAA16Z cm
R
 

BAC from the S. ambofaciens BAC library 
containg the rep gene 

  

pGRAPA A17 kana
R
 

derivative of AAA16Z in which the cm
R
 was 

replaced by kana
R
 

this work 

pGRAPA A18 kana
R
 rep::att1aac in pGRAPA A17 this work  

Table 12. Plasmids used in this study. 
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E. coli and B. subtilis strains were cultivated in liquid or on solid Luria-Bertrani medium 

(LB) at 37
°
C (Sambrook & Russell, 2001). When required, the following antibiotics were 

added to the media for selection: ampicilin (amp), apramycin (apra), chloramphenicol (cm) 

or kanamycin (kana). Streptomyces spores were produced on soya flour mannitol medium 

(SFM) (Kieser et al., 2000). For genetic manipulations Streptomyces were cultivated 

according to established protocols on standard solid HT medium (Kieser et al., 2000). 

When required for selection the following antibiotics were added to the cultivation media: 

apramycin (apra), thiostrepton (thio), kanamycin (kana) (Kieser et al., 2000).  

2.2.3. DNA manipulations 

DNA extraction from E.coli and Streptomyces and in vitro DNA manipulations were 

performed according to the standard protocols (Sambrook & Russell, 2001) (Kieser et al., 

2000). Amplification of DNA was carried out using Taq polymerase (Qiagen) or the GC 

RICH PCR system (Roche). Oligonucleotides used as primers are listed in table 13.  

 

 

Primer 

name 

Sequence 5´- 3´ Description 

L-aac2r 
CCTCTCAGTCATGCGGGCAA

C 

reverse primer complementary to the 

attL region of the antibiotic excesible 

cassettes 

R-aac2f 
GGCCGTGACTGAGGAGGTCT

AC 

reverse primer complementary to the 

attR region of the antibiotic excesible 

cassettes 

Kana_SNf 

CGCCCTGCCACTCATCGCAG

TACTGTTGTAATTCATTAAG

ATTCCGGGGATCCGTCGACC 

replacement of cm
R
 by kana

R
 in the 

BAC AAA16Z using PCR targeting, 

sequences corresponding to FRT 

regions of the excisable cassette are 

underlined  
Kana_SNr 

ACTGGATATACCACCGTTGA

TATATCCCAATGGCATCGTA

TGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTC 

GRAP02 

CCGTCCAAAAGGGTCGAATC

GCCCATCTCGCTGAGCGCGA

TCGCGCGCTTCGTTCGGGAC

GAAGA 

deletion of the rep gene by PCR 

targeting, the sequence corresponding to 

attR sequence is underlined 

GRAP05 

TGGAGACTCCCGGGTCGCAG

TCGTCGCTGCACCGAGCCAA

ATCTACCTCTTCGTCCCGAA

GCAACT 

deletion of the rep gene by PCR 

targeting, sequence corresponding to 

attL sequence is underlined 

GRAP06 
CGTAAGCTTCGCAGGAGGTC

GTCGTGGAGACT 
amplification of the S. ambofaciens 

SCO6008-like gene; GRAP06 contains 

restriction site for HindIII, GRAP07 for 

PstI (underlined) 
GRAP07 

AATCTGCAGGCTCTAAGTGA

AGGCAGGGGTGGC 
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Primer 

name 
Sequence 5’ – 3’ Description 

GRAP12 
CGCAAGCTTACCCGAACGGC

TCAGCTTAGAGTTC 
amplification of S. ambofaciens rep 

gene with its possible promotor region; 

GRAP12 contains restiction site for 

HindIII, GRAP13 for PstI (underlined) GRAP13 
ATACTGCAGTGGCCACACGT

GCGACGTCAAGAAG 

GRAP14 
ATAGGATCCTCAGGTCGTCC

AGGGACTCACGGC 
amplification of S. ambofaciens rep 

gene with its possible promotor region; 

GRAP14 contains restriction site for 

BamHI, GRAP15 for XbaI (underlined) 
GRAP15 

GCATCTAGAGGCCACACGTG

CGACGTCAAGAAG 

Table 13. Primers used in this study 

2.2.4. Introducing DNA into E. coli and Streptomyces 

Introduction of DNA into E. coli was performed by heat-shock transformation (for DH5α 

strain) or electroporation (for S17.1 strain) following standard protocols (Sambrook & 

Russell, 2001). For the introduction into Streptomyces of vectors carrying the origin of 

transfer oriT, interspecific conjugation between S. ambofaciens and a conjugative E.coli 

strain (here S17.1) was used. The procedure followed the standard protocol described in 

Kieser et al. (2000).  

2.2.5. Gene replacement in Streptomyces using the PCR targeting method  

For the inactivation of SCO6008-like (= rep) and dasR genes and for the replacement of 

the gene conferring antibiotic resistance by another antibiotic marker, the method of PCR 

targeting was used. For these experiments, two types of excisable cassette were used: (1) 

for gene inactivation we used cassettes in which the antibiotic resistance gene is flanked by 

the attL and attR sequences derived from the S. ambofaciens integrative element pSAM2 

(Raynal et al., 2006) (2) for the replacement of one antibiotic marker by another, we used a 

cassette in which the antibiotic resistance gene with oriT is flanked by FRT sequences 

(flippase recognition targets) derived from the 2μ plasmid of the yeast S. cerevisiae (Gust 

et al., 2004). The procedure of PCR targeting was the same with both of these types of 

cassettes.             

In the initial step, PCR-targeting in E. coli was performed. The E. coli strain (DY330) 

expresses λ phage recombination genes under the control of a temperature sensitive mutant 

of the λ cI repressor. The expression of these recombination genes, induced by raising the 

cultivation temperature from 30°C to 42°C, allows the recombination between sequences 

as short as 30-50 bp and it also inhibits the E. coli RecABC nucleases from attacking linear 
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DNA (Yu et al, 2000). As shown in figure 50, at first the BAC containing the gene to be 

inactivated was transformed into E. coli DY330. Beside that, the antibiotic excisable 

cassette to be used for the inactivation was PCR amplified using approximately 66 nt (or 

60 nt) long primers. In these primers 26 nt (or 19- 20) correspond to the attL, attR (26 nt) 

or FRT (20 or 19 nt) sequence of the excisable cassette and 40 nt correspond to the 

beginning or to the end of the gene to be inactivated (Fig. 50A). This PCR product 

containing the antibiotic resistance cassette was then transformed into DY330 containing 

the BAC with the target gene. After selection of the transformants that have acquired the 

resistance conferred by the cassette, the BACs of several antibiotic resistant clones were 

then isolated and reintroduced into E. coli DH5α. BACs isolated from these transformants 

were afterwards verified by digestion and PCR. In the second step the verified constructs 

were introduced into the conjugative E. coli strain (here S17.1) and then into Streptomyces 

via E.coli-Streptomyces intergeneric conjugation (Fig. 50B). 

                 

A. 

transformation to 

E.coli DY330

BAC containing the gene 

of interest

DY330/BAC

ant1R

plasmid containing the 

excisable cassette

PCR amplification 

of the cassette

transformation of the PCR product 

to DY330/BAC 

recombination between 

homologous parts (red) 

ant1R

ant1R

(n)

ant1R

(n)

DY330/BAC 

with disrupted 

gene

ant1R ant2R

ant1R

isolation of the BAC

ant1R

(n) BAC transformation to 

E.coli DH5a or S17.1 strain

DH5a/BAC with disrupted gene

or S17.1/BAC with disrupted gene

ant1R ant2R

ant2R

ant2R

ant2R

ant2R

 

                       

Figure 50A. General scheme of the PCR targeting method - first step: PCR targeting in 

E.coli.  
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Fig. 44 B

ant1R

ant2R

S17.1/BAC with disrupted gene S. ambofaciens

conjugation between 

E.coli and Streptomyces

ant1R

ant2R
recombination between

homologous parts 

gene of interest disrupted 

B. 

 

Figure 50B. General scheme of the PCR targeting method – second step: Conjugation 

between E.coli carrying the BAC with the gene of interest disrupted and S. ambofaciens 

strain.  

 

After selection of the Streptomyces exconjugants for antibiotic resistance conferred by the 

excisable cassette, the Streptomyces clones were screened for their sensitivity to the 

antibiotic whose resistance gene is carried by the vector part of the BAC. In these clones a 

gene replacement had occurred after recombination on each side of the target gene. These 

Streptomyces clones were then checked by PCR to verify that the expected gene 

replacement had occured. The third step was the removal of the antibiotic cassette via site-

specific intramolecular recombination between attL and attR promoted by the expression 

of the pSAM2 excisionase (xis) and integrase (int) genes in trans (Raynal et al, 2000) (Fig. 

51).  

                      

C. 
thioR

xis
int

conjugation with 

Streptomyces 

E.coli carrying pOSK11.11 plasmid Streptomyces mutant in which 

the gene of interest was disrupted 

cassette excission via intramolecular 

recombination between attL and attR

Fig. 44

gene of interest disrupted without introducing a 

polar effect on the downstream genes

antRattL attR

26 bp

40 bp

26 bp

40 bp

D. 

 

Figure 51. General scheme of the PCR targeting method - third step: excision of the 

antibiotic cassette via site-specific intramolecular recombination (between attL and attR 

sites) promoted by the expression of xis and int genes in trans from the pOSV236 plasmid. 

2.2.6. Antibacterial bioassays 

To test the production of spiramycin (srm) and congocidine (cgc) by different S. 

ambofaciens strains, Streptomyces were cultivated on solid HT or R5 medium (Kieser et 

al., 2000). To test the effect of N-acetylglucosmaine (NAG) on spiramycin and 
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congocidine production, Streptomyces were cultivated on MAF medium (Smokvina et al., 

1988) and on modified MAF in which fructose was replaced by NAG (Sigma). The S. 

ambofaciens strain was streaked on the middle of the agar plate in a form of patch of about 

1cm x 1cm, and cultivated at 28
o
C for four days. After four days the indicator 

microorganism (B. subtilis (for srm and cgc) or E. coli (for cgc)) precultured overnight was 

inoculated into 3 ml of SNA medium and poured onto the plate. The plates were then 

incubated at 37
o
C overnight and afterwards, the zones of growth inhibition around the 

Streptomyces patch were observed. 

2.2.7. High-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis  

In order to test the production of spiramycin and congocidine in liquid media the liquid 

culture supernatants were subjected to HPLC analysis.  

S. ambofaciens strains were cultivated in liquid R5 (Kieser et al) media at 28°C. After four 

days the cultures were centrifuged at 3000 gfor 10 min. The supernatant were then filtered 

through ultrafree-MC (0,1 μm, Millipore) filter and subjected to HPLC analysis. 

For the HPLC analysis an Agilent 1200 HPLC instrument equipped with a quaternary 

pump was used. Samples were analysed on dC18 column (Atlantis; 250 mm x 4.6 mm, 5 

μm).  

For the analyses of spiramycins, the samples were eluted with 67% H3PO4, pH 2,2 in 

acetonitrile containing 0,6% NaClO4 at 1 ml.min
-1

 for 35 min. Spiramycins were detected 

by monitoring the absorbance at 238 nm.    

For the detection of congocidine the samples were eluted with isocratic 0,1% HCOOH in 

H2O (solvent A)/0,1% HCOOH in CH3CN (solvent B) (95:5) at 1 ml.min
-1

 for 7 min 

followed by a gradient to 40:60 A/B over 23 min. Congocidine was detected by monitoring 

the absorbance at 297 nm.  

2.3. Results  

2.3.1. The Rep (SCO6008-like) regulator: in-silico analysis  

The S. coelicolor SCO6008 protein is a putative repressor belonging to the ROK family of 

transcriptional regulators. Using BLAST alignment of the S. coelicolor SCO6008 gene 

with the available sequence of S. ambofaciens, we found a SCO6008 homologue in the S. 

ambofaciens genome. This gene, that we named rep as its homologue from the 

environmental gene library, is situated, as in S. coelicolor, in the central part of S. 

ambofaciens chromosome and its protein product is 96% identical to the one of S. 
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coelicolor. Both of them contain a predicted HTH domain for DNA binding and a ROK 

family sugar binding domain for sugar attachment. In other ROK repressors, sugar serves 

as inductor. Beside that, a putative NagC conserved domain was detected in this protein 

suggesting that it might be connected also to N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) transport and/or 

metabolism (Fig. 52). As shown on figure 53 the S. ambofaciens Rep protein is very 

similar also to other Streptomyces repressors including S. avermitilis putative repressor 

protein and S. olivaceoviridis NgcR repressor proteins.  

 

Figure 52. Putative conserved domains found in the S. coelicolor and S. ambofaciens 

SCO6008 and Rep proteins. These domains were found using the CDSearch programme.  

 

The nine genes (four upstream and five downstream) adjacent to the S. ambofaciens rep 

gene are syntenic with the SCO6004-SCO6014 genes of S. coelicolor except one 

(SCO6012 encoding a chitinase) which is absent in S. ambofaciens. They encode mainly 

ABC transporters. In order to see the conservation of this region among different 

Streptomyces, we compared the gene orientation and function of S. ambofaciens SCO6004-

like – SCO6014-like region with the corresponding genes in 20 Streptomyces sp. (Fig. 54). 

These species were those possessing a close homologue of rep as depicted in figure 53. 

These comparisons revealed that except few insertions (ex. the S. coelicolor SCO6012 

gene encoding chitinase, several inserted genes in S. flavogriseus, Mg1 and C1 strains and 

the upstream region of S. pristinaespiralis) the region is quite conserved. However, only 

the S. olivaceoviridis ngcEFGR genes corresponding to SCO6005 - SCO6008 and recently 

the S. coelicolor SCO6008 gene were studied and described in the literature (Xiao et al., 

2002) (Park et al., 2009).  

In S. olivaceoviridis, Xiao et al. (2002) showed that the NgcE is a lipoprotein that has a 

high binding affinity for NAG and for chitobiose. The proteins NgcF and NgcG are 

predicted to have six membrane-spanning helices and a consensus motif for integral 

membrane proteins characteristic of ABC transporters. The ngcEFG operon lacks a gene 

for an ATP-hydrolysing protein. However, this situation is not uncommon in Streptomyces, 

where the MsiK ATP-binding protein has been shown to interact with the membranes 

proteins of several ABC transporters. The gene ngcEFG constitute an operon. Immediately 

downstream of this operon, ngcR, the rep homologue, encodes a predicted regulatory  
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HTH domain

Fig. 46

 
Figure 53. Multiple alignment of SCO6008-like protein. The first twenty proteins most 

similar to Rep were found by BLAST . The abbreviations before each protein sequence 

represent the microorganism in which the homologue was found. SAM..S. ambofaciens, 

SgriT..S. griseoflavus, SCO..S. coelicolor, SlivT..S. lividans, SghaA1..S. ghanaensis, 

Svir..S. viridochromogenes, SOL..S. olivaceoviridis, SAV..S. avermitilis, Sseg..S. sviceus, 

Sscab..S. scabiei, SPB74..Streptomyces sp. SPB74, SPB78..Streptomyces sp. SPB78, 

Sros..S. roseosporus, Sgri..S. griseus, Sflav..S. flavogriseus, Sprist..S. pristinaespiralis, 

Shyg..S. hygroscopicus, Salb..S. albus, Mg1..Streptomyces sp. Mg1, C1..Streptomyces sp. 

C1, Sclav..S. clavuligerus                       

 

protein of the ROK family. Xiao et al. (2002) predicted that the ngcEFG operon might be 

regulated by NgcR, by fixation of NgcR to the promotor region of ngcE. Nevertheless 

these were only predictions and further studies concerning the binding of NgcR have not 

been published until today. In parallel with the prediction made in S. olivaceoviridis we 

were interested in the in silico identification of putative regulatory element(s) in the 

upstream region of the SCO6005/ngcE homologue genes. Thus we compared the intergenic 

region between the homolgues of SCO6004 and SCO6005/ngcE in 18 out of the 21 

Streptomyces spp sequences aligned previously (Fig. 55). 
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Figure 54. Alignment of the rep region with the corresponding region in 20 other 

Streptomyces species. The rep gene and its homologues are marked in blue. Genes in red 

are homologous and syntenic in the different Streptomyces species, genes in green 

represent those inserted in this region, genes in violet does not show similarity with the 

corresponding S. ambofaciens genes. The abbreviations before the genes correspond to the 

different bacterial species: SAM..S. ambofaciens, SgriT..S. griseoflavus, SCO..S. 

coelicolor, SlivT..S.lividans, SghaA1..S. ghanaensis, Svir..S.viridochromogenes, 

SOL..S.olivaceoviridis, SAV..S. avermitilis, Sseg..S.sviceus, Sscab..S.scabiei, SPB74..S. 

SPB74, SPB78..S.SPB78, Sros..S.roseosporus, Sgri..S.griseus, Sflav..S.flavogriseus, 

Sprist..S.pristinaespiralis, Shyg..S.hygroscopicus, Salb..S.albus, Mg1..S. Mg1, C1..S.C1, 

Sclav..S.clavuligerus       

                   

The three species not included in this alignment are S. albus and SPB78 strains, for which 

the sequence of this region was not available in the NCBI database, and S. pristinaspiralis, 

in which this region is not syntenic with the other Streptomyces. Three different 

programmes (MEME, GLAM2 and Gibbs Sampler) were used to predict possible binding 
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sites of transcriptional factors. The found motifs were considered as significant if the “e” 

value, representing the likelihood that the same motif would be found in a similarly sized 

set of random sequences, was below 10
-20

 (in MEME), or if the score of a motif was much 

higher than the score of motives obtained with the same sequences set in which the letters 

were randomly shuffled (in GLAM2), or if the probability of motif was between 0.93 and 1 

(Gibbs Sampler). The randomly shuffled sequences used in GLAM2 were generated using 

the Random sequences tool available at: http://www.ualberta.ca/~stothard/javascript/ 

random_protein.html (Stothard, 2000). These three programmes predicted several potential 

binding sites (motifs), two of which (motif 1 = M1 and motif 2 = M2) were considered 

further since M1 was situated in a conserved region and M2 was predicted as significant by 

all three programmes. These two motifs are underlined in figure 55. The GLAM2 analysis 

software allows also the comparisons of the found motifs with a database of binding sites 

of known transcriptional factors, thus we compared the two motifs with this database. We 

found that for motif 2 no hits were available in the GLAM2 database, whereas motif 1 

resembled the binding sequence of S. coelicolor DasR transcriptional regulator (Fig. 56). 

Thus we suggest that this region might be part of the S. ambofaciens DasR regulon 

discussed in chapter 2.3.4. 

 

http://www.ualberta.ca/~stothard/javascript/%20random_protein.html
http://www.ualberta.ca/~stothard/javascript/%20random_protein.html
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M1

M2  

Figure 55. Alignment of the intergenic region between the homologues of SCO6004 

and SCO6005/rep genes in 18 different Streptomyces species. The alignment is 

shortened to see only the part corresponding to the SCO6004-like/SCO6005-like intergenic 

region of S. ambofaciens. The two putative binding motifs found by in silico search as 

described in the text are underlined. M1..motif 1, M2..motif 2. SAM..S. ambofaciens, 

SgriT..S. griseoflavus, SCO..S. coelicolor, SlivT..S. lividans, SghaA1..S. ghanaensis, 

Svir..S. viridochromogenes, SOL..S. olivaceoviridis, SAV..S. avermitilis, Sseg..S. sviceus, 

Sscab..S. scabiei, SPB74..Streptomyces sp. SPB74, Sros..S. roseosporus, Sgri..S. griseus, 

Sflav..S. flavogriseus, Shyg..S. hygroscopicus, Mg1..Streptomyces sp. Mg1, C1..S 

treptomyces sp.C1, Sclav..S. clavuligerus 
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Figure 56. The putative binding motif of SCO6008/Rep/NgcR as predicted by 

GLAM2 programme in comparison with the known binding motif of S. coelicolor 

DasR protein. The motif 1 binding site was detected in a reverse strand therefore the 

sequence of the motif is reverse-complementary to the sequence in the figure 54. The 16 bp 

corresponding to the S. coelicolor DasR binding site are underlined. SCO..S. coelicolor  

2.3.2. Construction of S. ambofaciens rep deletion mutant 

In order to test the possible roles of the S. ambofaciens Rep regulator in vivo, we prepared 

a mutant in which 1172 bp out of the 1212 bp rep coding sequence was replaced by the 

apramycin excisable cassette. This cassette was afterwards removed in order to obtain an 

in-frame rep deletion mutant. The mutant was prepared by two rounds of PCR targeting 

method. In the available S. ambofaciens BAC library previously prepared in the French 

laboratory for the whole genome sequencing, the rep gene is approximately in the middle 

of the BAC ES2AAA16ZF11 (called AAA16Z). Since this BAC carries a chloramphenicol 

resistance gene which cannot be used for selection in Streptomyces and since it does not 

carry oriT and therefore cannot be introduced by conjugation into Streptomyces, we first 

replaced the chloramphenicol resistance gene by a kanamycin resistance cassette 

containing oriT. The BAC AAA16Z was transformed into E.coli DY330 supercompetent 

cells and the obtained clones were checked by PCR using the primers GRAP12 and 

GRAP13 (Tab. 13). From one PCR verified DY330/AAA16Z clone new supercompetent 

cells were prepared and transformed by a PCR product obtained by amplification of the 

kanamycin oriT antibiotic cassette from the plasmid pIJ776 using the primers kana_SNf, 

kana_SNr (Tab. 13). The obtained kanamycin resistant clones were verified by PCR using 

primers kana_SNf; kana_SNr to be sure that the chloramphenicol resistance gene had been 

replaced by the kanamycin oriT antibiotic cassette. The loss of chloramphenicol resistance 

was also checked by the growth on LB medium with and without chloramphenicol. The 

BAC in which the cm
R
 was replaced by kana

R
 oriT was called pGRAPA A17.  
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In the second round of PCR targeting the rep gene in pGRAPA A17 was replaced by the 

apramycin resistance cassette. E.coli DY330/pGRAPA A17 competent cells were 

transformed by a PCR product obtained by amplification of the apramycin resistance 

cassette from the plasmid pOSV230, using the primers GRAP02 and GRAP05 (Tab. 13). 

The BACs were extracted from apramycin resistant clones and used to transform E.coli 

DH5 . After verification of their structure by digestion and PCR, using the primers 

GRAP06 and GRAP07 (Tab. 13),  the  BACs possessing the expected structure were called 

pGRAPA A18 and one of them was introduced into E. coli S17.1 and then into S. 

ambofaciens OSC2 via intergeneric conjugation. The apramycin resistant clones were 

screened for kanamycin sensitivity. The apra
R
 kana

S
 (double crossing-over allelic 

exchange) clones were verified by PCR using the primers: GRAP12+L-aac and 

GRAP13+R-aac (Tab. 13). Clones were obtained in which the rep gene was replaced by 

the apramycin excisable cassette; one of them was called S. ambofaciens GRAA009 and 

used in further studies.     

In order to obtain the strain without antibiotic marker the GRAA009 strain was conjugated 

with S17.1 carrying the pOSV236 plasmid containing the xis and int genes and the 

thiostrepton resistance gene tsr (thio
R
). The exconjugants were screened for apramycin 

sensitivity and the apra
S
 clones for thiostrepton sensitivity. After several rounds of 

cultivation on HT without thiostrepton, several clones sensitive to thiostrepton were 

obtained indicating that they had lost the pOSV236 thio
R
 plasmid. These clones were 

verified by PCR using the primers GRAP12, GRAP13 (Tab. 13). Clones with PCR product 

of expected size were those in which the apramycin excisable cassette replacing rep was 

excised. One of these clones was chosen for further studies and called S. ambofaciens 

GRAA 010. In order to verify that the deletion was in-phase and that no polar effect was 

introduced in this region, the PCR product obtained by amplification of the region 

encompassing the deleted copy of rep, using the primers GRAP12 and GRAP13, was 

sequenced. The obtained sequence was 100% identical to the expected sequence.  

2.3.3. Phenotypes of the rep deletion mutant  

In S.coelicolor the deletion of SCO6008 caused overproduction of the antibiotic 

undecylprodigiosin (Red) and delay in the production of actinorhodin (Act) (Park et al., 

2009). In S. lividans the overproduction of a rep gene from an environmental DNA library, 

(which product is in 48% identical to S. coelicolor SCO6008 and S. ambofaciens Rep) 

resulted in overproduction of actinorhodin but it had no effect on undecylprodigiosin.  
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In order to know what was the effect of rep deletion in S. ambofaciens, we tested the 

production of spiramycin and congocidine in S. ambofaciens OSC2 (wt) and GRAA010 

(Δrep::att1) strains.  

Since the effect of SCO6008 gene is dependent on the carbon source and all the 

experiments performed with S. coelicolor and S. lividans were done on R5 medium, we 

tested also the production of spiramycin and congocidine in R5 medium. The production 

was tested in both solid as well as liquid media. On solid media the tests were performed 

using B. subtilis (sensitive to spiramycin and congocidine) or E. coli (sensitive to 

congocidine) as indicators. On solid medium, a great variability was observed and it was 

difficult to make any consclusion. On the other hand, the HPLC analyses of the liquid 

culture supernatants were much more reproducible and they revealed that the deletion of 

rep completely abolished spiramycin biosynthesis while it had no effect on congocidine 

production (Fig. 57). Thus we could conclude that in S. ambofaciens as in S. coelicolor the 

SCO6008 homologue Rep protein affects the biosynthesis of at least one of its antibiotics 

and that this effect is highly dependent on the cultivation conditions (media).  

Fig. 50  HPLC GRAA010, OSC2 in R5
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Figure  57. HPLC analysis of spiramycin produced by S. ambofaciens OSC2 (wt) and 

GRAA010 (Δrep::att1) mutant in R5 liquid medium. The culture supernatants were 

analysed as described in material and methods. The peak(s) corresponding to spiramycins 

are indicated by arrows. In GRAA010 strain in which the spiramycin production was 

abolished in these conditions the arrows indicate the position (retention time) 

corresponding to spiramycins.    

 

As the deletion of Rep abolished spiramycin production, one hypothesis was that Rep 

could be a regulator required for the expression of the spiramycin biosynthetic genes. The 

expression of the spiramycin biosynthetic gene cluster is controlled by two activators, 

Srm22 (= SrmR) and Srm40. Srm22 is required for srm40 expression, Srm40 being a 

pathway-specific activator that controls most, if not all, of the spiramycin biosynthetic 

genes (Geistlich et al., 1992; Karray et al., 2010). A search for sequences presenting 

similarities with the motif 1 or motif 2 putatively recognized by Rep was performed on the 

sequences of the promoter regions of Srm22 and Srm40. It did not reveal any sequence 
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significantly similar to the motives 1 or 2. Therefore, the effect of Rep on spiramycin 

biosynthesis is probably undirect.  

2.3.4. In-silico analysis of S. ambofaciens DasR regulator and its targets 

DasR (Deficient in Aerial mycelium and Spore formation), the GntR family transcriptional 

regulator, derives its name from the fact that S. coelicolor dasR deletion mutants are not 

capable to produce aerial mycelium and sporulate on media containing glucose as carbon 

source (MM+glucose, R2YE), on complex SFM medium and on media with N-

acetylglucosamine (NAG). Further more on the complex SFM medium it overproduced the 

blue antibiotic actinorhodin (Rigali et al., 2006).  

Using BLAST, we found a homologue of S. coelicolor dasR gene (SCO5231) in S. 

ambofaciens. To distinguish it from the S. coelicolor gene we called the S. ambofaciens 

homologue dasRA (dasR in S. Ambofaciens). DasR homologues are conserved between 

different Streptomyces species as shown on the alignment in figure 58. DasRA is 99% 

identical to S. coelicolor DasR and both of them contain a HTH domain for fixation to the 

DNA and a ligand-binding domain for fixation of the effector molecule.For S. coelicolor 

DasR, glucosamine-6-phospahte was shown to be the effector (Rigali et al., 2006). As the 

DasR and DasRA proteins are more than 99% identical (they differ by only one amino 

acid), their binding sites on DNA and the effector sugar should be the same. Adjacent to 

dasR, there are three genes (dasABC) encoding proteins involved in the transport of 

chitobiose (NAG dimmer) (Colson et al., 2008; Saito et al., 2007). DasA is a solute-

binding
 
protein specific for chitobiose, and DasB and DasC are ABC-type membrane 

proteins. The genes dasABC are very similar in both S. coelicolor and S. ambofaciens and 

in S. coelicolor the expression of dasABC is controlled by DasR (Colson et al., 2008). In 

this case, as for the ngcEFG genes, no gene encoding the ATP-hydrolysing protein 

component of the ABC transporter is present in the vicinity of the dasABC genes. But it 

was shown that MsiK is the ABC subunit that provides ATP hydrolysis for DasABC (Saito 

et al., 2008). 
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HTH domain

Fig. 51 
 

Figure 58. Alignment of S. ambofaciens DasRA protein with its homologous present 

in 17 other Streptomyces spp. The abbreviations in front of the sequences correspond to 

the following Streptomyces species: SAM..S. ambofaciens, SCO..S. coelicolor, SlivT S. 

lividans, Svir S. viridochromogenes, Sgha S. ghanaensis, SgriT S. griseoflavus, Sscab S. 

scabiei, SAV S. avermitilis, Sseg S. sviceus, Sclav S. clavuligerus, Sprist S. 

pristinaespiralis, Mg1 Streptomyces sp. Mg1, C1 Streptomyces sp. C1, Sfla S. flavogriseus, 

Sros S. roseosporus Shyg S. hygroscopicus Sgris..S. griseus, SPB74 Streptomyces sp. 

SPB74. 

     

In S. coelicolor the DasR was in-silico predicted to bind to a consensus sequence 

actGGtcTAgaCcact situated in front of different genes involved in sugar transport and 

metabolism (ex. dasA, SCO6005) including the NAG transport system (ex. nagF, nagE2) 

and metabolism (nagA, nagB), in front of two genes encoding antibiotic pathway specific 

regulators (actII-ORF4 and redZ) and in front of genes involved in peptidoglycan 

degradation (dppA) (Fig. 59). These predictions were also experimentally verified for most 

of the genes (Colson et al., 2008; Rigali et al., 2006; Rigali et al., 2008). Using this 

knowledge we looked in the sequence of S. ambofaciens for the presence of genes similar 

to those influenced by dasR in S. coelicolor. Already during the studies of Rep we found a 

putative DasR binding site in the interegnic region between the homologues of SCO6004 

and SCO6005. These genes belong in S. coelicolor to the dasR regulon. Here, we searched 

for homologues of the other DasR target genes, especially those connected to sugar (NAG) 
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metabolism and transport (dasA, nagA, nagB, pstH, ptsI, crr, malX2, nagE and nagE2). 

Then, the promoter regions of these homologues were scanned for the presence of a 

consensus sequence similar to the one found in S. coelicolor. We found homologues of all 

of the nine genes in S. ambofaciens and for seven of them we also found in their promoter 

region a consensus sequence similar to the one predicted as dasR binding site in S. 

coelicolor (Fig. 60). Thus the dasR regulon seems to be similar in these two Streptomyces. 

In a second round of in silico predictions, we searched for the possible connection between 

DasR and secondary metabolism. Since in the first part of this thesis we studied the S. 

ambofaciens secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters situated in the terminal parts of its 

chromosome, we focused on these regions and searched there for the presence of the 

consensus sequence WSWGGWSTASWC, where W means A or T and S stands for G or 

C. We found in the right arm, four of these sequences, two of which were in intergenic 

regions: one between a putative secreted esterase gene (SAMR0378) and a putative secreted 

hydrolyse gene (SAMR0379) and the other one between a putative cold shock protein gene 

(SAMR0578) and putative lipoprotein gene (SAMR0579). Thus, none of these sites is close 

to any of the putative secondary metabolite biosynthetic clusters. In the left chromosomal 

arm, we found 10 possible recognition sites, eight of which were in intergenic regions. 

These were in front of a gene encoding a component of the PTS, SAML1349, the 

homologue of S. coelicolor crr (SCO1390), in front of genes encoding putative chitinases 

(SAML0869, SAML1388 and SAML1403). Other targets included a putative sigma factor 

gene (SAML0459), hypothetical protein genes or the rrnA gene. Thus these results support 

the predictions that DasR regulates genes involved in NAG transport and metabolism. On 

the other hand, as in the right arm, none of the putative targets are within secondary 

metabolite biosynthetic clusters. The same analysis was repeated using the programme 

Predetector (Hiard et al., 2007). For this programme it is necessary to know at least some 

of the recognition sequences of the regulator found in front of its different target genes. 

The different recognition sequences are then used to create a position weight matrix, which 

is used to find the other possible binding sites in the sequenced genomes. For the creation 

of position weight matrix we used the recongnition sequences known from S. coelicolor. 

This matrix was then used to find possible DasRA targets in the sequenced S. ambofaciens 

arm regions. We found in addition to the targets found by the first method also a DasRA 

binding site upstream of a gene encoding a transcriptional regulator of the GntR family 

(SAML0945), upstream of a gene encoding a putative hyaluronidase (SAML0971) and 
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upstream of a gene encoding a putative riboflavin synthase (SAML1402). However, again 

none of these genes lie close to any secondary metabolite biosynthetic cluster.  
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Figure 59. DasR regulon in S. coelicolor. The regulon was first predicted by in-silico 

analysis. Then for most of the depicted target genes the binding of DasR was also 

experimentally verified. A small note in-silico prediction means that these genes were 

predicted only in-silico. The connection between DasR and amino acid metabolism is not 

yet clearly understood. The different genes are grouped according to their function.  

Data taken from (Rigali et al., 2004) and (Rigali et al., 2008).  
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Figure  60. DasRA regulon in S. ambofaciens. Figures A and B-E on the next page depict 

the different S. coelicolor and S. ambofaciens genes belonging to the DasR and putative 

DasRA regulons.  
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Figure 60. DasRA regulon in S. ambofaciens - continuation. Figures A-E depicts the 

different S. coelicolor and S. ambofaciens genes belonging to DasR and putative DasRA 

regulons. Blue arrows indicate the presence of S. coelicolor DasR binding site, orange 

arrows indicate the presence of S. ambofaciens putative DasRA binding site. Genes in 

green are experimentally verified to be under the control of DasR, genes in orange are 

those predicted in silico to be under the control of DasR or DasRA binding. The short 

sequence bellow each of the vertical arrows indicates the binding sequence or putative 

binding sequence at this position. For some of the genes two possible binding sites were 

predicted and thus the sequences of both of these sites are shown.  
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2.3.5. Construction of a dasRA deletion mutant  

In order to test the function of the dasRA gene, especially in connection with secondary 

metabolite biosynthesis, we tried to construct a S. ambofaciens dasRA null mutant. 

However, even though we used two different approaches and prepared several 

constructions, we were not so far able to obtain the S. ambofaciens dasRA deletion mutant. 

One of the reasons for this might be that this gene is essential in S. ambofaciens. To test 

this hypothesis, we are now trying to delete the dasR gene in a strain in which an additional 

copy of dasRA had been previously inserted elsewhere in the chromosome.  

2.3.6. The effect of N-acetylglucosamine on morphology and antibiotic biosynthesis in 

S. ambofaciens   

Since DasRA and most probably Rep are two regulators controlling the expression of 

genes involved in NAG transport and metabolism we studied the effect of NAG on 

morphology and antibiotic biosynthesis in S. ambofaciens. 

In the closely related S. coelicolor, NAG is known to block morphological differentiation 

and antibiotic production in rich media (R2YE) while it triggers antibiotic production and 

sporulation in minimal media (MM)  (Rigali et al., 2008).  

We tested the effect of NAG on S. ambofaciens morphology and antibiotic production on 

minimal media, since we supposed that in the defined minimal medium we can observe the 

effect of NAG in much more controllable manner than in complex media.   

All of the experiments were performed on the minimal medium MAF (Smokvina et al., 

1988) in which the main carbon source is fructose and in MAF in which the fructose was 

replaced by the same concentration of NAG (= MA-NAG medium). MAF was used instead 

of the classical minimal medium MM with glucose because S. ambofaciens grew better on 

it.  

On MA-NAG medium, the wild type S. ambofaciens strain OSC2 did not sporulate, while 

it produced visible aerial mycelium and spores on MAF. Thus NAG seems to inhibit 

differentiation (sporulation) of S. ambofaciens under the tested conditions.  

The effect of NAG on antibiotic (spiramycin and congocidine) biosynthesis was tested by 

bioassays on solid MAF and MA-NAG media using B. subtilis (sensitive to both 

spiramycin and congocidine) and E. coli (sensitive to congocidine) as indicators. We could 

observe that the zone of inhibition around OSC2 was always bigger on MAF than on MA-

NAG (Fig. 61). This effect was observed with both B. subtilis and E. coli as indicators and 

it was reproducible. Even though the difference has not yet been quantified, we could 
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conclude that in these conditions NAG seems not only to inhibit morphological 

differentiation but also to decrease the production of S. ambofaciens antibiotics (especially 

congocidine). These results are opposite to the ones obtained with S. coelicolor but they 

are in agreement with the results obtained with S. roseosporus (Rigali et al., 2008). It 

should be also mentioned that in the work of Rigali et al. (2008)  NAG was added to 

minimal medium containing glucose, thus two carbon sources were available while in our 

tests we replaced one carbon source by the other.  

Since we were not able to obtain the S. ambofaciens dasRA deletion mutant and since Rep 

is most probaly also connected to NAG metabolism and transport, we performed the above 

described bioassays also with the Δrep::att1aac (=GRAA009) strain. These experiments 

were performed with B. subtilis as indicator bacterium. Our preliminary results showed 

that around the GRAA009 strain the zone of inhibition was similar on MAF and MA-

NAG, and corresponded to the zone seen around OSC2 on MAF. However on MA-NAG, 

the zone of inhibition around the wild type strain was much smaller than on MAF. This 

suggests that Rep might be also involved in the signalling pathway connecting the presence 

of NAG with secondary metabolite biosynthesis, even though further experiments are 

needed in order to prove it. 

                                  

Fig. 55 make new photos, only OSC2 on MAF and MA-NAG!!!! 

MAF MA-NAG

GRAA009
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Figure 61. Effect of NAG on antibiotic production in S. ambofaciens OSC2 and 

ΔSCO6008-like (GRAA009) when cultivated in minimal medium. Here the bioassays 

with B. subtilis as indicator strain are shown. The bioassays were performed after 4 days of 

cultivation of S. ambofaciens.   
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2.4. Conclusion 

Inactivation or overproduction of global regulatory proteins is considered to be a helpful 

method for the activation of cryptic secondary metabolite biosynthetic genes. This method 

was already successfully used, for example for the activation of S. coelicolor kasO gene 

connected to a cryptic PKS cluster by inactivating the dasR gene (Rigali et al., 2008).  

Here we studied the S. ambofaciens homologues of dasR and of SCO6008 from S. 

coelicolor. We found that in S. ambofaciens the SCO6008 and dasR homologues are 

situated in the central part of its chromosome and they were called rep and dasRA. Both of 

these genes as well as genes adjacent to them are conserved in different Streptomyces 

species and these two regulatory genes form two clusters with genes encoding sugar ABC 

transporters: homologues of SCO6005/ngcE, SCO6006/ngcF, SCO6007/ngcG in the 

vicinity of SCO6008/ngcR homologues and homologues of dasABC in the vicinity of dasR 

homologues. The expression of these genes involved in sugar transport is most probably 

regulated by DasR and SCO6008/NgcR homologues. In addition, in silico analysis 

revealed that the regulation of the expression of this transporter encoding genes is 

interconnected by DasR, since DasR was predicted to bind in front of both dasA 

homologues as well as SCO6005/ngcE homologues.  

Concerning the in vivo function of these regulators, our experimental results revealed that 

Rep is somehow connected to the production of at least one antibiotic produced by S. 

ambofaciens, spiramycin, since rep deletion abolished spiramycin production in R5 

medium. This effect was highly dependent on cultivation media. Even though further 

analyses are necessary to identify the links between Rep and secondary metabolism, it 

would be interesting to test if rep deletion affects the biosynthesis of the unknown 

antibacterial compound(s) produced by the mutant strain OSC4 on some media. 

Preliminary data indicate that Rep could also be involved in the cascade going from the 

availability of NAG to the production of secondary metabolites.  

Despite different approaches and constructions have been used, we were not able to obtain 

the S. ambofaciens dasRA deletion mutant and thus our work with this regulator was 

mainly in silico analysis. By analogy with dasR targets in S. coelicolor we were able to 

identify the putative dasRA regulon in S. ambofaciens. Further in silico search for possible 
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DasR binding sites within S. ambofaciens chromosomal arms revealed that it might 

influence also other genes encoding proteins connected to NAG metabolism like putative 

chitinases or genes for secreted proteins. However, none of the found target region was 

within a secondary metabolite biosynthetic cluster, thus we assumed that in S. ambofaciens 

the connection between DasR and secondary metabolism might be indirect.   

 

3.  REGULATION OF SECONDARY METABOLITE BIOSYNTHESIS  

The effect of S. lividans ppk gene inactivation 

3.1. Introduction 

Beside alterations in genes encoding regulatory proteins, changes in primary metabolism 

pathways which provide precursors for the secondary metabolite biosynthesis might also 

influence the production of secondary metabolites. In order to study this link between 

primary and secondary metabolism, we analysed the effect of the inactivation of the ppk 

gene, encoding the primary metabolism enzyme polyphosphate kinase (PPK), on the 

production of antibiotics in S. lividans and on the changes of whole protein expression 

pattern, using the global proteomic technique. The ppk gene encodes the enzyme 

polyphosphate kinase that catalyzes the conversion of terminal (γ) phosphate of ATP to 

polyphosphates (polyP) when the ATP/ADP ratio in the cell is high, and the regeneration 

of ATP from polyphosphates when this ratio is low (Chouayekh & Virolle, 2002). Due to 

its connection with ATP turn-over, it influences the energetic state of the cell, and, as a 

consequence, the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites (antibiotics). In S. lividans, the 

inactivation of the ppk gene resulted in increased production of antibiotics, especially of 

the antibiotic actinorhodin, on solid R2YE medium (Chouayekh & Virolle, 2002).  

Our studies analysed the global impact of the lack of a primary metabolism enzyme on the 

cell proteins and its consequence for the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites. 

3.2. Material and methods  

3.2.1. Bacterial strains and culture conditions 

 

The three S. lividans strains used in this study are listed in table 14. All of these strains 

were obtained from the laboratory of M.-J. Virolle (Chouayekh & Virolle, 2002).  
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Strain 
Antib. 
marker 

Description Reference 

S.lividans 
TK24/pIJ4123 

thio
R
 TK24 strain containing empty pIJ4123 vector 

(Chouyekh & Virolle, 
2002) 

S.lividans ppk
++

 thio
R
 

TK24 strain containing pIJ4123 vector with 
the ppk gene 

(Chouyekh & Virolle, 
2002) 

S.lividans ppk- hyg
R
 ppk::Ωhyg in TK24 

(Chouayekh & 
Virolle, 2002) 

Table 14. Streptomyces strains used in this study 

The Streptomyces spores were produced on a soya flour mannitol (SFM) medium (Kieser 

et al., 2000). For further studies S. lividans strains were grown on glass beads surrounded 

by R2YE medium without KH2PO4 (Kieser et al., 2000) (Nguyen et al., 2005). For the 

glass bead cultivation approximately 11 ml of sterile glass beads were poured into each 

small Petri dish. Subsequently, 3.5 ml of sterile liquid R2YE medium that contained 

synchronised spores (at a concentration of 2.8  x 10
6  

spores/ml medium) was added onto 

the glass bead surface. The bacteria were then cultivated at 28°C for 15, 25, 48 or 72 hours. 

3.2.2. Quantification of undecylprodigiosin 

Undecylprodigiosin was quantified spectrophotometrically following the protocol of 

Kieser et al with few modifications for glass beads cultures (Kieser et al., 2000). The 

content of the small Petri dish with glass beads and Streptomyces culture was transferred to 

a glass Erlenmeyer flask and 10 ml of 100% methanol was added. The flasks were shaken 

overnight on rotary shaker at 130 rpm at room temperature. The absorbance of the 

methanol fraction was measured at 530 nm (Kieser et al., 2000). An extinction coefficient 

of 100,500 M
-1

 cm
-1

 was used to quantify the antibiotic (Tsao et al., 1985). 

3.2.3. Scanning electron microscopy   

The scanning electron microscopy technique was used to follow the morphological 

development of the three S. lividans strains. The samples were prepared according to the 

procedure described by Kofroňová et al. with modifications (the step with low-melting 

agarose was omitted) (Kofronova et al., 2002). Two millilitres of glass beads were placed 

into small glass cups (1 cm high and 2 cm in diameter) under sterile conditions. One 

millilitre of a synchronised spore suspension in complex liquid medium R2YE 

(concentration of 2.8 x 10
6 

spores/ml medium) was spotted onto the glass bead surface in 

each cup. Cups were transferred into glass Petri dish and few drops of water were pipetted 

onto filter paper at the bottom of the Petri dishes to prevent the culture from drying out. 

The bacteria were cultivated at 28
°
C. At various time intervals one whole cup was 
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transferred from the incubator into another Petri dish with a 2% osmium solution. After 

approximately one week, the osmium fixed cup cultures were subjected to scanning 

electron microscopy analysis. The sample from the entire cup was analysed with an 

AQUASEM scanning electron microscope (TESCAN Ltd., Czech Republic) at 15 kV. The 

SEM analysis was done in collaboration with the Laboratory of Electron Microscopy, 

Institute of Microbiology, CAS, Prague, Czech Republic.    

3.2.4. Protein labelling by L-
35

S methionine    

In order to quantify the differences in protein expression, proteins were in vivo labelled by 

TRAN
35

S-Label
TM 

(MP Biomedicals, Inc., USA) methionine. At various time intervals (49 

or 71 h of cultivation) 0.5 ml of R2YE medium that contained 100 μCi L-
35

S methionine 

was evenly spotted on to the glass bead surface of the grown cultures. The bacteria were 

incubated in the presence of the radioisotope for 2 h. The labelling was stopped by washing 

the mixture of the cell mass and glass beads with cold sonication buffer (50 mM N-

Tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl-2-aminoethane sulfonic acid (TES), 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM 

NaCl, 5% glycerol and 5 mM DTT) that contained 100 µM non-labelled methionine. The 

radioactive protein content was measured by an LKB Wallac (Wallac-Perkin Elmer, USA) 

scintillation counter. 

3.2.5. Preparation of protein samples 

The protein samples were prepared from glass beads grown cultures as follows: the culture 

medium was washed and the glass beads with Streptomyces culture were separated from 

the medium by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10 min at 4
o
C. The Streptomyces was 

disrupted by grinding in a pre-cooled mortar with sonication buffer (50 mM TES, 1 mM 

EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol and 5 mM DTT) that contained a protease inhibitor 

cocktail (Complete Mini; Roche, USA). The glass beads and cell debris were removed by 

centrifugation (two times for 10 min at 10,000 g at 4°C, SS-34 rotor). The supernatant was 

pipetted as 500 l aliquots in eppendorf tubes. One microlitre of 300-fold diluted 

benzonase (0.083 U/ l) (MERCK, Germany) was added into each tube and the tubes were 

incubated for 30 min at room temperature. Five microlitres of the supernatant were used 

for measuring the incorporated radioactivity. After 30 min incubation, the samples were 

precipitated with 10% TCA in acetone that contained 10 mM DTT at -20°C for 45 min. 

The samples were centrifuged and the pellet was washed with cold acetone that contained 

DTT; the acetone precipitation was carried out at -20°C for at least 2 hours. The protein 
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concentration was measured with a BCA Protein Assay Kit (PIERCE-Thermo Scientific, 

USA).  

3.2.6. 2D-SDS PAGE  

The isolated cytoplasmic proteins were separated by Two Dimensional Sodium Dodecyl 

Sulfate PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (2D-SDS PAGE), following the protocol of 

(Bjellqvist et al., 1993). For each gel 100 μg of proteins or 500,000 dpm of pulse labelled 

proteins were used. For the first dimension run, the isoelectric focusing (IEF), the samples 

were absorbed into IPG strips (Immobiline DryStrips, 18 cm) with a non-linear pH 4–7 

gradient (Amersham Biosciences, UK). IEF was performed with a voltage that was linearly 

increased to the steady state (the voltage was limited to 150 V for 2 h, 300 V for 2 h and 

3500 V for 5 h) and stabilised at 3500 V for 17.5 h in a Multiphor II unit (Amersham 

Pharmacia Biotech, USA). SDS-PAGE was performed on a 12.5% polyacrylamide slab 

gels with an Investigator electrophoresis unit (Genomic Solutions Ltd, UK). The gels were 

silver stained as previously described (Rabilloud, 1992). Gels that were used for mass 

spectrometry were stained with Colloidal Coomassie Blue. The radioactive protein spots 

were visualised with a Molecular Imager FX (Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA) and BAS 5000 

(FujiFilm, Japan) scanner. The PDQuest (Bio-Rad Laboratories, USA) software was used 

to quantitatively compare the gels. 

 3.2.7. Protein identification by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry analysis  

The stained protein spots were processed according to a standard protocol with minor 

modifications (Jensen et al., 1999). Briefly, the excised gel pieces that contained the 

separated proteins were washed with water (10 min), followed by a mixture of 

water/acetonitrile (1:1 v/v, 10 min) and subsequently dried down with a vacuum 

centrifuge. The proteins contained in the gel were reduced with 10 mM DTT in 100 mM 

NH4HCO3 (45 min at 56ºC) and alkylated in the dark with 50 mM iodoacetamide in 100 

mM NH4HCO3 (30 min). The gel pieces were washed with 100 mM NH4HCO3 (5 min) 

followed by a mixture of 100 mM NH4HCO3/acetonitrile (1:1 v/v, 15 min). The gel pieces 

that were dried in a vacuum centrifuge were rehydrated at 4ºC (45 min) with 12.5 ng/μl of 

porcine trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) in 50 mM NH4HCO3. A sufficient volume 

of 50 mM NH4HCO3 was added to fully cover the gel pieces and the digestion was carried 

out overnight at 37ºC. The extracted peptides were purified with ZipTip C18 pipette tips 

(Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer‟s protocol. The MALDI-

TOF/TOF mass spectrometry measurements were carried out with a 4800 Proteomics 
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Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Framingham, USA). The MS and MS/MS data were 

acquired and processed with a 4000 Series Explorer v.3.6 (Applied Biosystems); α-cyano-

4-hydroxycinnamic acid (5 mg/ml) in acetonitrile with 0.1% TFA (3:2 v/v) was used as a 

matrix. The Mascot database search engine (local installation, ver. 2.1.0) was used for 

protein identification with NCBInr (ver. 20.1.2010) protein databases. The protein 

identifications were performed in the Institute of Analytical Chemistry, CAS, Brno, Czech 

Republic.  

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. The effect of ppk gene inactivation on antibiotic production in S. lividans 

cultivated on glass beads  

We cultivated the S. lividans strains on glass beads, which is a cultivation system 

developed in the Czech laboratory (Nguyen et al., 2005) and which was shown to support 

morphological development and antibiotic production in filamentous bacteria (mainly 

Streptomyces spp). We were interested if in these conditions we could observe also the 

same effect on antibiotic production as Chouyekh and Virolle and if this difference is 

quantitatively significant. During my diploma thesis we showed that on glass beads, 

similarly to solid R2YE, the S. lividans ppk- strain produced greater amount of pigmented 

antibiotics than the wt strain and that this production, signified by the appearance of the red 

pigment, started earlier in ppk- than in the wt strain (after approximately 30 h of cultivation 

for the ppk- strain, 42 h in wt strain and around 48 h in ppk
++  

strain). Here, we quantified 

the difference in the amount of produced red-pigmented undecylprodigiosin (Red). The 

quantification was made spectrophotometrically from 48h old cultures, since at this time 

all of the three tested strains (wt, ppk- and ppk
++

) produced Red. These measurements 

showed that at 48 h of cultivation the ppk- mutant produced twice as much 

undecylprodigiosin (Red) as wt strain while the ppk
++

 mutant produced approximately 

seven times less Red than wt strain (Fig. 62). 
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Fig. 56

A.

B.

 

Figure 62. Pigmented antibiotic production by S. lividans TK24 wt, ppk- and ppk
++

 

strains during cultivation on glass beads. A) The three tested strains cultivated on glass 

beads after 48h and 72h of growth. B) Quantification of undecylprodigiosin (Red) 

production after 48h of cultivation on glass beads. The quantity of produced antibiotics 

was calculated from spectrophotometric measurement using e530 = 100,500 M
-1

 cm
-1

 (Tsao 

et al., 1985).  The error bars indicate the standard deviation between triplicates.     

3.3.2. The effect of ppk gene inactivation on colony morphology 

Since antibiotics are produced in a growth-phase dependent manner, we suspected that the 

ppk gene inactivation resulting in enhanced antibiotic production might also influence the 

morphological differentiation. The three S. lividans strains (wt, ppk- and ppk
++

) cultivated 

on glass beads were subjected to SEM analysis. The samples for SEM were withdrawn at 

different morphological stages (at 15, 20, 25, 48 and 72 h of cultivation). This analysis 

showed no difference in morphological development between the three studied strains (Fig. 

63). Thus at least in the studied intervals ppk inactivation does not seem to influence 

morphological differentiation, however further analysis at shorter time intervals is 

necessary to confirm this observation.   
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Fig. 57

 
Figure 63. SEM analysis of S. lividans TK24 cultivated on glass beads. 0h spores; 15h, 

20h, 25h substrate mycelium; 48h aerial mycelium; 72h aerial mycelium differentiated into 

chains of spores. Since the morphological development was the same in S. lividans wt, 

ppk- and ppk
++

 strains only the pictures of the wt strain are shown here.  

3.3.3. Proteomic analysis   

We analysed the whole cytoplasmic protein content of S. lividans wt, ppk mutant (ppk-) 

and ppk overexpressing strains (ppk
++

) cultivated on glass beads. The samples were 

collected at different morphological stages (15, 25, 50, 72 h) and analysed by 2D-SDS 

PAGE. The proteins were then visualised by silver-staining. In these silver-stained gels we 

could identify differences in protein expression pattern especially between wt and ppk- 

strain at 50 and 72h of cultivation. Thus, in order to quantify these differences, the cultures 

of S. lividans wt and ppk- mutant at 50h and 72 h of cultivation on glass beads were in vivo 

labelled with 
35

S-methionine. Then the silver-stained and radioactive gels were compared 

using the PDQuest analysis software. Several spots among those that differed significantly 

between wt and ppk- were then identified by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Fig. 64). 

These proteins were chosen (except one, SSP 1303) from the comparisons of radioactively 

labelled gels. The identified proteins (Tab. 15) can be divided into several groups: 

representative of nitrogen metabolism (glutamine synthetase (SSP 0403)), protein involved 

in sugar metabolism (glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (SSP 2501)) or 

phosphate uptake (phosphate binding protein PstS (SSP 1303)) and two important 

translation machinery components (elongation factor-Tu (EF-Tu, SSP 4502) and ribosome 

recycling factor (RRF, SSP 4101). Four of these proteins (glutamine synthetase, 

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase, phosphate binding protein and EF-Tu) were 

overproduced in ppk-, while the RRF was overproduced in wt strain. Since the Czech 

laboratory worked for a long time on elongation factor Tu in different bacteria we further 

focused on this protein. It was interesting to note that in the wild-type strain the EF-Tu 
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content in the cell was very similar during development (50h and 72h of cultivation), while 

its synthesis ceases as the culture approached sporulation. In the ppk- strain, both the EF-

Tu concentration and the synthesis were comparable at 50 and 72 h.   

Fig. 58

 

Figure 64. 2D-SDS PAGE analysis of total cytoplasmic proteins of S. lividans 

TK24/pIJ4323 (wt with empty vector) and S. lividans ppk- mutant strain at 48h and 

72h of cultivation on glass beads. The proteins were visualized both by silver staining 

and radiolabelling. A: 50 h wt silver-stained; B: 49-51 h wt radiolabelled; C: 49-50 h ppk- 

mutant radiolabelled; D: 50 h ppk- mutant silver stained; E: 72 h wt silver stained; F: 71-73 

h wt radiolabelled; G: 71-73 h ppk- mutant radiolabelled and H: 72 h ppk-mutant silver 

stained. 

The numbers under or above the arrows correspond to the following identified proteins: 

1=SSP 0403 glutamine synthase II; 2=SSP 1303 phosphate binding protein precursor; 

3=SSP 4502 elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu); 4=SSP 4101 ribosome recycling factor (RRF) 

and 5=SSP 2501 glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase   
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0403 glnII
glutamine synthetase 

[Streptomyces lividans TK24]
4.65 37.6 gi|256788170 ↑↑ in ppk-

4502 tuf1

elongation factor Tu 

[Streptomyces coelicolor 

A3(2)]

5.01 43.8 gi|21223043 ↑↑ in ppk-

1303 pstS

phosphate-binding protein 

precursor [Streptomyces 

coelicolor A3(2)]

4.84 38.3 gi|21222540 ↑↑ in ppk-

2501   gi|21220432 ↑↑ in ppk-

ribosome recycling factor 

[Streptomyces coelicolor 

A3(2)]

4101 frr 5.22 20.8 gi|21223982 ↑ in wt

gap

note
spot 

number 

gene 

name
protein name 

5.24 36.4

pI Mw (kDa)
accession 

number

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase 

[Streptomyces coelicolor 

A3(2)]

 

Table 15. Proteins identified by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry analysis.   

3.4. Conclusion  

In order to analyse the connection between primary and secondary metabolism we studied 

the effect of inactivation of S. lividans ppk gene encoding the enzyme polyphosphate 

kinase.  

In contrast to other physiological studies performed with Streptomyces spp. we cultivated 

S. lividans during our experiments on glass beads surrounded by liquid R2YE medium. 

This system was previously shown to support morphological differentiation and antibiotic 

production and allows easy and reproducible preparation of protein samples for proteomic 

experiments.  

We showed that the S.lividans strain with inactivated ppk gene produced on glass beads 

pigmented antibiotics sooner and in greater amount than the S. lividans wt strain. These 

results are in agreement with the studies of Chouyekh and Virolle who analysed the same 

mutants on agar R2YE medium (Chouayekh & Virolle, 2002). SEM analysis revealed that 

the enhanced antibiotic production in S. lividans ppk- strain is not accompanied by obvious 

changes morphological differentiation. Nevertheless, another analysis comparing the 

morphological differentiation in shorter time intervals would be necessary to confirm this 

observation.  

Our further proteomic analysis of the S. lividans wt and ppk- mutant showed that the genes 

that are significantly affected by ppk deletion involve those implied in nitrogen metabolism 

(glutamine synthetase), carbon metabolism (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase), 

phosphate transport (PstS) or in translation (EF-Tu and RRF). These results indicate that 
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upon phosphate starvation the cell mobilises transporters for phosphate uptake (Pst). The 

ppk- mutant lacking one of its ATP regenerating enzymes activates (in greater extend than 

the wt strain) its central metabolism pathways (ex. Krebs cycle, glycolysis) in order to 

provide energy (ATP), hence the overproduction of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase in ppk- mutant. This activation leads to the overproduction of molecules 

which might serve as precursors for secondary metabolite biosynthesis. This might explain 

why the ppk mutant overproduced pigmented antibiotics in comparison to the wild-type 

strain. 
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IV. DISCUSSION  
 

This thesis is focused on secondary metabolism and its regulation in two Streptomyces 

species, S. ambofaciens and S. lividans.  

4.1. Cryptic clusters in S. ambofaciens 

The analysis of the sequences of the terminal parts of S. ambofaciens chromosome 

revealed that in the genome of this bacterium there are much more secondary metabolite 

biosynthetic clusters than secondary metabolites known to be produced by this strain 

(Aigle et al., in press; Leblond et al., 1996). Similar observations have been made after the 

sequence analysis of other bacterial genomes such as those of S. coelicolor, S. avermitilis, 

Salinospora tropica, Sorangium celullosum, Saccharopolyspora erythraea and many 

others (Bentley et al., 2002; Ikeda et al., 2003; Oliynyk et al., 2007; Schneiker et al., 2007; 

Udwary et al., 2007). Further analysis of the cryptic clusters, i.e. clusters for which no 

product had been previously associated showed that at least some of them encode bioactive 

molecules (Banskota et al., 2006; Gross et al., 2007; McClerren et al., 2006; Pang et al., 

2004) and therefore they have been considered as one of the promising reservoirs of new 

bioactive compounds. Inspired by these observations, in the first part of this thesis we were 

interested in the cryptic clusters found in the terminal parts of S. ambofaciens 

chromosome. We used the combination of different strategies, including bioinformatics 

methods as well as in vivo experiments to characterize these clusters and their products.  

In the S. ambofaciens sequence available today there are at least 24 secondary metabolite 

biosynthetic clusters, 14 of which are situated in the terminal chromosomal regions. The in 

silico analysis revealed that five of these 14 clusters are similar to gene groups already 

characterized in the closely related S. coelicolor, while the others seemed to be S. 

ambofaciens specific. Similarly, in the genome of S. griseus out of its 34 clusters nearly 

half (16) are S. griseus specific (Ohnishi et al., 2008). These observations reveal that in 

these bacteria there is still a remarkable potential for the production of new secondary 

metabolites, some of which might be antibacterial compounds. The in silico search was 

also interesting from an evolutionary point of view. It was shown that in Streptomyces the 

genes encoding secondary metabolites were situated preferentially in the specie specific 

terminal regions (Choulet et al., 2006a; Ikeda et al., 2003; Ohnishi et al., 2008). These 

regions are genetically instable and they are tolerant to DNA rearrangements provoked by 

the presence of mobile genetic elements (insertion sequences and transposases), most of 

which are also situated in the terminal parts (Chen et al., 2002; Choulet et al., 2006a). The 
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rearrangements might involve operons or even whole biosynthetic clusters such as those 

involved in secondary metabolite biosynthesis (Choulet et al., 2006a). An example of such 

a rearrangement and gene horizontal transfer might be the S. ambofaciens putative PKS I 

cluster (SAMR 0262 – SAMR 0281) situated on its right chromosomal arm. It contains six 

genes (SAMR 0270 – SAMR 0276) that are similar in their organisation and sequences to 

S. ghanaensis PKS I cluster and that are further downstream and upstream surrounded by 

transposases. Another example of gene rearrangements during evolution might be the 

carotenoid (crt) cluster. The crt genes are very similar in S. ambofaciens, S. coelicolor and 

S. griseus. However, all of the crt genes are clustered together in S. coelicolor and S. 

griseus (Schumann et al., 1996; Takano et al., 2005b) , while they are split into two parts, 

one situated in the left chromosomal arm and the other on the right chromosomal arm, in S. 

ambofaciens (Fig. 65).  

Sgri

oriC
TIR left arm right arm TIR

TIR left arm right arm TIR

oriC

TIR left arm right arm TIR

oriC

crtE crtI crtB crtV crtU crtT crtY

crtI crtB crtV crtU crtT crtYcrtEcrtE crtI crtB crtV crtU crtT crtY

SCO

crtV crtU

SAM

crtU crtT crtYcrtEcrtV crtB crtI   
 

Figure 65. Organization of the carotenoid (crt) cluster in S. griseus, S. coelicolor and 

S. ambofaciens genomes. In S. griseus three identical clusters are present. S. coelicolor 

possesses one crt cluster on its left chromosomal arm and beside that, on its right 

chromosomal part two pseudogenes similar to crtU and crtV were found. In S. ambofaciens 

the cluster is divided into two loci. Orange circles represent the position of the cluster on 

the chromosome. The clusters genes are showed below the circles. The two pseudogenes 

present in S. coelicolor right arm are showed by blue arrows. Sgri…S. griseus, SCO…S. 

coelicolor, SAM...S. ambofaciens, TIR…terminal inverted repeat  

 

Interestingly in S. griseus in addition to the crt cluster situated on the right chromosomal 

arm, two other crt clusters are present, each in one of the TIR regions (Ohnishi et al., 

2008). In S. coelicolor the crt cluster is situated on the left chromosomal arm. But on its 
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right arm there are two pseudogenes (SCO7390 and SCO7391) with high similarity to two 

crt genes situated within the crt cluster on the left arm (crtU and crtV) (Fig 64). This might 

suggest that at some stage S. coelicolor and S. ambofaciens both possessed two copies of 

the complete crt cluster, one in each arm. In S. coelicolor, one of the copies of the cluster 

was deleted at the exception of the two remaining pseudogenes. In S. ambofaciens, some 

genes were deleted in each copy of the cluster, leaving only one copy of each of the crt 

genes, in two clusters, at two loci. It should be noticed that the crt genes of S. ambofaciens 

are functional as S. ambofaciens can produce carotenoids (A. Garénaux, personal 

communication). During our in-silico search we found also one hybrid PKS/NRPS cluster, 

directing probably the biosynthesis of a hybrid compound. These types of clusters are 

typical for the genomes of Myxobacteria, however they were found also in Streptomyces, 

such as the bleomycin biosynthetic cluster of Streptomyces verticillus (Shen et al., 2001). 

The S. ambofaciens cluster resembles a putative PKS/NRPS gene cluster of S. griseoflavus 

and also the S. albus actinomycin biosynthetic gene cluster. Actinomycins are 

chromopeptides synthesised by various Streptomyces by several NRPS enzymes. The S. 

albus actinomycin cluster has not been, to our knowledge, studied further. However, for 

example in the actinomycin cluster of S. chrysomallus, there is beside three genes encoding 

NRPS protein also a gene encoding 4-methyl-3-hydroxyantranilic acid (4-MHA) carrier 

protein (named AcmD) (Pfennig et al., 1999), whose protein sequence is highly similar to 

stand-alone acyl-carrier proteins of type II PKS (Keller & Schauwecker, 2001). The AcmD 

binds 4-MHA and then acts as a substrate for one of the actinomycin synthetases (ACMS). 

The ACMS together with AcmD represents thus the initiation module of actinomycin 

biosynthetic system consisting of separate adenylation and PCP (ACP) domains (Keller & 

Schauwecker, 2001). The PKS enzyme of S. ambofaciens consists of three domains (KS, 

AT and ACP), from which the ACP domain is at the C-terminus. We thus hypothesise that 

in analogy to actinomycin synthesis the intermediate attached to the PKS acyl-carrier 

protein domain might then serve as a substrate for the first module of NRPS. Even though 

these are only in-silico predictions, it would be very interesting to study this cluster further, 

not only to reveal the real enzymology of the biosynthesis but also to uncover the 

mechanism for the biosynthesis of hybrid compound which might be useful for preparation 

of “new” bioactive molecules by combinatorial biochemistry.    
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4.2. Search for the compounds produced by the cryptic clusters 

Our experimental work, which followed the in silico analyses, had started by the 

preparation of a S. ambofaciens mutant strain (OSC4) which did not produce any of its 

three known antibiotics: spiramycin, congocidine and alpomycin (=kinamycin). It was 

shown that S. ambofaciens spontaneous mutants in which a putative PKSI cluster was 

amplified lost its capacity to produce the polyketide antibiotic spiramycin. On the other 

hand deletion of this cluster restored the spiramycin production (Aigle et al., 1996). From 

these observations it was suggested that different polyketide biosynthetic pathways might 

compete for the same biosynthetic precursors. The preparation of the S. ambofaciens 

mutant allowed us to obtain a strain not only without known antibacterial activity but also 

with reduced competition for secondary metabolite precursors. This might allow the 

activation of cryptic cluster genes and the biosynthesis of their respective products. The 

availability of precursors might also depend on the composition of the cultivation media. In 

addition, the expression of cryptic genes and the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites 

highly depend also on other conditions including the cultivation temperature, the pH of the 

medium, aeration etc. For example in S. ambofaciens the antibiotic alpomycin is not 

produced on the routinely used complex HT medium while it can be detected on the 

complex R2 medium (Pang et al., 2004). Similarly, Streptomyces sp. Go 40/14 produces 

one of its secondary metabolite only under high-aeration conditions, otherwise it cannot be 

detected (Bode et al., 2002). Furthermore, variation of cultivation conditions for the 

growth of Aspergillus ochraceus allowed the isolation of 15 “new” metabolites in addition 

to the already known aspinonene (Bode et al., 2002). Thus, by changing the cultivation 

conditions (OSMAC approach) one might increase the observed metabolic diversity of 

compounds synthesized by microorganisms.  

We used this OSMAC strategy in order to try to activate the genes from cryptic clusters. 

Since we were interested preferentially in clusters encoding antibacterial compounds, the 

screening of different cultivation media was accompanied by bioassays. We found three 

cultivation conditions (HT+MgCl2, ONA and R2 medium) in which the S. ambofaciens 

mutant strain OSC4 produced some “new” antibacterial compounds that were assumed to 

be produced by some of the cryptic clusters. Further experiments showed that in these 

three conditions at least two different antibacterial molecules are produced.  
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4.2.1. Stambomycin 

On HT medium with magnesium, the antibacterial activity is due to the product 

synthesized by a huge PKS cryptic cluster, which was at the same time studied also by our 

collaborators in Nancy (Laureti, 2010). This cluster directs the synthesis of a 50-membered 

macrolide, called stambomycin. Mg
2+

 is known cofactor of many different enzymes, it is 

known also to be part of the catalytic centers of different molecules and it is one of the 

factors that might influence secondary metabolite biosynthesis, even though its exact role 

is not always known. In Bacillus licheniformis the optimal medium for production of 

bacitracin contains 0.0025% MgSO4 (Haddar et al., 2007) and in Micrococuss sp. the 

addition of 0.5% MgSO4*7H2O to the cultivation media increased the  production of 

micrococcin from 512 AU/ml without any magnesium added to 4 096 AU/ml (Kim et al., 

2006). In S. ambofaciens we found that at least 0.09% (=app 10 mM) MgCl2 concentration 

is necessary for the biosynthesis of stambomycin and that Mg
2+

 is not required for its 

bioactivity. Now it would be interesting to study further the role of this cation in the 

synthesis of stambomycin and other secondary metabolites in general.   

The stambomycin biosynthetic genes were silent in different conditions tested by Laureti et 

al, and their activation was enabled only by the over-expression of a pathway specific 

regulator (Laureti, 2010). In our experiments we used the S. ambofaciens mutant with 

which we could detect the antibacterial activity without any further genetic manipulations 

of the strain. Here it should be noted that during the biosynthesis of stambomycin, its PKS 

incorporates malonyl and methylmalonyl, which are also the precursors for the 

biosynthesis of the polyketide antibiotic spiramycin. Hence, in the mutant in which the 

spiramycin biosynthetic pathway was inactivated, there was no competition between the 

spiramycin and stambomycin biosynthetic pathways for these precursors. Another 

explanation concerning the activation of the stambomycin cryptic genes might be simply 

that we found cultivation conditions in which these genes are normally expressed, but their 

product was not detected until today, because it was overshadowed by other antibiotic(s), 

like spiramycin, produced in the same conditions. The level of stambomycin produced by 

the strain OSC4 on HT with magnesium has not been compared with the level of 

stambomycin produced by the strain overproducing the stambomycin pathway specific 

activator. However, it should be noticed that Laureti was able to detect the activity of 

stambomycin on B. subtilis, while in our culture conditions no activity was detected on B. 

subtilis.  This might indicate that the level of stambomycin production might be lower in 
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our conditions than in those used by Laureti (2010) and therefore the antibacterial activity 

might be seen only with bacteria which are highly sensitive to antibiotics, as M. luteus.   

4.2.2. Other antibacterial activities. Limits of the approaches used. 

The cluster(s) responsible for the production of antibacterial molecules in the two other 

cultivation conditions (ONA and R2 medium) were not identified, except that we could 

conclude that their synthesis was not directed by the stambomycin cluster. There might be 

several reasons for the fact that we were not able to identify the biosynthetic cluster(s) 

directing the biosynthesis of the unknown metabolites. The first reason that could explain 

our inability to identify the clusters responsible is that we did not inactivate genes in all the 

identified putative clusters, in particular in all the ones which have been identified in the 

central region of the chromosome. The second reason is that the in silico analysis for the 

detection of putative cryptic clusters was based on similarity searches and with this type of 

approach we could not detect secondary metabolite biosynthetic gene clusters composed of 

genes presenting no similarity with known genes involved in secondary metabolism. The 

limits of the similarities searches could be illustrated by the example of the albonoursin 

biosynthetic gene cluster. Albonoursin is a diketopiperazine antibiotic derived from a 

cyclic dipeptide. When the albonoursin biosynthetic gene cluster was isolated by a reverse 

genetic approach, the three genes that are sufficient for albonoursin biosynthesis did not 

present any similarity with characterized proteins (Lautru et al. 2002). Since, the study of 

albonoursin biosynthesis led to the characteization of a new family of proteins, the 

cyclodipeptide synthases that are novel tRNA-dependent peptide bond-forming enzymes 

(Gondry et al. 2009).  

In addition to these two reasons, the strategy that we used had some limits that we should 

keep in mind in our analysis of the results obtained. Our strategy to identify the genes 

responsible for the biosynthesis of the respective product was the construction of seven 

different OSC4 derivatives. In each of these seven strains one gene, situated within a 

cryptic cluster and supposed to be essential for biosynthesis, was inactivated. The resulting 

OSC4-derived mutants were then tested by bioassays on R2 and ONA media. The 

complete loss of antibacterial activity on these media would indicate that the cluster in 

which one gene had been inactivated was responsible for the biosynthesis of the unknown 

antibacterial compound. However, the in silico predictions might not always correlate with 

the real biochemistry. An example of module skipping is the biosynthesis of 

myxochromides in S. aurantiaca. Myxochromides are pentapeptide metabolites discovered 
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to be produced by hexamodular NRPS enzyme. During the study of the biosynthesis of this 

metabolite it was shown that due to a mutation, one of the NRPS modules is inactive and 

thus it is skipped during the biosynthesis (Wenzel et al., 2006). During our experiments we 

might have inactivated a gene whose product is inactive or not required for the 

biosynthesis and thus we were not able to observe the effect of this inactivation. Another 

possible reason why we were not able to identify the responsible biosynthetic genes might 

be the possibility of protein interchangeability between different pathways. Thus the 

inactivation of one gene might be overcome by utilisation of similar enzyme from another 

biosynthetic pathway. This would again prevent us to see the effect of the gene 

inactivation. The phenomenon that different proteins with similar enzymatic function can 

substitute themselves is well known from primary metabolism pathways, such as the 

substitution of different protein kinases. In secondary metabolite pathways these 

substitutions concern mostly domains of proteins, like in the case of ramoplanin 

biosynthesis (Bachmann & Ravel, 2009). However, in the biosynthesis of nonribosomal 

peptides, example of substitution of proteins from the MbtH family have been described: 

different MbtH-like proteins, encoded in different clusters in the same genome can 

functionally replace each other (Lautru et al., 2007; Wolpert et al., 2007). The exact role of 

proteins from the MbtH family remained elusive for a long time, but it has recently been 

established that these proteins are integral components of bacterial nonribosomal peptide 

synthetases (Felnagle et al., 2010). 

. It is also possible that on the ONA and R2 media several different molecules, the products 

of several different cryptic clusters, are produced. If it were the case, the inactivation of a 

gene involved in only one biosynthetic pathway would not abolish the biosynthesis of the 

other compounds. As a result, the mutant strain would still retain its antibacterial activity. 

Initially, all the in vivo analyses were performed on solid agar media. Nevertheless for 

further purification and characterization of the metabolites, it was advantageous to isolate 

the compound(s) from liquid grown cultures. However, even after several modifications of 

the cultivation conditions and of the bioassays, we were not able to detect an antibacterial 

activity in the liquid culture supernatants, except on a small zone where the supernatants 

were spotted. As mentioned previously, the production of some secondary metabolites is 

very sensitive to cultivation conditions like aeration, inoculation volume, temperature and 

even shape or volume of the flasks. One might suspect that on solid media these conditions 

are less variable and easier to control than on liquid media and thus that we probably did 

not find the appropriate conditions for cultivation in liquid cultures. Moreover, as antibiotic 
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production is often coupled with morphological differentiation, we also speculated that in 

liquid cultures in which S. ambofacines does not differentiate and sporulate, it might also 

not produce all the antibiotics that are produced on solid media. Even though Streptomyces 

are strict aerobes, it is known that they are able to grow in liquid media without agitation, 

but in this case the growth occurs on the surface of liquid media. We tested these culture 

conditions, thinking that the antibiotics, if they were produced, should diffuse in the liquid 

medium from which they could be more easily isolated than from solid medium. We could 

detect by bioassays some antibacterial activity in the supernatants of non-agitated cultures. 

However, even though the antibacterial activity of supernantants of non-agitated culture 

seemed higher than the activity of supernatant of agitated cultures, it was still a weak 

activity in bioassays, compared to the activity around colonies grown on solid medium. 

Another reason for the poor antibacterial activity of liquid grown cultures might be 

different kinetics of production on solid and liquid media. We took samples at different 

time points but we always got the same weak activity. Beside the kinetics of production, 

the stability of the product can also play a role. The antibiotic pristinamycin produced by S. 

pristinaespiralis is produced extracellularly but during fermentation it is enzymatically 

degraded (Jia et al., 2006). Furthermore, some metabolites are unstable and should be 

extracted very quickly. We tried to keep our samples always on ice and treat them as 

quickly as possible, however we cannot exclude the possibility of degradation during our 

manipulation(s). Some antibiotics diffuse very poorly due to their physico-chemical 

properties and this limits the detection of their acivity by bioassays of liquid culture 

supernatants, this is for instance the case of congocidine. We tried to overcome this 

problem by spotting the supernatants directly on the agar without using paper discs, but 

using cylinders. However, the results were always similar: we could see a zone of 

inhibition only on the place were the supernatants were spotted. During our bioassay or 

HPLC experiments, we used directly the culture supernatants, without any attempts to 

extract the compound(s) responsible for the antibacterial activity. This method has been 

used successfully for the detection of several antibiotics in liquid culture supernatants, for 

example spiramycin, and therefore we use it also for the detection of our unknown 

compound(s). Nevertheless, there are several protocols for the extraction of antibacterial 

molecules with ethyl acetate, methanol or other organic solvents. We should try to extract 

and concentrate the antibacterial compound(s) to be able to study their activity and to 

characterize them. Another approach that would be interesting to test in the future is the 

addition of adsorber resin to the culture media. The presence of some secondary 
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metabolites in the culture broth has a feed-back inhibitory effect on their own biosynthesis 

(Jia et al., 2006). The addition of adsorber resins able to bind the secondary metabolite will 

prevent its accumulation in the cultivation media and therefore the feed-back inhibition of 

its biosynthesis. This method was used for example to improve the production and 

recovery of pristinamycin with S. pristinaespiralis, of rubradirin with S. achromogenes or 

of DKxanthenes with M. xanthus (Jia et al., 2006; Marshall et al., 1990; Meiser et al., 

2006). The binding to the resins is based on the chemico-physical properties of the 

compounds. As they are unknown, different types of resins should be tested: resins for 

hydrophobic interactions, ion exchange etc. This method might increase the production in 

liquid, by avoiding feed-back inhibition of the biosynthesis, and also facilitate the 

purification of the compounds. 

4.3. Playing with regulators to activate the expression of cryptic clusters. 

Beside the OSMAC approach another strategy used to activate cryptic cluster genes is 

changing the cell regulatory network by manipulating genes encoding regulators or 

transcriptional factors. For instance, in S. griseus the carotenoid clusters found in the S. 

griseus genome were considered as cryptic since no carotenoids were known to be 

produced by this strain in laboratory conditions. However, over-expression of the sigmaB-

like protein, crtS, from a multicopy plasmid, resulted in the activation of the crt genes and 

thus in the production of carotenoids (Lee et al., 2001). Similarly, as mentioned above, to 

activate the S. ambofaciens PKSI cryptic genes directing stambomycin biosynthesis, 

Laureti and coworkers overexpressed the gene encoding a pathway specific transcriptional 

regulator (Laureti, 2010).   

In the second part of this thesis we studied two S. ambofaciens global regulators, the 

SCO6008 homologue Rep and the DasR homologue, DasRA, which we supposed could be 

also used to activate of the expression of cryptic clusters.  

4.3.1. The Rep and DasRA regulators 

At the beginning of our studies not much was known about the SCO6008 protein and its 

homologues, except that overexpresion of a SCO6008 homologue might increase the 

production of some antibiotics in S. lividans (Martinez et al., 2005). During our studies we 

found that the whole region around SCO6008 gene is quite conserved between different 

Streptomyces species and that it might be conected to NAG metabolism and uptake. The 

connection with secondary metabolism could not be elucidated from the in-silico analyses. 

In S. ambofaciens the identity of the proteins encoded by genes from this region with 
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proteins in the closely related S. coelicolor is around 90%, except for three proteins, which 

are encoded by genes adjacent to SCO6008. These three proteins, encoded by the 

homologues of SCO6005, SCO6006 and SCO6007 genes, are less identical to S. coelicolor 

(34%, 46% and 49% identity in amino acids) than to proteins encoded by the S. 

olivaceoviridis ngcEFG locus (85%, 89% and 91% identity in amino acids). Another 

interesting observation made from the in-silico analysis was the insertion of one gene in 

the region downstream from SCO6008. Out of the 21 Streptomyces spp. compared in this 

study, a gene is inserted only in S. coelicolor and S. lividans where it encodes chitinase and 

in S. ghanaensis where it encodes a DoxX family protein of unknown function. Similarly 

in three other Streptomyces (S. flavogriseus, Streptomyces sp. Mg1 and Streptomyces sp. 

C1) there are one to three genes inserted just upstream the SCO6008 homologue, in a 

region which is further upstream again syntenic with S. ambofaciens and S. coelicolor.  

According to our in silico analyses, we hypothesize, that in S. ambofaciens the homologues 

of SCO6005-SCO6006-SCO6007 might be regulated by at least two regulatory proteins: 

Rep and DasRA. While for Rep this hypothesis is based on preliminary observations in S. 

coelicolor and predictions in S. olivaceoviridis, for DasRA we found its binding motif in 

the region upstream of the homologue of SCO6005 (assuming that the DasR and DasRA 

binding sites are identical, which is most probable as the two proteins differ by only one 

amino acid). The fact that one locus would be regulated by several regulators is not 

surprising since studies in other Streptomyces showed that the regulatory systems in these 

bacteria are intertwined in order to tightly regulate the expression of genes according to the 

needs of the microorganism. One of such examples is the regulation of the expression of 

genes involved in phosphate transport (pstS), phosphate sensing (phoR) and secondary 

metabolism (afsS) by PhoP and AfsR regulators. These regulators, one of them acting as a 

repressor and the other as an activator, competes for the binding to the promoter regions 

due to the overlap of their binding sequences (Santos-Beneit et al., 2009). We need further 

data about the binding sites of the Rep protein in order to elucidate if in the SCO6005-like 

promoter region the binding sites of Rep and DasRA overlap and if these two regulators 

work in synergy or as antagonists. Since both, Rep and DasRA are global regulators 

involved in NAG metabolism and uptake, it would be interesting to clarify the relationship 

between these two regulatory proteins and their regulons. 

Here it is also interesting to point out the diversity and complexity of NAG uptake systems 

in Streptomyces. In most of the Streptomyces spp. compared in this study, the three genes 

upstream of the homologue of SCO6008 encode a sugar-binding protein and the two 
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membrane proteins component of an ABC transporter. These proteins are in general highly 

similar to S. olivaceoviridis NgcEFG NAG uptake system. In S. olivaceoviridis the 

NgcEFG transports both NAG and NAG-dimmer, chitobiose (Xiao et al., 2002). Beside 

that, in S. olivaceoviridis, there is a NAG specific PTS system for the transport of NAG 

(Wang et al., 2002). Thus in S. olivaceoviridis there is one system for chitobiose uptake 

and two transporters for NAG uptake. These transporters are entirely responsible for the 

transport of NAG since deletion of NgcE and PtsC1 (component of PTS) completely 

abolished NAG transport (Wang et al., 2002). In S. coelicolor the SCO6005-SCO6007 

genes encode proteins with 35% and 54% identity to the S. olivaceoviridis NgcEFG 

proteins, but in vitro and in vivo experiments showed that even though this transporter has 

a good affinity for NAG; it transports mainly other sugars (Rigali, personal 

communication). Thus, in S. coelicolor, NAG is transported mainly by PTS and chitobiose 

uptake is accomplished by another ABC transporter encoded by the dasABC genes (Saito 

et al., 2007). For S. ambofaciens the knowledge is based only on in silico analysis, and it 

seems that in this species the NAG uptake system is a combination of the two systems 

described above. S. ambofaciens possesses proteins that are much more similar to S. 

olivaceoviridis NgcEFG than to S. coelicolor SCO6005-6006-6007. Therefore we suppose 

that in S. ambofaciens they are also responsible for the transport of NAG and chitobiose, as 

in S. olivaceoviridis. Beside that the S. ambofaciens DasABC proteins are very similar to 

the ones of S. coelicolor, and S. ambofaciens also possesses homologues of the genes 

encoding the NAG specific PTS components. Therefore, in S. ambofaceins it seems that 

there are two systems for chitobiose uptake and two systems for NAG uptake. It was quite 

surprising to find such diversity in the systems for the transport of one molecule; 

nevertheless these observations reflect probably the importance of NAG as a carbon and 

nitrogen source for these soil-dwelling bacteria. 

The role of NAG as an important nutrient for Streptomyces, is reflected also by the fact 

that its presence in cultivation media influence, at least in laboratory conditions, the 

morphological development and secondary metabolite production. We observed that in S. 

ambofaciens the presence of NAG in minimal medium inhibited sporulation and decreased 

the production of antibiotics. This result was in contrary to the observation in S. coelicolor 

but they were in agreement with those obtained with S. roseosporus (Rigali et al., 2008). 

When other Streptomyces were tested for the production of their antibiotics on MM with 

NAG, for some of them (ex. S. venezuelae, S. hygroscopicus, S. collinus) NAG had a 

stimulatory effect on antibiotic production, while for others (ex. S. avermitilis, S. rimosus, 
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S. limosus) no effect was observed (Rigali et al., 2008). Unfortunately, the above 

experiments were not performed with S. olivaceoviridis; the second Streptomyces for 

which the NAG transport systems are well known. However, already from these 

experiments it is obvious that even though NAG is important for Streptomyces, its 

influence on secondary metabolism and morphological differentiation is not universal 

(Rigali et al., 2008). The effect of NAG might be dependent on the compositions of the 

cultivation media and therefore probably in other media an opposite effect on antibiotic 

production can be seen with the different Streptomyces strains. Rigali and co-workers 

already observed that when NAG was added to rich R2YE medium, it inhibited 

actinorhodin and undecylprodigiosin production in S. coelicolor, an effect opposite to the 

one observed with NAG in minimal medium (Rigali et al., 2008).   

Even though our in silico analyses did not provide any hint about direct connection 

between Rep and secondary metabolite biosynthesis, during our in vivo studies we found 

that Rep might be involved in the regulation of production of secondary metabolites in 

NAG containing media and in R5 complex medium. In minimal medium containing NAG 

(MA-NAG) the S. ambofaciens OSC2 (wild-type strain) produced less antibiotics than on 

minimal medium with fructose (MAF), while NAG does not abolish antibiotic production 

in the S. ambofaciens rep deletion mutant. On the other hand on R5 complex medium the 

deletion of rep resulted in complete loss of spiramycin production. In agreement with these 

results, the S. coelicolor ΔSCO6008 mutant showed on R5 modified medium delay in the 

production of actinorhodin but it also showed overproduction of the antibiotic 

undecylprodigiosin (Red) on the same medium (Park et al., 2009). Here it should be 

mentioned that the tests of Park et al were made in R5 medium lacking KH2PO4, CaCl2 

and L-proline, while our analyses were made in the complete R5 medium. Even though the 

carbon source in the R5 and R5 modified medium was the same, just the absence of the 

three mentioned components might have influenced the production of antibiotics. 

Therefore the comparisons of results form S. ambofaciens and S. coelicolor in this case 

should be made with respect to these differences in cultivation medium. Our results from 

cultivation on R5 medium are also in agreement with earlier observations made with the 

rep gene isolated from DNA environmental library and which protein product shows 48% 

homology with SCO6008 and S. ambofaciens Rep genes. In S. lividans the expression of 

rep resulted in overproduction of actinorhodin. It also caused increased production of 

granaticin, which was heterologously expressed in the S. lividans strain (Martinez et al., 

2005). From these different experiments we could conclude that the S. ambofaciens Rep 
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regulator might, as in other Streptomyces influence secondary metabolite biosynthesis. 

However, it can have different effects on different antibiotics produced by the same 

organism and these effects depend on the cultivation media.  

During our studies of S. ambofaciens cryptic clusters we found that the S. ambofaciens 

triple mutant (OSC4 strain) is capable to produce a “new” unknown antibacterial 

compound on R2 medium. The R2 medium differs from R5 only in the way how it is 

prepared (while R2 medium is complemented by several solutions after autoclaving, in the 

R5 medium most of the supplements are autoclaved together with the medium). Thus, it 

would be interesting to test if the deletion or over-expression of rep affects also the 

production of the unknown antibacterial compound produced on R2 medium. Conditions 

leading to overproduction of this compound will facilitate its purification and chemical 

characterization.        

The second regulator studied in this part of the thesis was DasRA, the homologue of S. 

coelicolor DasR protein. In contrast to SCO6008, DasR has been intensively studied in S. 

coelicolor (Rigali et al., 2004; Rigali et al., 2006; Rigali et al., 2008) and it was also 

already successfully used for the activation of a cryptic gene in S. coelicolor (Rigali et al., 

2008). Our in silico analysis revealed that the DasR and DasRA proteins were highly 

similar and that their regulons seem to be also similar in S. coelicolor and S. ambofaciens. 

In both of these Streptomyces species, DasR/DasRA control genes encoding proteins 

connected to NAG uptake like components of PTS system, chitobiose and NAG 

transporters, chitinases or genes encoding sugar transporters. In S. ambofaciens we found a 

DasRA binding site in-front of genes encoding a Gnt-R transcriptional regulator or putative 

sigma factors similar to S. coelicolor SigB and SigJ factors. Both SigB and SigJ are 

required for the expression of stationary phase genes and during stress response. This adds 

another evidence to the suggestions of Rigali and co-workers that DasR is involved in the 

cascade from sensing nutrients in the environment to the cell developmental control (Rigali 

et al., 2006). In contrary to S. coelicolor, we did not find any direct connection between S. 

ambofaciens DasRA and genes encoding secondary metabolite biosynthesis, at least with 

those situated in the terminal parts of S. ambofaciens chromosome. In S. coelicolor DasR 

binds to the promoter region of genes encoding antibiotic pathway specific regulators 

(actII-ORF4 and redZ) (Rigali et al., 2008). However, preliminary observations showed 

that direct control of antibiotic biosynthesis genes by DasR is probably a specificity of S. 

coelicolor since no DasR binding site has been found within secondary metabolite 
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biosynthetic clusters in the other Streptomyces studied so far (Rigali, personal 

comunication).  

4.3.2. The effect of ppk deletion on antibiotic production and the whole proteome   

Beside the manipulation of genes encoding regulatory proteins, another possibility to 

activate cryptic gene clusters is by changing other cell components like genes encoding 

primary metabolism enzymes, ribosomal proteins etc. Wang and co-workers introduced a 

method called “ribosomal engineering” in which they showed that mutations in ribosomal 

proteins lead to increased production of secondary metabolites (Wang et al., 2008) . 

Similar effect can be achieved by manipulating genes encoding primary metabolism 

enzymes. We studied in the third part of this thesis the effect of the inactivation of gene 

encoding the enzyme polyphosphate kinase, ppk, on antibiotic production in S. lividans. In 

order to better understand the role of this protein in Streptomyces the work then continued 

by proteomic analyses of S. lividans wild-type and ppk- mutant. The enzyme 

polyphosphate kinase (PPK) catalyses the reversible polymerization of the γ-phosphate of 

ATP to polyphosphates, thus it is involved in phosphate turn-over in the cell.  

Virolle and co-workers have shown that the inactivation of the ppk gene in S. lividans 

affects not only the type and content of polyphosphates in the cell, but also the production 

of pigmented antibiotics during growth on agar media (Chouayekh & Virolle, 2002). We 

cultivated S. lividans on glass beads, which supports controlled morphological 

differentiation well as antibiotic production, and allows for easy and reproducible 

preparation of protein samples for proteomics (Nguyen et al., 2005). In agreement with the 

results of Chouayekh and Virolle, we observed enhanced and earlier antibiotic production 

in the ppk- mutant compared to the wt strain. Although ppk gene inactivation in S. lividans 

influenced the production of antibiotics, it did not affect colony morphology and viability. 

These results correspond to observations made in Bacillus cereus, which is another 

differentiating Gram-positive bacterium. B. cereus ppk- mutants are less motile and are 

defective in biofilm formation, but they sporulate comparably to the wt strain (Shi et al., 

2004). On the other hand, E. coli ppk mutants are less viable and die after a few days in the 

stationary phase (Kornberg, 1999). Mutation of the ppk gene in S. lividans had no such 

severe impact on culture viability. This suggests that the PPK enzyme might have different 

roles in Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, and/or that Streptomyces have 

additional pathways that allow them to compensate for loss of the PPK enzyme. 

Nevertheless, to determine if ppk gene inactivation influences differentiation in 
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Streptomyces, further experiments to study the colony morphology at shorter time intervals 

are needed. 

Our comparison of the whole cytoplasmic proteomes of S. lividans wt and ppk- mutant 

strains showed that proteins that were affected by ppk gene inactivation were involved in 

nitrogen metabolism (glutamine synthetase II), carbon sugar metabolism (glyceraldehyde-

3-phosphate dehydrogenase) or phosphate uptake. It is known that nitrogen and phosphate 

metabolism are interconnected and co-regulated in S. coelicolor (and possibly in other 

bacteria); the nitrogen regulon is in addition to its own regulatory network also under the 

control of the phosphate regulatory protein PhoP (Rodriguez-Garcia et al., 2009). The 

nitrogen metabolism regulatory protein GlnR is regulated by PhoP and beside that it also 

competes with PhoP for fixation to the promoter regions of various genes that are involved 

in nitrogen assimilation; thus the cell can rapidly adapt to changes in the availability of 

nitrogen and phosphate (Rodriguez-Garcia et al., 2009). Beside that, in S. coelicolor there 

is a second nitrogen regulator GlnRII that also interacts with the promoters of nitrogen 

metabolism genes glnA (encoding gluthamine synthetase I), glnII (encoding gluthamine 

synthetase II) and amtB (encoding ammonium transporter), but which is not under the 

control of PhoP (Rodriguez-Garcia et al., 2009). This suggests that there is also a nitrogen 

regulatory network independent on PhoP. It was previously shown that under phosphate 

limiting conditions, the expression of genes involved in nitrogen metabolism decreases 

(Rodriguez-Garcia et al., 2007). Contrarily to these observations, we saw, that the S. 

lividans ppk-
 

mutant strain over expressed a nitrogen metabolism gene (glutamine 

synthetase II) under phosphate limiting conditions. We cannot deduce from our results if 

this is caused by the regulation of PhoP independent GlnRII regulator or by some other 

control mechanism.   

Martin et al. showed that under conditions of limited Pi (which was used in this study), the 

adenylate charge of the cell is low (Martin et al., 1978). In the ppk- mutant strain that lacks 

the ATP-regenerating enzyme, the adenylate charge is even lower than in the wt strain; 

therefore the ppk- mutant strain activates its central metabolic pathways (glycolysis, Krebs 

cycle etc.) to provide energy (ATP) (Ghorbel et al., 2006a). Our observations that the ppk- 

mutant over-expressed one of the central metabolism enzymes, the glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase, is thus in agreement with this activation.   

It is not surprising that the PstS protein, which is a member of the pst operon, was also 

influenced by ppk gene inactivation. The pstS gene encodes a high-affinity phosphate 

transport system that is induced under phosphate starvation conditions. Diaz et al. studied 
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the accumulation of PstS under various conditions and saw that there was an over-

expression of this protein in the S. lividans ppk- mutant (Diaz et al., 2005). These results 

indicate that in the ppk- mutant phosphate starvation is compensated by enhanced 

expression of genes that are involved in phosphate uptake. On the other hand, although 

there was a high level of the PstS protein in non-labelled samples, we did not observe any 

massive synthesis of this protein during and after aerial mycelium formation. Thus, we 

hypothesise that this protein was synthesised earlier and accumulated within the cell over 

time. Esteban et al. saw that the PstS protein also accumulated in the supernatants of 

cultures that were grown in liquid medium (Esteban et al., 2008). Although we washed the 

culture medium during protein sample preparation, there still could have been residual 

medium in the samples. Therefore, the spot that corresponds to PstS may contain as well 

the extracellular fraction of this protein.   

We also saw that ppk gene inactivation significantly influenced the synthesis of elongation 

factor Tu, which is a major component of the translational machinery. In the wt strain the 

biosynthesis of EF-Tu decreased as the culture entered sporulation while in the ppk- 

mutant the biosynthesis of EF-Tu stayed almost unchanged. Interestingly, even though in 

the wt strain EF-Tu biosynthesis ceased at the end of the growth its contents stayed similar. 

Therefore, the factor might be stored within the cell for later use. Weiser et al showed that 

in Streptomyces, the EF-Tu can spontaneously aggregate under approximately 

physiological conditions (Weiser et al., 1982), which might be one of the possible 

mechanisms for EF-Tu storage.  

Future studies to further examine the expression of EF-Tu during the developmental cycle 

of the ppk-
 
mutant and the pattern of its mRNA expression would be interesting as well as 

to study the effect of ppk gene inactivation on the expression of genes from cryptic 

clusters. 

 

In the presented thesis we showed, in agreement with studies performed with other 

bacteria, that the S. ambofaciens genome contains many cryptic secondary metabolite 

biosynthetic gene clusters, some of which seem to be specific for this species and therefore 

novel. Even though we did not managed to identify the product(s) of any of the species 

specific cryptic cluster(s), except one, we showed that by changing cultivation conditions it 

is possible to activate their expression. These results demonstrate that at least part of the 

cryptic clusters are functional and worth studying as potential sources of new 

biomolecules. Understanding the function of global regulators might be also useful for the 
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activation of the expression of cryptic clusters. Therefore, even though we did not 

elucidate the exact role of Rep and DasRA in the production of secondary metabolites, we 

still suspect that they are among the proteins that can be manipulated in order to activate 

cryptic clusters. Similarly, we showed that primary metabolism proteins are other 

candidates to be manipulated in order to enhance the expression of cryptic cluster genes.  
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